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CHAPTER 1
THE SELF-PROPAGATING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS
1.1 Introduction.
The combustion science has come a long way since the
pioneeringdayswhentheconceptsofthenatureof
combustion were initially presented in the remarkable work
of N. N. Semenov in 1928 on the critical conditions ofa
thermal explosion. This work revealed the principal feature
of combustion processes: a relationship between heat release
due to chemical reaction and heat losses. Later, Zeldovich,
Frank-Kamenestskii,Damkohler,andothers,carriedout
investigations that laid the foundations of the modern
theory of combustion.
The science of combustion has been influenced by the
enormous problemsof energy production and propulsion.
Scientists studied the most efficient methods of burning the
various fuels and prepared energy-rich fuel compositions.
This also resulted inalimited number of systems and
processes studied. At the present times the theory and
practice of combustion processes has entered a new stage of2
development since combustion science now offers a variety of
powerful and novel methods for studying the phenomena invol-
ving complicated reactions mechanisms coupled with physical
processes. This permits the involvement of and application
of combustion processes in many other fields.Significant
advances have been made in the development of the theory of
combustion, thanks to improvement of experimental techniques
and extensive use of high-speed computers, among others.
The attention of investigators has been restricted for
along time primarily to gasifying systems;hence,the
theory of combustion of condensed systems is in a less known
state than the theoryof combustion of gases. Most of the
research on the theory of combustion of condensed systems,
both theoretical and experimental, has been accomplished by
Russian scientists over the last few decades[1,2,3].
Recently, attention has been focused in one particular case
of the condensed systems, the so-called crasless combustion,
in which all of the reactants and products are in the
condensed state. The possibility of producing a wide variety
of industrially and strategically important solid materials
in a non-conventional manner caught the attention of resear-
chers in the western hemisphere[4-24]relating to the
phenomena of condensed systems known asself-propagating
high-temperature synthesis, of which the gasless combustion
is a part.3
Reactionsinvolvingsolidsasreactantscanbe
organized into four distinct groups. The first and second
groups pertain to oxidations occurring either at the surface
of the solid or within the pores of it. In the firstgroup,
the reaction is of the type:solid + gas --> gas; the
product is a gas so that the mass of the solid gradually
decreases with time as the reaction proceeds. The solid
graduallydiminishesinsize(oritsporesgradually
enlarge). Combustion of graphite and of porous char in air
are examples of the first group.
Reactions of the type solid + gas --> solid constitute
the second group. Since the product is a solid, the mass of
the solid gradually increases with time as the reaction
proceeds. The solid may gradually increase in size (or its
pores may gradually close). Oxidation(rusting,scaling,
tarnishing) of metals and metal sponges in air are examples
of this group.In both the first and second groups, the
concentration distribution of the oxidant gas near the
surface plays a crucial role in determining the overall
reactionrate.Metalnitrideformationreactionsalso
pertain to this group.
The third group of reactions involving solids is of the
type solid --> solid + gas; these are known as decomposition
reactions. When prompted thermally, decomposition reactions
are also known as pyrolysis reactions. Some of the products4
of decomposition are gaseoussothat the massof the
decomposing solid decreases with timeasthe reaction
progresses.Charring of wood offers an example of this
group.
The fourth group of reactions, solid + solid -> solid,
is of direct concern in this thesis. The reactantsare all
solids and the products are also solids. These reactionsare
thus,in principle, gasless reactions. The reactantmass
remains invariant with time, but the volume may change.
Reactions between any of the transition metals of the
chemical groups IV(titanium,zirconium and hafnium), V
(vanadium,niobiumandtantalum)andVI(molybdenum,
tungsten and chromium) and any of the non-metals such as
carbon, sulfur, silicon and boron, form part of this fourth
kind of reactions. These reactions appear to be sufficiently
exothermic to result in a self-supporting propagation.
1.2 Characteristics of the SHS Reaction.
Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis, known in
the United States by the acronym SHS, is a combustion method
for producing materials from their constituent powders. Such
reaction is characterized by an exothermic heat release
whichsufficestoself-propagatethecombustion-front
through a compact of the powder reactants once the reaction
is initiated in some region by an external heatsource.5
Synthesis,duringwhichchemicalbonds form, and
structurization, during which the formation of the product
takes place,occur simultaneously.Some of the typical
characteristics of the process are [25]:
Temperatures, 1,500 °C to 4,000 °C;
Propagation rate, 0.1 to 15 cm/s;
Thickness of synthesis zone, 0.1 to 5 mm;
Rate of heating, 1,000 °C/s to 106 °C/s;
Duration of initiation, .05 to 4 sec;
Extreme thermal gradients, as high as105 K/cm;
Preservation of the external shape of the starting
compact [26].
This last characteristic is due to the fact that even though
part of the materials in the reaction zone may be molten,
because of the high melting points of refractory materials,
a lattice of rigid refractory material forms preserving the
initial shape.
The SHS process can be classified in three cases:1)
the gasless case, in which the materials before and after
are exclusively in the solid or condensed phase;2)the
filtration case, in which the nonmetallic gaseous reactant
spontaneously enters into the reaction zone after being
transported through the pores of the pressed-metal-powder
reactant;and3)thecondensationcase,in which the
reaction proceeds in the gas phase and is accompanied by6
condensation of the final product. The gasless case is the
specific phenomenon which will be investigated in this
thesis.
1.3 Applications and Advantages of SHS Products.
SHS reactions have become attractive for a variety of
reasons. Investigation on this type of reactions, besides
the interest of the theoretical aspect, has reached higher
levels of recognition due to practical considerations. This
kind of reactions provide an energy-efficient approach to
the synthesis of simple and complex materials including
metallic, ceramic and composite materials.
Some of the more practical advantages of the SHS method
over those of conventional methods include higher purity of
the products, relative simplicity of the process, possibi-
lity of simultaneous formation and densification of the
materials, and possibility of obtaining complex or meta-
stables phases. Some other advantages have being claimed to
this process, but some of these advantages have not been
experimentally confirmed. However we can list some of the
current and potential applications of the SHS process to
prepare materials such as [121:
1) Abrasives, cutting tools, polishing powders; examples
of it are TiC, cemented carbides, and carbonitrides.
2) Resistive heating elements, like MoSi2.7
3) High-temperature lubricants, like molybdenum chalcoge-
nides.
4)Solid lubricants, e.g., sulfides.
5) Neutron attenuators (shielding nuclear radiation), like
refractory metal hydrides and ferro-alloys.
6)Shape-memory alloys, like TiNi.
7) High temperature structural alloys, like nickel alumi-
nides.
8)Steel processing additives, like nitrided ferroalloys.
9) Electrodes for electrolysis of corrosive media, like
TiN and TiB2.
10) Coatings for containment of liquid metals and corrosive
media, example of which are products of aluminum and
iron oxide thermite reactions.
11) Powders for further ceramic processing, like Si3N4.
12) Alloys to produce superconductors, like MoS2 alloyed
with Nb [25].
Some of these listed materials have important indus-
trial applications.They are conventionally produced by
sintering a mixture of powders in a furnace heated bygas
plasmas,microwave-electromagnetics,induction-coupledplas-
mas or hollow cathode discharges. Contrary to the characte-
ristics of the SHS process given above, these conventional
methods are expensive and energy-intensive, witha process8
that is difficult to control, that has a long reaction time,
and that is not always reliable in terms of the purity of
the final product or of properties sought. For example,a
processfor preparing titanium carbide needs to employ
sophisticated power-consuming equipment, the productivity of
the process is low (0.5 kg/hr per furnace), and the quality
of the final product is poor (there will be some percent of
unreacted material in the final product)[27].
The SHS process avoids some of the practical problems
of conventional methods showing that:
a) processing times are of the order of seconds or minutes
rather than hours,
b) any contaminants in the reactants are vaporizedaway so
that the products are generally purer,
c) process permits production of seamless linings of the
product over complicated substrate surface contours,
d)potential for simultaneous materials synthesis and
product fabrication by forming the precursorgreen
compacts into the shape of the desired piece, among
other things.
TheexplanationoftheSHSprocessrequiresthe
combined concepts of thermodynamics, theory of combustion,
chemical engineering, metallurgy, and material science.9
1.4 The Issue Addressed in this Thesis.
The not-so-well understood complexity of the intrinsic
chemical kinetics in the SHS reactions, and the multiplicity
of factors that influence the propagation of the combustion
wave have made it difficult to establish theoretically the
mechanisms controlling the velocity of the front(a main
problem from the viewpoint of the theory of combustion) and
the limits of the synthesis so that a behavior of the
reaction can be predicted for practical and optimal reactor
design purposes. This thesis provides the results ofour
particular experimental findings in the propagation speed
for the SHS reaction that produces titanium carbide. In the
thesis we also make a numerical study of the factors that
affect this gasless SHS reaction by means of a dimensionless
analysis. Our focus is on thermal, physical and chemical
mechanisms, embedded in key dimensionless parameters, which
culminate in the SHS process. Dimensional analysis offersa
studytooltogeneralizetheexistingandfuture
experimental observations of the gasless SHS process and to
offeramechanisticframe-workwithinwhichfuture
developments can be correlated. Our task is to delineate
experimentally the dependency of the steady propagation
speed of the SHSreaction wave on such parameters as
initial density of the mixture, reactant ratio, dilution
with product and diameter of the samples. Analytically the10
task will be to determine the dependency of ignition and
propagationonanimportantdimensionlessparameter
(introduced in Chapter 4),the Damkohler number Da. This
parameterencirclestheeffectsofthermalproperties
(density p, thermal conductivity K, and specific heat Cp),
composition, carbon particle size, process constant f,a
"compression" effect and the diffusion of titanium through
an intermediate complex (as described in Chapter 3).
An important elementin theSHS processesisthe
chemical kinetics of the reaction. Some of the known kinetic
models are discussed in Chapter 3. Currently, most of the
available kinetic models for solid-solid reactions follow a
trend imposed by definitions of kinetic rates from the
Sovietliterature.Even though mostoftheessential
elements of physics and chemistry appear to be considered in
these models, detailed explanation of the models is lacking.
This makes the implementation of these Soviet kinetics
models a bit ambiguous. In this thesis we implement the new
kinetic model for solid + solid -> solid reactions developed
by Kanury [28]. This model is based on experimental observa-
tions of the mechanism of reaction by the Russian scientists
Aleksandrov and Korchagin [29, 30].
Summarizing, the overall purpose of this thesis is to
contribute towards an improved understanding of the manner
in which the exothermic SHS reactions develop and propagate.11
1.5 Planned Presentation Within thisThesis.
This dissertation will be presentedin the following
order:Chapter2gives an examination of theexisting
literature on the development of theSelf-Propagating High-
Temperature Synthesis, SHS. Importantcontributions on both
experimental and theoretical fieldsare asserted and some
insightson the process and itsspecific featuresare
reiterated or clarified.
In Chapter 3,the kinetics of the problemare fully
discussed, depicting some models thathave been used by
earlier investigators. The kinetics modelto be used in this
thesis is introduced and explained.
Chapter 4 shows the analysis of thegoverning equations
and boundary conditions, first ina 2-d format and then,
based on some non-radial effect assumptions,reduced to a
1-d format. Nondimensional variablesand parameters are
introduced. The Damkohler number,an important parameter of
the problem,is identified. Assumptionsand approximations
are discussed in some detail.The ignition problem is
addressed as well.
In Chapter 5, the numerical model isformulated and the
governing equations are discretized.Chapter 6 deals with
the description of the experimentalmethod and the instru-
mental setup used in this investigation.Some experimental
drawbacks encountered through the developmentof this work12
are indicated.
The experimental results are presented inChapter 7
while the numerical resultsare divided into two parts;
Chapter 8 presents the numerical resultson ignition and
Chapter9 presents the numerical resultson propagation
speed and their comparison with the experimentalvalues.
The study ends in Chapter 10 with conclusionsof both,
numerical and experimental investigations.Remarks are given
onfuturedirectionsforexperimentalortheoretical
research believed to be necessaryas a consequence of the
present investigation.13
CHAP TER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Introduction.
This chapter reviews the efforts by other scientists
and engineers on the development of Self-Propagating High-
Temperature Synthesis(SHS).Important contributions are
asserted and some insights on the process and its specific
features are reiterated or clarified. This is done by first
presenting an overall review of the works on experimental
research and then a review on some of the theoretical
approaches. Most of the papers on the SHS problem are from
the Russian literature and in journals which are not readily
accessible. Throughout most of this chapter, rather than to
followachronologicalorderoftheprogressinthe
understanding and contributions to the SHSprocess,an
arrangement of ideas is pursued.
2.2 Beginnings of SHS Investigations.
According to Merzhanov [31], the possibility of gasless
combustion was first conjectured by the Russian scientists
Belyaev and Komkova. They found that for a single thermite14
system the burning velocity does not depend on pressure [3].
Merzhanov was experimenting with powder combustion as early
as 1959-1960 [1, 2]. Merzhanov proved the reality of gasless
combustion in 1965, when he developed a gasless composition
based on the ferric oxide-aluminum thermite. However, the
process with thermites was too complex to attempt to prove
that the rate of combustion was determined solely by the
reaction taking place. Accordingly, Merzhanov and coworkers
chose a mixture of titanium and boron for their experiments.
To their surprise, the product of combustion retained its
original shape, and was exception-ally hard and dense. Pure
TiB2wasformed.TheSovietresearchers were quick to
realize the potential of the process and initiated further
research efforts at the Soviet Institute of Chemical Physics
in 1967 under the direction of Merzhanov. Eventually, their
efforts had a transition from basic to applied research.
Illustrations of such transition are found in 1973 and 1979
United States patents claimed by Merzhanov and co-workers
[27, 32] on their process. According to Crider [25], seventy
compounds had been synthesized by 1974, and by 1976 there
were 30 different Soviet facilities engaged in investigating
the process as well as studying ceramic products made with
the SHS technique. The size of reactors available by 1972
for theSHS process were up to10kg of material per
reaction. By the late 70's more than 200 ceramic compounds15
(usingbothgasandgaslessreaction)andrefractory
compounds had been produced.At least two SHS materials
have reached industrial production in the Soviet Union: TiC
abrasives as a substitute for diamond products and MoSi2for
heatingelements.Table2.1presentsalistofsome
materials prepared by the SHS method [33].
Table 2.1Some Refractory Compounds Produced by
Self-Propagating High-Temperature Synthesis (SHS)
Strongly Exothermic
Carbides TiC, ZrC, HfC, VC, NbC, Ta2C
Borides TiB2, ZrB2, HfB2, VB2, NbB2, TaB2, MoB
Nitrides A1N, BN, Si3N4, TiN, ZrN, Ta2N
Silicides TiSi3, ZrSi, MoSi2
Chalcogenides MgS, NbSe2, TaSe2, MoS2, WS2
Hydrides TiH2, ZrH2, NbH2,IH2
Intermetallics NiAl, CoAl
Weakly Exothermic
Carbides 34C, A14C3,SiC, Mo2C
Borides MoB4, Mo2B, W2B5
Germanide NbGe216
It was not until 1973 that the SHSprocess was first
confirmed in the United States in a notable work byHardt
[15],of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.However,a
process very similar to the SHS method was already claimed
by McKenna [17] for the preparation of tungstenmonocarbide.
It is interesting to note that even in Holt's 1982paper
[34], all the references are from the Russian literatureand
none were from the United States. An extensive researchpro-
gram was eventually initiated in the United States, but
mainly under the auspices of state agencies,army, navy,
DARPA[18],or national laboratories.Imminentlyafew
private industrial organizations became involved (seerefe-
rences). Currently, a few known academic institutionsare
doing work in the SHS problem (Kanury [20, 21, 22, 28,35,
36] here at OSU).
2.3Literature In Experimental Research.
In one of the first western works, Hardt, Phung,and
Holsinger [15,37]studied the propagation rate in metal
powder mixtures to form intermetallic alloys. Theseresear-
chersidentified thatthemassdiffusioncoefficients
involved in solid-solid reactions were stronglyconcentra-
tion dependent. However,in their conclusions they noted
that the magnitude of the diffusion coefficients mightvary
over a wide range without producing large change in the17
calculated propagation rate. Based on their experiments the
investigators acknowledged how sensitive the mixingproce-
dure was to the process; this has been further verified in
this investigation (described in Chapters 6 and 7).
Holt, one of the best known SHS researchers, initially
worked synthesizing TiC, TiN, and TiB2 [34]. He examined the
microstructure of TiC,the effects of initial porosity,
combustion temperature, and titanium particle sizeon the
density of the final product. Using high-speed photography,
he reported a propagation speed of 0.35 cm/s for TiC. He
demonstrated that the porosity of the initial compactas
wellas the initial temperature of the sample and the
stoichiometry have very little influence, if any,on the
final density of the TiC. An interesting findingwas that
nonstoichiometric samples with carbon/titanium ratios less
than 0.6 or greater than 1.67 could not be ignited.
In a later investigation, Holt and Munir(Munir is
another well known SHS researcher in the United States),
united effortsinexperimenting with titaniumcarbide
formation [38]. However, they did not address the issue of
reactionmechanism,andtheydidnotgiveconclusive
experimental results concerning the rate of propagationor
measured properties. Basically their investigations centered
in determining the adiabatic combustion temperature under
different conditions.18
Shkiro et al.[39,40] worked on the SHS process for
preparing tantalum carbides (which has one of the highest
known melting points: TaC 4,270 K,Ta2C 3,770 K). Tantalum
carbides are used in producing high melting point alloys and
heat resistant construction materials. They found that for
this particular system a redistribution of the components
through capillary spreading was not possible. Shkiro and
coworkers obtained experimental data that showed that as the
diameter of a cylindrical sample decreased, the amount of
unreacted carbon grew and the propagation decreased toa
quenching point(at about 8-10 mm). This unreacted amount
was shown to decrease if the initial temperature of the
sample was increased. When dilution with final product
increased there was an increase in the amount of unreacted
carbon. In their experiments they found that by using two
particle sizes of Ta,2 pm and 45 pm,in the reaction,
quenching occurred. Evidently the large metal particles
acted as an inert diluent. Their results also included the
effect of inert argon pressure and density.
In another experimental set-up, Henshaw and Niiler [41]
observed three cases of gasless combustion (for all cases,
T
aisthe adiabatic temperature andTmisthe melting
temperature):
1)T8 is greater than I'm for one reactant. Rigid mate-
rials with fine pores were produced, including TiC,ZrC,19
ZrB2, TiB, and SiC.
2)T. is greater than Tm for both reactants and the
product. This case resulted in severely distorted solid
materials, including A1Ni, TiSi, ZrSi, and TiNi.
3)T.isless thanTm for both reactants and the
product. This case resulted in a powdery final material,
such as 34C and WC.
Henshaw and Niiler reported a propagation speed of 4.7 cm/s
for TiC; a high-speed 120 frames/sec video system was used
todeterminethespeed.From thelightspectra,the
continuum radiation was analyzed to yield a very precise
value for the temperature of the reaction zone (although
they did not report it).
Another investigation performed by Hardt [26] reported
the effect of various variables on the morphology of TiC and
TiB2, and on eliminating porosity; he found that densifi-
cationoftheproductswouldnottakeplacewithout
compaction (a fact already mentioned by Holt [34]). He found
that reduction of gaseous impurities by pre-treatment of the
starting mixtures ina vacuum did not appear to be as
beneficialasthe Russian literatureclaimed.Healso
providedadescription on coloration and expansion of
products.
Kumaretal.[5],studied both theoretically and
experimentallythecombustioncharacteristicsofthe20
molybdenum-silicon system. They evaluated the overall heat
transfercoefficientandfoundthatitwasalmost
independentof thecombustion temperatureforagiven
specimen diameter. For larger specimen diameters the radial
temperature gradients were significantly reduced since the
system was closer to being adiabatic. They also reported
expansion of the specimens.
Contrary to the statements of Merzhanov [3], Hardt [26]
claimed that by increasing the ambient pressure the thermal
conductivity of the gas surrounding the sample increases;
therefore, the time and energy required for ignition will
also increase. Experiments by Shkiro [39,40] also revealed
that the combustion rate for tantalum carbides increases
with increase in argon pressure, and then became "saturated"
at a certain point. However the increase only occurred for
low argon pressures (below 1 atm).
In a major work, Aleksandrov and Korchagin[29,30]
from the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and Mineral
Refining, tried to follow one of the principles of solid
state chemistry that requires that in the study of reaction
mechanism and kinetics, account must be taken of the actual
structures of solids. When the solids are composed of
powders, their structure and reactivity are determined by
the properties(including geometry)of the constituent
particles. To such effect they developed a procedure that21
used a transmission-type electron microscope "in situ"on
model particle-film samples(thatis,the formation of
phases and products are followed in real time at themoment
of their appearance). Even though they acknowledgedthe
extreme difficulty in determining the mechanism of reaction
one of their goals was to change the "soft" methodology used
by all researchers of the mechanisms of reaction; this
"soft" method involves stopping the reactions by rapid
cooling [42, 43] and uses metallographic methods andx-ray
spectral analysis. According to Aleksandrov, Korchagin and
Boldyrev, these methods can not detect intermediate products
andstructures.They presented convincing experimental
argumentsinfavoroftheir proposed mechanism.This
mechanism considered that the reactions between the solid
components begins only after a liquid phase appears (i.e.a
solid +liquid reaction takes place). A more detailed
description of their mechanism is given in Chapter 3. All
systems studied by Aleksandrov and Korchagin showedan
appreciable delay in the formation of the phase final
product. Ten systems were studied: Mo03-Al,Fe2O3-Al, Ni-Al,
Ti-C, Nb-C, Ta-C, Ti-B, Nb-B, Ta-B, Hf-B. In all, except
Mo03-Al the layer was formed and one reactant melted.
Maksimov et al. [43], argued that the technique used by
Aleksandrov and Korchagin [29, 30] did not really model the
conditions of interactions at the front, and asserted that22
the method of metallographic study of specimens witha
combustion front fixed by quenching the sample is the most
simple and accessible technique. They conducted investiga-
tions on the Ti-B system but their conclusions do not really
seem to give any insight of the true mechanism, only in what
they assumed to have happened when they quenched the sample.
Thus, their arguments against the work of Aleksandrov and
Korchagin are not strong enough and do not providea better
technique.
The electron microscope observations of Rogachev et al.
[42] on the systems Ti-C and Ti-B showed that the onset of
reaction coincides with the appearance of a metallic melt
which spreads over the surface of the carbon in the form of
a thin film less than 10-7 m thick. At the same time,a
reaction takes place on the boundary between the carbon
material and the melt leading to the formation of finely
dispersed particles (< 10-6 m) of titanium carbide within
the liquid film. Using an innovative experimental method
they placed the mixture of reactants into a wedge-shaped
cavity in a cooper block. In this way, the combustion wave
was extinguished as it approached the apex due to higher
heat losses dictated by an increasing surface to volume
ratio. One important thing that Rogachev [42] observed is
that the structure or particle size of the carbide(or
boride) formed did not correlate to the structure or size of23
the initial reactants, but it was completely determined by
the combustion parameters. Some more insights on this effect
were given by the study of Mullins [14]on the effect of
carbon morphology on the combustion synthesis of titanium
carbide. He found some cases in which some morphology is
preserved.
Experiments from Holt [34], and Riley and Niiler [44]
using scanning electron micrographs, SEM, proved that the
mechanism of the Ti + C reaction to form TiC is the movement
of molten titanium to solid carbon. Since some theoretical
analysisofthesereactionsinvolvediffusionalmass
transport, the fact that it is the titanium rather than the
carbon diffusing, provides important information.
Contrary to these experiments, Khusid [45] claimed that
from his studies of the Ti-C system the carbon diffuses in
the melt with a diffusivity of the order of 10-9 m2/s. The
review by Munir and Anselmi-Tamburini [11] also reported a
work by Kirdyashkin that may bring controversy to the
consensus on the mechanism of reaction. According to these
investigators,Kirdyashkinconcluded thatthedominant
mechanism for the combustion synthesisof TiC was the
diffusion of carbon through the initial TiC layer. This
conclusion was based primarily on the apparent agreement
between the activation energy for combustion and that for
the diffusion of carbon in TiC. The works of Kirdyashkin and24
Kushidsare theonly ones thatclaim suchareaction
mechanism.
Vadchenko and Merzhanov [46] made another attemptto
elucidate the mechanism of reaction. Using carbon-coated
titanium (also for the system Zr+C) wires, they investigated
the mechanism of the ignition and the combustionprocesses
between these elements under conditions involving intense
heat loss and high power level in the heatsource. They
concluded that the combustion process was is preceded by the
melting of titanium, after which the titanium flowed into
and filled the pores between the particles of carbon. The
formationofthecarbidetookplaceinasubsequent
crystallization from a molten phase. They mentioned that the
coefficients of diffusion of atoms of Ti and Zr through the
corresponding carbide film were 104 times less than for
atoms of carbon. With a somewhat similar experimental method
KnyazikandMerzhanov [47)triedtodeterminethe
macrokinetics of the interaction Ti-C under electrothermal
explosion conditions. This method consisted of heating the
sample by the passage of an electrical current through the
specimen itself. A characteristic feature that they found
was the almost linear increase in temperature from 2,000 to
3,000 K.Realizing that with such rapid heating of the
specimen the external heat losses were low, they concluded
that the reaction rate was independent of the temperature in25
the investigated range; accordingly, the reactionwas of
zeroth order and mathematically inactivated. They explained
that these effects were by solution of graphite into the
melt.At temperatures below theTi melting point they
explained that carbide was formed as a result ofa solid-
state reaction.
Azatyan et al.[48] studied the combustion of titanium
withsiliconandshowed thatincreasingthetitanium
particle size lowers the maximum temperature attainable and
therefore the propagation rate. Another effect of increasing
the particle size is that the product of combustion changes
from the expected Ti5Si2 to TiSi2 (particle change from <100
pm to > 100 pm).However, as the combination of Ti and Si
powders gives a multiphase product, their results are not
totally related to our single phase product analysis.
Maksimovetal. [49]presentedsomeexperimental
indications that the spin mode of combustion can also arise
in gasless systems. The spin combustion mode happens when
the chemical reaction focus moves over the side surface of
the specimen describing a spiral; it is observed mainly for
cases of combustion of metals in gases like nitrogen. They
observed that the spin regime lies near the combustion limit
(with respect to the ratio of reactants) for the systems Ti-
Al and Ti-ferroboron. However, they did not explain why the
spincombustion mode wasnotobservedinallgasless26
systems. Merzhanov was the first to report [50, 51] that the
phenomenon of spin combustion for gas-solid systems was
influenced by specimen density, specimen diameter and nitro-
gen/argon ratio in the gas mixture, and that the phenomena
existed close to the limit of propagation. He also reported
auto-oscillatory combustion, which is the propagation of a
planar flame front in a pulsating regime with a specific
frequency.Hepointedoutthatitsburningrateand
frequency were affected by the degree of dilution of the
initial mixture withinertadditives,by thespecimen
density, and by specimen diameter.
Repeated combustionisanother phenomenon reported
[51]. This consists of the passage of a second flame front
alongthealreadyburnedsubstance,followingthe
propagation of thefirstflame.Itissaid that this
phenomenon is influen-ced by the nitrogen pressure, specimen
density, metal parti-cle size, and incomplete conversion of
the substance at the combustion front. When hafnium burns in
a nitrogen-argon mixture,asecond slower moving front
appears approximately 4 seconds after passage of the first
front.
Merzhanov [31] was clear in remarking that i) diffusion
transfer of the combustion product did not occur, that ii)
there was no similarity between the concentration and tempe-
rature fields (in contrast to the combustion of gases), and27
iii) the processes occurring in the burnout zone did not
affect the rate of propagation of the combustion wave.
Merzhanov[51],also noted the existenceoffiltering
combustion for the case of combustion with nitrogen gas;
filtration of the gas takes place under the action of the
pressure difference arising due to nitrogen absorption in
the reaction zone.Thisfiltration gives raise to two
effects: when the characteristic time of combustion is much
greaterthanthecharacteristictimeoffiltration,
combustiontakesplaceinlayers;otherwise,surface
combustion occurs.
Theonly known work on the combustion of gasless
systems at cryogenic temperatures was reported by Strunina
et.al[52]. This is of interest for outer space applica-
tions.They analyzed changes in combustion regime with
critical initial temperatures.
Japan is another country which is doing research in the
SHS process. The Japanese have developed a new method for
ceramic-to-metalwelding[53]aswellasadifferent
ignition process for the synthesis of SiC [54]. There is a
disadvantage in the ceramic-to-metal welding in that it has
to be performed at pressures of about 3 GPa. For the syn-
thesis of SiC,the new ignition process helps the weak
reaction to proceed, something that the heat released from
the exothermicity of the reaction is not able to do; this28
special reaction shows a weak release of heat(69 KJ/mol
comparedto293kJ/molforTiB2).Weaklyexothermic
compounds, like SiC, B4C, A14C3, Mo2C, MoB4, MoB2, Mo2B, WB,
W2B5,WBeTaSi2,Mo3Si,etc.,are characterized by low
bonding energies between theatoms,and hence require
external source of heat for the reaction to persevere. The
Japanese also found that a mixed reactant of powders with
relatively large particle size could not be ignited.
The primary objective of the majority of investigations
on combustion synthesis is the production of powders. Des-
pite their intrinsic advantages, SHS produced powders must
be further processed toform dense bodies and shapes.
Reports of successful experiments to consolidate ceramic
bodies to full densities after being formed by the SHS
reactions are sparse. A technique to accomplish this
consolidation was devised by the Yamada et al.[55], who
synthesized and simultaneously applied high pressure to
compact the material, obtaining up to 95% of theoretical
densities. This method has the potential to shorten the
overall process and to minimize the energy input. Another
technique to densify the product while synthesizing was
tried by Riley and Niiler [44], using pressures no higher
than 0.4 GPa; these pressures are considered relatively low
for compaction. It is interesting to note that two of the
above methods cited, welding-to-metal and pressing while29
heating, were already claimed in a 1965 patent by Williams
[16], from Australia, although in a more empirical basis.
From the observationsof the previouslymentioned
experimentsto densify the powders,itisfound that
pressureless sintering during combustion is not sufficient
inmagnitudetocausetheformationofhighlydense
products. There are two basic reasons for this observation.
The first reason relates to the time the material is held at
hightemperatures.Althoughthetemperatureofthe
combustion front of many SHS reactions is extremely high,
the exposure time of the material to such conditions is
relatively short. The second reason, and perhaps the most
important, is the evolution of gases during the passage of
the combustion front. The same process that is responsible
forthepurificationofSHSproducedmaterials(the
expulsion of volatile impurities) can lead to the formation
of entrapped gases, and hence the swelling of the product (a
phenomenon that was observed in our experiments as well as
in another investigations [41]). Rice [8], based on simple
analytical calculations, erroneously argues that there is a
volume decrease of the sample, an indication that practice
does not exactly follow theory in this case.
The steps that can be taken to lessen the effect of gas
evolution during reaction are the outgassing of thereac-
tants prior to combustion and/or the application of a high30
inert gas pressure during combustion. Kecskes and Niiler
[10]identifiedthesolidandgaseousimpuritieson
constituent powders to form TiC and studied the effects of
their evolution.The main gas species evolved from the
graphite are: CO, N2,C2H4,H2O, CO2,C31-18,0+,CH4, and from
titanium are: H2O,OH+,H2,II+,CO, N2. Carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide need baking temperatures above 1,000 °C to be
evolved. The major constituents of impurity gases ejected
during reaction consisted of free hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
free oxygen, carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbons. Water vapor
was driven off assoon as the compact reaches100°C,
followed by the release of hydrogen from TiH2 at 400 °C,
oxygen from the dissociation of TiO2 at about 2,000 °C, and
CO and CO2 throughout the temperature range. They observed
that if the combustion wave velocity is so fast that the
impurities can not escape out of the sample in the heated
region ahead of the front, the very sudden release of the
vapors at the reaction front can violently disrupt the
process.They also analyzed the condensable impurities
deposited around the sample. The sources of condensables
wereasfollows:tungsten,sodium,sulfur,chlorine,
potassium and calcium from the filament used to ignite the
samples; titanium from the Ti powder, iron, nickel, copper,
manganese, and chromium as impurities in the aluminum sub-
strates that were positioned near the sample; silicon and31
potassium from the mica stage that held the samples, and
calcium from the graphite powder. These researchers pre-
heated thesampleat800°Cby operating the heating
filament at a power level of 200 W for 10 minutes with the
pressure reduced down to a pressure base of 10 -2 Pa. When
they did notdothis heat-treatment,they encountered
samples which would explode due to the violent outgassing.
(This was also encountered in our experiments. In our expe-
riments, as described in a later chapter, their recommen-
dations were followed to purge impurities in a vacuum oven
for several hours in the 500 °C range.)Hardt[26] pre-
treated his samples in vacuum up to a temperature close to
700°C.Holt and Munir[38]and Shkiro[39,40]also
presented analysis of gas evolutions.
In another study, Hansen et al.[9] did some elaborated
investigation of SHS by three different means:(1) thermo-
chemical computer modeling, (2)time-resolved quadrupole
mass spectrometry, and(3)optical multichannel analysis.
The computer modeling was based on the minimi-zation of the
total free energy of the system under the constraints of
constant temperature,pressure,and mass.However,only
titanium, carbon and oxygen were considered to form the
system.Theothertwotechniqueswerebasedonthe
irradiation of a laser beam on the surface of the sample. In
case(2),the vapors evolved from the sample were passed32
through the ionization region of the mass spectrometer,
while in case (3) the light emissions from the sample during
laser ignition were analyzed using an optical multichannel
analyzer(OMA).Thesecondtechniquefoundthatthe
impurities H2,02,N2, and H2O were easily removed from the
reaction mass and should make minor contributions to the
overall mechanism of the reaction. The information using the
OMA technique did not give conclusive results.
Products obtained by the SHS method have been compared
to commercially obtained products byways of comparing their
densification rates or their structures after some heat
treatment; this was done by Quabdesselam and Munir [56] for
titanium diboride, and by Manley, Holt and Munir [57]for
titanium carbide. In the case of the diboride the investi-
gators found little differences, while the commercial car-
bide could be more densified that the synthesized carbide.
An overall observation is that SHS produced powders are not
as easy to sinter as powders prepared by conventional means
[38].
An analysisof the mechanism of densificationis
presented by Ristic [13]. In terms of abrasive properties,
the synthesized titanium carbide shows better results than
conventionally-made titanium carbide, as tested by Merzhanov
et al.[27]. Due to the "self-purification" characteristic
of the SHS process, the oxygen impurities are reduced (a by-33
product of conventionally produced powder), resulting in a
significantly reduction of the hardness and yield strength
of refractory ceramics [41].
Data on the chemical and physical properties of SHS
products are consistently absent from reports in SHS. Even
for the most studied reactions, the production of titanium
carbide and titanium diboride, the controlling kinetic and
property values for the powders compact are difficult to
find. For example, the thermal conductivity of the powders,
which has an important role in controlling the characteris-
tics of the reaction, has not been fully determined for a
system. One of the few exceptions is the thermochemical data
measured by Hardt and Phung [15]. Additional experimental
data available on SHS powder compacts is the data provided
by Butakova et al.[58], for the thermal conductivity of the
systems 2Fe203 + 3Ti + 2.26Ti02, 2Cr203 + 3Zr + 2.8Zr02, and
Cr203 + 2A1 + .64A1203, as a function of density, percentage
dilution by reaction product and particle size. Butakova's
experimentalresultsshowanincreaseinthethermal
conductivity with increasing compact density.
The somewhat similar process involving reaction of
powders of intermetallic systems also suffers also from the
lack of data available on thermophysical parameters or the
dependence on composition, pressing density, etc.[59].
The reactant powder compact densities are a major34
factor in the rate of propagation. Rice et al.[60] studied
the effect of percent theoretical density for 4 reactions
involving titanium and observed that with increasing compact
density up to a maximum value at about 60 ± 10 % of the
theoretical density there is an increase in the propagation
velocity.They also found that at higher densities the
propagation rates not only decreased, but terminated due to
self-extinction; at certain high densities the reaction even
failed to propagate. They argued that the maximum point in
propagation rate is due to the following inverse trends as
afunctionof density: (i)increasing availabilityof
reactants species (porosity decreases as density increases),
and (ii) larger density producing larger heat losses. Heat
transfer ahead of the combustion front has the consequence
of lowering the temperature to which the sample is preheated
bythereactionbeforeignitionandthuslowersthe
combustiontemperature.Theyalsofoundthatlarger
particles affect ignitability and propagation in an adverse
manner. The trend found by Rice after the maximum point is
contrary to the results of the numerical model of Kottke and
Niiler [19].(In our experiments the same trends as reported
by Rice were determined (see Chapter 7).)The results of
Azatyan et al.[48] also showed this trend with a maximum at
about 70% relative density. The results of Shkiro et al.
[39, 40] showed the decreasing-side trend with density for35
tantalum carbides, but did not show a maximum.
One feature in the study of these high-temperature
reactionsisthedifficulty associated with trying to
measure the combustion temperature of some of the reactions.
A proof of this statement is the work of Holt [34] who had
to use an indirect measurement of positioning inside the
samples pieces of materials to observe if they melted. If
the materials did not melt then their melting temperatures
could be considered as an upper limit of the reaction.
However, this method is not conclusive at all. Thesame
problem of melting occurs when some type of thermocouples
are inserted to try to monitor the combustion temperature,
since at some point of temperature, they will melt. Hardt
[26] reported using tungsten-rhenium thermocouples but could
not trace the peak temperatures because the specimen reacted
with the thermocouples. Pyrometers offer another method of
measuring the temperature, but they have the problem that
theevolution of gasesfrom thecompactwill produce
"clouds" inside the chamber, and thus interfere with the
pyrometer readings.
In regards to the decrease and control of the high
temperatures, and hence the propagation rates, the Russians
researchers introduced the method of diluting the product
material with the normal reactants. This method produceda
product of fairly uniform and fine particles size and good36
purity,but poor mechanical strength. Another practical
technique that the Russians introduced is the use of a
"chemical furnace" [26]. This furnace is simply a layer of
another SHS mixture which surrounds the test specimen. The
heat output of the thermal blanket ignites the specimen and
maintainsitforaprolongedperiodatanelevated
temperature.
The next section presents an overview of the theore-
tical approaches to the SHS problem.
2.4 Literature on Theoretical Research.
Probably one of the first mathematical models related
to the SHS process was that of Aldushin and Merzhanov [61].
Most of their basic qualitative results can be applied to
the process. The mechanism of their model and other proposed
models are explained later in Chapter 3.
Kovalenko[62]madeaverycomplexmathematical
analysis of the gasless combustion with large heat transfer
at a wall(enclosed systems)for reaction of the system
Pb02-W02,but without any concern about the kinetics or
stoichiometry of the reaction. This approach is very common
in the output of SHS papers from the Soviet Union. Strunina
et al. [63] used the same kind of approach to mathematically
study theinfluenceof heatlossesand thermophysical
parameters,butfora double system of reactions.Two37
different powder systems were put together so thatone
served as the igniter for the other. They extended their
theoretical work further by studying the conditions under
which the second system would ignite [64]. It seemsa little
premature to try to analyze two systems at once, since there
is still a need for a consistent model for a single system.
An analysis on the problem of stability for a gasless
system with heat losses was made by Strunina et al.[65].
They used four different variations of the kinetic function
of the type described in the general kinetics model in
chapter3.Most of their analysis was doneforaone
dimensional system and the remainder of their analysis was
for a flat 2-D specimen with a simple first order kinetics.
Dvoryankinetal. [66]alsoaddressed thecombustion
stability and proposed their model. They compared the type
of stability which might exists,imposing two types of
conditions at the surface of a sample: a normal Newtonian
type of heat losses and an ideal thermal contact with an
inert material.
Hardt and Phung [15] made a study of a SHS propagation
withaone-dimensional model with no heatlosses.The
process is governed by diffusion through a film of product
separatingthereactants.Theirkineticanalysisis
described in detail in Chapter 3. They made the simplifying
assumptions that the reactant geometry can be approximated38
by a structure of alternating layers of components whose
relativethicknessesaredependentonthereaction
stoichiometry and density. Accordingly, their derivation
showedthatthereactionrateisdependentonthese
thicknesses.Their paper is uniquein thatitreports
measured thermochemical data.
Another mathematical investigation is that of Lyubhenko
[67] et al. who constructed a somewhat complex 1-d numerical
model,involving a simple kinetic reaction model. Their
analysis was very mathematically involved but, according to
the authors, it predicts well some experimental trends for
the iron-aluminum thermite reaction. The conditions for the
degeneration of the steady propagation of a thermal combus-
tion wave were investigated by Aldushin et al.[68].
The trend of using kinetic equations of first order
appears repeatedly in analytical models,even the more
recent investigation of Boddington et al. [7], from England.
They developed a simple 1-D numerical model with convection
losses. Their reported numerical results were surprisingly
close to the experimental results for mixtures of tungsten
andpotassiumdichromate.Theunexpectedaccuracyis
questionable based on the fact that the thermal and kinetics
properties are themselves difficult to assess accurately.
The authors themselves acknowledge how fortuitous their
results were; however,it should be pointed out in their39
behalf that the model seems to satisfactorily predict the
observed trends of the SHS process as well as to predict
conditionsleadingtocombustionfailure.Fromtheir
numerical findings it was determined that steady state is
reached early (at about 20 ms) and not far away from the hot
boundary (.2 mm).
Aleksandrov et al.[69] also used a first order kine-
tics in their analysis of the influence of two-dimensiona-
lity and heat losses in gasless combustion. They developed
some criteria under which approximate values of the propa-
gation rate can be estimated, and compared those parametric
values with computational runs. The kinetics (explained in
detail in chapter 3) derived from Aleksandrov and Korchagin
[29, 30] was adapted by Huque et al.[22] for the analysis
of the synthesis of TiC.
Even one of the latest modeling studies, by Varma et
al. [70], assumed simply a first order kinetic reaction with
respect to one reactant and a zeroth order with respect to
the other reactant without any further examination of the
mechanism of reaction. They failed to interpret how the
cylindricalsampleispositionedsinceconvectiveand
radiative losses at the base of the sample were used. The
range of validity of parameters used in their study were
given without any explanation of what were the "typical
property values of SHS reactions," or how they might be40
obtained. Their numerical results were not compared withany
actual experimental result.
Anothernumericalmodeling thatusedfirstorder
kinetics is that of Hlavacek, Puszynski and co-workers [4,
5,6]. They found that, in the adiabatic case, the heating-
up time associated with an insignificant degree of conver-
sion at the beginning of the reaction was short.They
mentioned that the concentration profiles were steep for
high values of the activation energy E, but for low values
of E, the propagation wave degenerated. They performed their
high-order finite-difference scheme on supercomputers at
nationallaboratories.Theydiscussedthefollowing
analyticallydevelopedstabilitycriteriaforgasless
combustion:
1)If p < perthere is constant-pattern profile
2)if p > perthere is oscillatory behavior
where p = E(Ta-To)/(RTa2), Ta is the adiabatic temperature, To
istheinitialtemperatureofthesample,Eisthe
activation energy,and R is the universal gas constant.
This criterion was based on the assumption that the reaction
zoneisinfinitely narrow.They alsoincluded another
criterion for stability:
1)if Ta /To > 2, an increase in the reaction heat results
in a more stable combustion,41
2)if Ta/To < 2,an increase in the reaction heat gives
raise to a less stable combustion process.
For non-adiabatic conditions they found that for highvalues
of the cooling parameters there will bean extinction of the
propagation.Theydescribedoscillatorybehaviorwhen
temperatures overshoot the adiabatic temperature andperturb
thesteady propagation.Somesimplifications were also
presented.
In connection to the criteria between steady-stateand
auto-oscillatory conditions, Merzhanov [31] determinedthe
following criteria:
a=9.1 (Cp/Q)(RT82 /E)[1-.27 Q/(Cp Ta)]
if a>1 steady-state combustionoccurs
if a<1 auto-oscillatory combustion takes place.
Holt and Munir [38], however, observed some doubts aboutthe
validity of this criteria. It has been mentioned [12]that
the reactions will not be self-sustaining unless I', ?.1800K
based on data which comparesTaforseveral compounds
against their ratio of AH°/Cp. This range oftemperatures
corresponds to a minimum ratio of AH°/Cp2X103 K. From this
study, Munir concluded that there is a low sensitivityof Cp
to temperature for several compounds.
Kottke and Niiler [19] performed an investigationon
the possible effects of the thermal conductivityon the
reaction Ti+C. They measured the thermal conductivityof the42
compacted powders against the density of the sample at room
temperature.However,their modeling analysiscould be
strongly questioned, since in no part of their model was
there any mention whatsoever of the kinetics mechanism nor
of an internal heat source term. Other than that, their
paper is an excellent exercise in modeling conductivity in
ablock withoutinternal heatsources.Their modeling
results predicted that the SHS propagation velocity has a
lineardependenceonthethermalconductivityofthe
precursor powder for highly compact products.
In the theoretical work of Kumar et al.[5]on the
molybdenum-silicon system,the investigators proposed a
simple surface reaction controlled model for systems in
which the product layers exhibits a porous microstructure.
They acknowledged how difficult it was to quantitatively
simulate solid-solid reactions due to the lack of informa-
tion on the reaction mechanism and in the physical and
kinetic properties of the systems. Interestingly, some of
their numerical results were strikingly close or equal to
the experimental results. Their formulation of the mechanism
of reaction assumed that the reaction rate was proportional
to the surface area of the fraction of unreacted nonmelting
compound. This is explained later in Chapter 3.
Kanury [21] emphasized that an approach to the analysis
of the SHS process can evolve on the basis of the developed43
knowledge of the combustion science. He showed that the
observedglobalpatterns[24]oftheprocesscanbe
predicted by combustion theory.Ignition,reaction wave
propagation and quenching were part of his analysis. Some of
his conclusions were:(i) an increase in reactant particle
size causes a decrease in propagation speed, since smaller
particle sizes provide larger surface areas conducive to
larger reaction rates; (2)increase in sample diameter
results in an increase in the wave speed to an asymptotic
value due to a relative gradual reduction of lateral heat
losses;(3) in contrast, if the sample thickness is below a
certain critical value,the lateral heatloss will be
sufficiently intense to precludeignition; (4)ahigh
thermal conductivity of the compact will make ignition more
difficult while making propagation easier; (5) dilution with
inerts, products or excess reactants tends to decrease the
effective heat of combustion and reaction temperature and,
thereby, the propagation speed;(6)there exists rich and
lean limits of composition only between which propagation is
possible; (7)preheatingthereactantsincreasesthe
reaction temperature and hence the propagation speed.
2.5 Closing Comments.
As it is evident from this review, the vast majority of
SHS process literature resulted from Russian Investigations.44
However, while we see that in those papers the essential
physics and chemistry appear, they lack detail in their
reports. We should add, however, that most of the existing
researchon the process wasdone by metallurgistand
materials science people, and that their work was primarily
highly descriptive and empirical. Mechanisms were seldom
stressed with no attempt to account for reaction kinetic
rate processes,and only a few investigations involving
mechanism as a significative feature.
A National Science Foundation Workshop on SHS was
recently held[71].The workshop succeeded in bringing
together most of the United States SHS researchers. Corbin
[33] had already talked of the need to combine efforts for
the study of this phenomenon and of the need of major
experimental efforts to determine the total characteristics
of starting powders and kinetics of reaction. He also spoke
of the necessity of developing a unified modelto simulate
the process. Microscopic models and mechanistic descriptions
of the sequence of the initial reaction, nucleation and
product growth are virtually nonexistent [71].
The outcome of the NSF workshop calls for a major
thrust on basic research. The participants quote Merzhanov
as saying:"The task is(1)the development of precise
experimental methodsfor investigating the dynamics of
structural conversion that occur in SHS, and methodology for45
comprehensive diagnosticsof the process,and(2)the
development of reliable mathematical models .
A short list of some of the existent basic research needs is
presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2Current Basic Research Needs
in the SHS Process.
A. Determination of high temperature thermophysical and
thermochemicaldataforreactantsandproducts:
enthalpy of formation, specific heat, thermal andmass
diffusivities, etc.
B.Characterization of the three zones of combustion,
warming zone, reaction zone and afterburn zone.
C.Execution of experiments to determine chemical and
physical mechanisms; basic quantities to be measured:
burningvelocity,temperatureprofile,degreeof
conversion, pressure of composition of gases.
D. Development of new techniques for dynamical measurement
of temperature, elemental composition and structure.
E. Study methods of densification, understand effects of
gradients, determine influence of defects, etc.46
Point A in this table stresses the unavailability of
accurate values of the thermal and kinetic properties. This
imposes an immense problem if some kind of accurate modeling
issought.However,no ranking in the table should be
emphasized and all points in the research needs should be
considered.
For some more insights in the SHS process, the reviews
by Munir and Anselmi-Tamburini[11](which also includes
gases-solids reactions), Munir [12], Munir and Holt [23],
Sheppard [24], Crider [25], and Corbin [33], are suggested.
For an introduction to surface reactions references [72-80]
are suggested.
We close this chapter by also quoting a comment from a
1988 paper [19]: ". . .definitive experimental measurements
of propagation velocity asa function of green compact
density remain to be performed . ..,"from which we infer
that the SHS process still needs to be further studied.47
CHAP TER 3
KINETICS OF THE PROBLEM
3.1 Introduction.
In this chapter, the chemical kinetic characteristics
for thesolids --> solids reaction are discussed. Initial-
ly, a summary of gas reaction kinetics is presented so some
of its conclusions can be drawn to better comprehend the
kinetics of the solid --> solid reaction. A description of
some of the kinetics models which have been proposed to
explain the SHS process is presented.The new kinetics
model, proposed by Kanury [28], is introduced and its merits
are discussed.
3.2 Overall Description of the Kinetics Problem.
Specialists of the SHS process are basically interested
in two questions:(i)determining the factors controlling
the velocity of the reaction front and (ii) clarifying the
factors determining the rate of reaction and formation of
the desired product. As mentioned in the preceding chapters,
there is very little existing knowledge related to the
chemicalkineticsof thecombustionofsolidsinthe48
reaction: solid + solid --> solid. The importance of under-
standing the chemical kinetics is obvious, since it is one
of the more important factors influencing the ignition and
propagation or non-propagation of the combustion wave in the
compact of reactants.
One basic problem is to establish relationships between
reactivity of solids and the structure of the reactant
mixture. This requires studying microprocesses in regions
with dimensions of the order of the size of the particles of
the powder. Mutual arrangement,structure,chemical and
phase composition (before, during and after reaction) should
be taken into account. Such studies are extremely difficult
because of the rapid rate of the reactions, as well as the
high temperatures under which they occur. Limitations also
exist in the available experimental methods and equipment
which would yield information on the governing mechanisms.
Numerous attempts exist in the literature trying to
elucidate the mechanism of reaction. Several models have
been proposed involving distinctive different features on
how the reaction proceeds, each model is based on some
simplifying assumptions of geometry or conclusions based on
experimental observations.Some ideas about the mechanism
of interaction are based on assumptions which are in the
best case supported by data from indirect experiments or are
based on theoretical calculations relating to the rate of49
combustion with the kinetic parameters of the reaction.
Since the kinetic parameters are often unknown, there.is
always the chance that some factors have been ignored. The
fact that there exist several proposed mechanisms that are
baseduponknowledgegainedfromgas-phasereactions
indicates that the current knowledge of the kinetics of
solids -> solids is not complete.
3.3 Summary of Gas Reaction Kinetics.
By doing a quick review of gas phase kinetics, we
facilitate an easier understanding of the solid reactions.
Complex mechanisms of gas-phase reactions are sufficiently
well understood. Modern technology allow both experimental
and analytical studies to investigate the variables of the
gas phase reaction within acceptable accuracy.
By using some of the results of the kinetic theory of
gas reactions rates,a qualitative understanding of the
influence of some of the parameters of the reaction can be
obtained. This success is largely due to the conceptual
clarity associated with the collisions and interactions
amongst the atomic or molecular gaseous reactants. For an
elementary reaction rate, the reaction rate N "'A (kmoles of
species A/(m3 s)) for a reaction such as:
nA+mB -- product (3.1)is given by the Arrhenius exponential law:
--
NH/=-k Cn Cm e
RT
A 0 A B
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(3.2)
where the pre-exponential factor k0is dependent on the
nature of the particles of A and B,CAandCBare molar
concentrations of the reacting species, E is the activation
energy,Ris the universal gas constant and Tisthe
absolute temperature. The stoichiometry given above also
describes the precise manner in which the species particles
interact in the elementary reaction, since n and m are the
same as the orders of the reaction. Values of ko and E can
be theoretically estimated for elementary gas phase reac-
tions and the effect of gas pressure is found proportional
to P(n+m).
A mechanism composed of several elementary steps, each
with its own elementary rate equation can be integrated to
obtain the overall rate of depletion ofa reactant or
generation of a product. When mechanism of this sort become
complicated or unavailable, the equation given above is
usually assumed to hold for the rate of the global reaction
with kinetic constantsk0,m,n,and E.The resultant
empiricalglobalrateequationcorrectlycontainsthe
dependencies of the reaction rate on reactant composition,
pressure and temperature.51
3.4 Characteristics of Solid Reactions.
As mentioned earlier, Kanury and Huque [20], gave an
excellent review on the kinetics models.The following
presentations in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 are based on some of
their observations.
Of the four groups of solid reactions identified in
Chapter 1, the collision theory concepts may be extended to
arrive at some viable rate mechanism for only the first
group.Theeffectof temperatureonthe heterogeneous
reaction rate continues to be described by the Arrhenius
exponential (as in Equation (3.2)). In the remaining three
groups, the detail of interaction among the reactants is not
so clear. This thesis involves only the fourth group, how-
ever,some of the following observations relate to the
second and third groups.
A number of molecules are generally held together to
form the crystalline or polymeric structure of a solid. To
result in oxidation in which the product oxide is a solid
(i.e., the second group identified earlier), the reactant
gas attacks the crystalline solid either at the surface or
in the interior after the gas diffuses into the crystal
through any existent defects. Once the reaction in a solid
layer is initiated, the reaction can be continued only if
either the ionic metal diffuses outwards to the gas or the
oxidant gas diffuses inwards through the oxide layer to the52
metal. The resistance to this diffusion gradually increases
with time as the oxide layer thickens. The rate of increase
of the oxide layer thickness is inversely proportionalto
the thickness itself so that thickness is proportionalto
(time)1/2.Thus,theoverall chemicalreaction rateis
determinedby aphysicaldiffusionalprocess.The
coefficient of diffusion in solids is expected [73, 74]to
depend on temperature according to the relation:
D a T1/2e-E/ (RT)
In reactions of the third group, the crystalline units
of the solid undergo violent vibrations in response to
heating. With sufficiently intense heating, the vibrations
may become so strong as to rupture the crystal or the
molecule. Such a process is known as thermal decomposition
or pyrolysis. The products generally are a lower density
solid and a mixture of gases and vapors. The effect of
temperature on the pyrolysis reaction rate is traditionally
taken to follow the Arrhenius exponential law.Thisis
justified by the fact that a higher temperature leads toan
intensified vibration and thereby to an increased rupture of
the molecules.
In the second, third as well as the fourth types of
solid reactions, the notion of the order of the reaction has
a rather limited physical meaning. It does, however, serve
to incorporate into the rate law the fact that the reaction53
ceases when one or more of the reactants is depleted.
To describe the fourth (as well as the second) type of
solid reactions,the phenomena of migration of cations,
isotopic exchange, self-diffusion, preferential diffusion
along grain boundaries and defects have to be considered.
The theory shows that the transport coefficients pertaining
to these diffusion are temperature-dependent again in an
inverse negative way [75-78].
For the reactions of the fourth group, i.e. of the type
solid + solid --> solid, which is the one of our interest,
lets us consider a uniform powder mixture of species A and
B. The reaction rate can be defined as the rate of change of
mass per unit volume of one of the species, say A, in units
of kg/(m3s). If the particles are small, of the order of
angstroms, the reaction may follow a rate equation of the
type given by Equation (3.2). The concentrations are inter-
preted to be the partial densities of the two species of the
mixture. For the simplest case when niw m fes 1 and the mixture
has a total density p,it follows that Ci3=(p-CA). Equation
(3.2) is transformed to:
liA-k0 CA(p-CA) eRT
(3.3)
If the particles are not small, the reaction rate at
the very initial stages of the reaction is expected to54
depend on the size and shape of the particles; it is perhaps
proportional to the number of points of contact between the
reactant species. However, the solid product of the reaction
poses a barrier between the reactants A and B. The thicker
this barrier gets, the lower the subsequent reactionrate
becomes. There exists several other models and,in turn,
other rate equations that account for the effect of this
formed solid layer and for the effect of temperature [20].
3.5 Kinetic Models of Gasless Combustion.
The primary factors that make difficult the study of
the reaction mechanism of SHS processes are the high rates
of local heating, high temperatures and limitations of the
available experimental methods. Most of the SHS kinetics
hypotheses are thus verifiable by the alternate route of
indirect experimental observations. Some of these obser-
vations have evolved in the proposed mechanisms of reaction.
Let us consider some of the proposed kinetic models reported
in the literature. In the following models tr0 will denote
the state of the initial reactants, while trl denotes that
of the final products.
3.5.1 Merzhanov Model.
The basis for the Merzhanov model is that the advance
of the reaction depends upon diffusion of the reactants55
across an ever-growing product layer. The final rate equa-
tion is invalid if the product layer is not a continuously
growing solid layer, as one may encounter when the product
either forms bridges and filaments between the reactant
particles or is ruptured and decomposed as soon as it is
formed.
Merzhanov et al.[31, 61, 68] used the so-called loga-
rithmic law to describe the SHS kinetics:
?T
akl=k0exp(-
RT
) exp (-BIN ) (3.4)
where t is the time,lc, is a constant for the system under
consideration,Eistheactivationenergy,Risthe
universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and
13is the kinetic parameter or self-inhibition constant. 13
characterizes the inhibition of the reaction as 6 increases.
k is the extent of conversion tl=6/borax,where 6 is the
product layer thickness and 6,,, is the maximum value that 6
can achieve. 13 is a function of the probability of a blister
barrier being situated within a certain thickness element d6
evolving in a time element dt.
This equation is applicable to SHS processes if the
products(and some of the reactants)neither melt nor
vaporize at the process temperatures. These systems,in
general, are heterogeneous from both thermal and chemical56
points of view. If the particles are sufficiently fine, the
temperature gradients within the particles can be reduced or
even eliminated.
3.5.2 General Kinetics Model.
We have called this the general model,since most
papers in the literature use a variant (order) of it.In
fact, the Merzhanov model and the Aleksandrov and Korchagin
[29. 30] model could be considered an adaptation of it; the
first order reaction equation can be applied if particles
are extremely small, as discussed in Section 3.4.
ko exp(-
RT
)4)(n) (3.5)
dt
The last factor in this equation,cn),is called the
kinetic function, and is defined by one of the following
functions [65]:
(1-1l) for a first order reaction
(1-n)2 second order reaction
(1-t1) (n-Ftio) reaction with acceleration
S (n)f (g) complex reaction
e
-B" Merzhanov model
where go isa ratio of the rate constants, SW is the
specificreactionsurface,andf(h) isafunction
characterizing the kinetic law of interaction through the57
product layers. As indicated in the reviewchapter, most
researchers use this kinetics without reallyquestioning it,
or without regards of what the origin of themechanism of
reaction is. The fact that some investigatorshave obtained
good theoretical results in agreement withtheir experi-
mental results would explain its broaduse. Unfortunately,
this kind of kinetics does notaccount for particle size
variation, different stoichiometry, dilutionwith an inert,
etc.
3.5.3 Kumar et al. Model [5].
In this model one of the reactants is consideredto be
a solid,a liquid or a gas, and the other reactant isa
solid which does not melt; the productexhibits a porous
microstructure.It is considered that the more "mobile"
reactant has good access into the unreactedcore of the
second,solid reactant.The diffusion of the"mobile"
reactantthrough the productlayerislimited to the
diffusion through the submicron productslayers formed on
themicrograinsoftheporousparticles.Kumaret.al
conclude that this type of diffusion shouldnot be affected
by the particle size of a nonmeltingreactant. Based on the
fact that the complete conversion ofa single particle is
obtained within milliseconds, their modelassumes that the
reaction rate is proportional to the surfacearea of thefraction of unreacted nonmelting compound.
Figure 3.1 The porous Structure of Metal Particleand
Intraparticle Reactant Concentrations During the
Combustion Synthesis [5].
For a reaction described by:
n A(solid,liquid and/or gas) + B(solid) --> P(solid)
The reaction rate is,
dNA
koe RT 4nr: CAR MA
dt
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(3.6)
where: MA, MB -molecular weight of reactants, kg/kmole
Pp; -density of nonmelting reactant, kg/m3
ko -pre-exponential factor, m/s
E -activation energy, J/mole
R -universal gas constant, J/(mole K)n -stoichiometric coefficient
R
P -average particle radius, m
r
c -reaction front interface position,m
CAR -initial concentration ofmore "mobile"
reactant, kg/m3
The molar rate of consumption is,
dNB 1 dNA= MB 4Trr2dry
dtridt dt
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(3.7)
These investigators define ri,the extent of conversion of
the solid particle, by the following relation:
r 3
1= 1 (R
)
P
(3.8)
Adapting this definition into the previoustwo equations and
rearranging,they obtain the kinetics rate equationas:
E-
RT Clik MA kc, e CAR
dt
- ( 1-n).667
n Ms ps Rp
(3.9)
3.5.4 Hardt and Phung Model [15].
This model was initially intendedto describe the
reaction rates of intermetallics. In view thatin a pressed60
specimen most particles appear flat and irregular,a slab
geometry seemed most appropriate for the Hardt andPhung
model (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Interparticle Diffusion.
In Figure 3.2, a is current thickness of metalA,s is
current thickness of alloy layer,13 is current thickness of
metal B, no is concentration of A in pure A layer, andn is
concentration of A in alloy layer. Alternate parallellayers
of A and B represent adjacent particles of thetwo metals.
For simplicity, a single particle size is assumedfor each
metal. Mass diffusion involved identical units,consisting
of one-half of a particle of each kind. Such unitswill be
called diffusion cells whereas the term particledenotes a61
grain of either metal powder. The initialthickness of the
two layers of a diffusion cell is determined bystoichio-
metry, atomic weights, and densities. Ifao is the thickness
of metal A in a cell, then the thicknessof metal B is given
by:
NB Ma pA
130 - a. (3.10)
where NA,MA,and pA are respectively the stoichiometric
fraction, the atomic weight, and the density ofmetal A, and
NB,MB,and ps are those of metal B. To react, themetals
must diffuse through the layer of alloy productbeing
formed. As the product layer thicknesssincreases, the
reactant thicknesses aand 13decrease with time.The
corresponding differential decrease in thickness fof the B
metal is:
dB = -2 da
a.
(3.11)
As the reaction proceeds, the productgrows at the
expense of the two unreacted layers. The product layer does
not need to contain exclusively the reacted atoms ofthe two
kinds in the stoichiometric ratio. On the side ofmetal A is
an excess of unreacted A atoms moving toward metal B;62
similarly, near metal B, the alloy layer containsan excess
of B metal moving toward metal A.
The rate of increase of the product layer thickness
ds/dt is the sum of the rates of diminishment ofthe layers
a and B. Thus,
ds_da d13
dt dt dt (3.12)
The rate of diffusion across the layers gives the rate
of consumption of A as:
da
=_(D)
dt (3.13)
where D=De-1 ;/(IRT) is the coefficient of diffusionof species
A across the product layer. Combining these relations,one
obtains,
Bo
1 +
ds ucc,
dt
(3.14)
Finally, by defining the extent of reactionas k= s/130, the
following rate equation for the model is obtained:
aq
=
a0+130 Doe -7,
at aoB.2 Irk
(3.15)63
3.5.5 Aleksandrov and Korchagin Model [29, 30].
Aleksandrov, Korchagin and Boldyrev claim to provide
unequivocal experimental evidence to support their mechanism
of reaction.In this mechanism the reaction between the
components begins only after a liquid phase appears, i.e.a
solid + liquid reaction takes place. The reaction proceeds
by diffusion of atoms of liquid phase B into solid phaseA
until solid solutions or intermetallic compounds, whose
melting point is lower than that of the solidcomponent,
form in the boundary layer. Thus, these compoundscan pass
into the liquid phase by melting. The resulting layer of
intermediate products AB'growssteadilyatthe A/AB'
boundary and passes into the liquid phase at the opposite
B/AB' boundary. The investigators observed that aftera
layer of certain width is attained, the intermediate product
is absorbed by the liquid component, and simultaneously from
the other side (at the interface with the solid) its growth
continues. Here the width of the layer of primary products
stays practically constant and is independent of the amount
of liquid phase. See Figure 3.3.
Two factors contribute to a gradual reduction of the
reaction rate: first, the surface area at which the reaction
occurs is gradually decreased. Second, the concentration of
species A in the outer melt is gradually reduced dueto64
continuous dilution with the intermediate species AB'.
Figure 3.3 Schematic of Aleksandrov and Korchagin Model.
With t, as before, representing the extent of reaction;
t the time; k the effective rate constant of the reaction;
CB theconcentration of the substance B on the outersur-
face of the layer of intermediate products; and S thearea
of the interphase surface AB'/A, these investigators write
the following kinetic equation:65
dt
= k Cs S
S varies in the course of the process as described by the
equation for a shrinking surface:
S =/CI(1-A) 213 (3.17)
In the case of a stoichiometric mixture, theconcen-
tration of the component B in the liquid phase is given by:
CB = k" (1-11) (3.18)
Since the rate of diffusion, and the entire processas
a whole, varies in this case according to the change of Ca
and the cross sectional area of the diffusion flux, the
equation for a stoichiometric mixture is:
dt
= k(T) (1-A)
513, (3.19)
If the mixture is not stoichiometric, let p, the compo-
sition factor of the mixture, be equal to the ratio of the
coefficient in front of B in the stoichiometric reaction
equation to the molar coefficient for this component in the
given mixture (pf < 1). Let j be an index equal to 0,1 and
2 to account respectively for a plane,cylindrical, and
spherical shape of the particles. The Aleksandrov andKor-66
chagin model is described by the general rate equationin
the form:
i
a'l= k(T)(1-prk)(1-rk) i+l TE
(3.20)
According to their observations, the diffusioncoef-
ficients of the liquid component, estimated from thegrowth
rate and the width of the layer of primary products, exceed
the known values for bulk bimetallic samples byseveral
orders of magnitude; however Aleksandrov and Korchagindo
notprovideaspecific valueforanycase.In their
mechanism, the final reaction product should format the
later stages of the reaction, via crystallization fromthe
melt as the liquid component becomes saturated by dissolu-
tion of the layer of primary products. These conclusionsare
also confirmed by data obtained [30] witha synchrotronic
illumination diffractometer with which they foundan appre-
ciable delay in the formation of the phase of finalproduct.
3.6 Discussion of the Kinetic Models.
Literature [3, 31, 79] contains other models for solid
state reactions, but nearly all models involve a reaction
rate determined by the diffusional resistance offered by the
product layer(asinsome of the previously described
models). In Merzhanov's model, the product layer gradually67
grows; such a growth brings with it blisters which randomly
obstruct the diffusion of the reactant. Theconsequence of
this blistering is a progressively strong self-inhibition of
the reaction.
Inthe Hardtand Phung model,the productlayer
gradually thickens as the reactant diffuses across it to
produce the reaction. The reactant concentration on the side
of species A is taken to be constant while thaton the side
of species B is taken to be zero, thus inferring the intrin-
sic chemical reaction to be fast compared to diffusion.
Incontrast,the Aleksandrovand Korchagin model
considers the intermediate product layer to be of constant
thickness (0.1 to 10 pm), as a result of the formation of
the intermediate due to the reaction on the solid side and
its continuous dissolution into the molten species Aon the
outerside.Whilethediffusionalresistanceremains
invariant in this situation, the concentration of species A
in the outer liquid decreases with time to reduce the
diffusion rate, and hence, the reaction rate. An additional
factor which reduces the net reaction rate is the gradual
reduction in the surface area of the solid species Bas it
gets gradually consumed.
However, in spite of the considered diffusion through
a layer,if the models assume kinetic processes ofzero,
first or second order, then these models still do not take68
into account explicitly the effect of reactant particle
size, and presumably any effect not considered which will be
containedintheempirically determinedconstant.The
diffusion model on the other hand, requires a knowledge of
the geometry of the reactants, and hence includes particle
size as a parameter.
Kumar's model takes a different approach and considers
the reaction to be limited by how much area of reaction
exists; by neglecting any resistance due to diffusion it
infers that the model can only be used for highlyporous
particles.Kumar's model does not involve any possible
dilution with inerts, but it does include the effect of
particle size.
In the case of the general kinetics model, any effects
that are not considered are assumed to be imbedded in the
highly empirical value of k0; therefore, any ambiguity can
always be originated.
Being based on extensive experimental observations of
thereaction mechanism,themodelof Aleksandrov and
Korchagin appears to be the most desirable for incorporation
in our studies. Their synchrotron radiation and electron
microscope techniques [29, 30] are by far the most informa-
tive in terms of describing a step-by-step mechanism of
reaction. The experimental studies of Holt [34], Rogachev
[42], Riley and Niiler [44], Vadchenko and Merzhanov [46],69
andotherresearcherspresentindependentevidenceto
confirm the melting of titanium particles,surface-tensional
flow of this melt around graphite particlesand reaction of
the melt with graphite.
3.7 Mechanism Selected for this Investigation.The Kanury
Model 1281.
Kanury developed a new kinetics model for thereactions
solid + solid --> solid, in which the importantsequential
features include the diffusion of the melted metalinto the
carbon phase, the subsequent melting reactionof this phase,
and finally the precipitation of the product.The experi-
mental observations of Aleksandrov and Korchagin[29,30]
confirm that:
i) in all systems studied, melts andgases play an important
role, and an interaction solid-solid with formationof solid
products only, is not achieved;
ii)theSHSreactionhasanunusualmasstransport
mechanism, consisting of the motion of particlesof one
reagent along the surface of another with simultaneous
reaction and formation of a layer of primary(intermediate)
products. The rate at which this intermediate dissolvesin
the metal-melt sideissuch that the thickness of the
complex is proportional to the instantaneous diameterof the
nonmetal particle (see Figure 3.3).70
iii)thecomponentpredominantlytransferredbythe
molecular diffusion method isusually the more easily
melting component;
iv) the coefficients of diffusion of the componentsof most
systems, evaluated based on the rate of growth of the layer
of primary products and its width, are close to thevalues
of the coefficients of surface diffusion;
v)themeltimmediatelyformsintermediateproducts,
separating the reagents.
After the thickness of this layer reachesa definite
value(from0.1pm for Ta-C up to'410pm for Ni -Al)
absorption of this layer by the liquid phase starts andat
the same time the layer begins to grow on the other side
where there is a boundary with the other solid component.
Since the diffusion resistance of the layer of primary
products AB' is much greater than that of the liquid, the
concentration of the melting substance Bon the outer
boundary is virtually equal to its concentration in the
liquid. The concentration of B on the inner boundary is
equal or close to zero,since the rate of the chemical
reactionisincommensurablyhigherthantherateof
diffusion.
The systems investigated by Aleksandrov and Korchagin
were Mo03-Al, Fe2O3 -Al, Ni-Al, Ti-C, Nb-C, Ta-C, Ti-B, Nb-B,
Ta-B and Hf-B. In all, except in Mo03-Al, the intermediate71
layer was formed and one reactant melted.
3.7.1 Assumptions.
Some of the main assumptions of Kanury's model [28] are
as follows:
i)The thickness of the layer of intermediate product is
proportional to the instantaneous diameter of the nonmetal
particle.
ii) The time to establish a steady state in the mechanism of
reaction (characterized by the thickness of the layer of
primary products) is much shorter than the duration of the
interaction process as a whole. Thus we can assume that the
layer is formed almost from the beginning.
iii) All particles are of the same size.
iv) All particles have a spherical shape.
v) The concentration of the melting reagent is zero at the
outer surface of the surrounded nonmetal particle; this
means that the reaction on the surface of the particle is
very fast.
vi) The initial mixture of C, Ti and TiC is uniform.
3.7.2 Formulation of the Possible Kinetics Explained by the
Kanury Model.
Suppose that the sample to analyze will be a mixture
of:72
1(kmol of C)+ a (kmol of Ti) + b (kmol of TiC)
where a is a factor that represents the stoichiometricor
excess amount of titanium (or shortage); for stoichiometric
conditions a=1; b is the factor that represents dilution of
the mixture with product TiC. The following mixture combina-
tions arise:
i)a stoichiometric mixture with no product dilution
(a=1, b=0)
C+ Ti ---> TiC
ii) a metal rich mixture with no product present (a>l,
b=0)
C + a Ti ---> TiC + (a-1)Ti
iii) a metal lean mixture with no product present (a<1),
b=0)
C + a Ti ---> (1-a) TiC + (1-a) C
iv) a stoichiometric mixture with some product diluted
(a=1)
C + Ti + b TiC ---> (b+1) TiC
v) a metal rich mixture with some product diluted (a>1)
C + a Ti + b TiC ---> (b+1) TiC + (a-1) Ti
vi) a metal lean mixture with some product diluted (a<l)
C + a Ti + b TiC ---> (b+l-a)TiC + (1-a)C
It is necessary to determine quantitatively how the
concentrations of either reactant vary with respect to time73
to account for how much mass reacts and, in turn, how much
heat is generated. The heat generation term in the energy
equation (see Chapter 4)couples the energy equation with
the kinetics to describe the process. The concentrations are
determined by invoking the basics of stoichiometry and mass
diffusion.
In thefollowing paragraphs the deduction of the
concentration of the reactants as function of the initial
number of moles present, densities and molecular weights is
presented as previously described by Kanury [28]. A steady-
diffusion analysis is added to calculate the diffusion rate
ofTithroughtheintermediatelayer.Withthese
concentrations and diffusion rate,the rate of reactant
consumption can be determined.
3.7.3 Stoichiometry, Analysis of Concentrations.
By definition, the number of moles is calculated as
number of moles= mass/M=(volume p)/M, where M represents the
molecular weight. Thus, per each particle of C present at
time zero the number of moles present are respectively:
moles of S moles of L moles of P
rrdp,pc Trd
3
pop
C
a
nd
3
po C
6 Tic 6MC 6MC74
here dporepresents the initial diameter of the particle of
carbon (recall that particles are assumed spherical). Mc and
pc are the molecular weight and density of carbon respecti-
vely. After the reaction starts, there will bea reduction
of volumeof thecarbon particle,and hence an equal
reduction in the number of moles of carbon and titanium
present as dictated by the stoichiometry of the reaction and
at the same time this number of moles of product will be
produced. Therefore, at time t>0:
moles of C
consumed
17 3 3Pc
(d-dP) -6pop
Mc
moles of Ti moles of TiC
consumed produced
7 3Pc
(d po-dp)
Pc
TT(d
3 3
) -6 -dp
where d represents the instantaneous diameter of the carbon
particle. Subtracting this consumption from the initial
number of moles of carbon and titanium,and adding the
initial amount of TiC to the TiC produced up to this time,
one obtains the number of moles that are present in the
mixture:
moles of C moles of Ti moles of TiC
TT Pc
6
d3
P MC
TT [(b+i)d3-d3]Pc pMc
[(a-1)d3+d3] Pc
pop
Mc75
From the definition of moles, volume =(moles)(M/p), the
volume of remains can be calculated as:
volume
left of C
volume left volume
of Ti left of TiC
nd3
Tr[ (a-1) d3+d3] PCMil
6 6 P° PMC PTi 6
[(b+1)d3 -d3] PcIlric
Fo
P n "C T1C
From the definition for concentration in a molar base,
concentration=moles/volume, the concentration of titanium
can be determined as:
that is:
CTi
CTi =
7
[ (a-1) d3
Po P+d3] Pc
MC
volume of the melt present
d3
[(a -1) + _J1]
d3po
d
3
MTi d
3
Ma.
[(a -1)+ _E] + [(b+1)-__.11]
d3Pn
3o d PTiC
P0 P0
(3.21)
(3.22)
From this equation the ratiodp/dpoappears; this ratio can
be defined into a dimensionless variable as:76
(3.23)
Substituting A in Equation (3.22) and rearranging, we obtain
thefinalform for the concentration of titaniumasa
function of the stoichiometric constants and of molecular
weights and densities:
c [ (a-1) +A3]
[(a-1)+A3]1:1Ti+[(b+1)A3 ]MTiC
PTi PTiC
(3.24)
The ideal limiting cases (i.e at the beginning and end
of the reaction) for the concentration of Ti at the outer
melt are as follows:
i) Stoichiometric case, no product dilution (a=1, b=0)
PTi
CTio
MT1
= 0 (3.25)
ii) Stoichiometric case, some product dilution (a=1, b=b)
Clio=
1
"T1+ bMTiC
PTi PTiC
= 0
iii) Metal rich case (a > 1), some product diluted
(3.26)CTio =
77
a
= a-1
a" Ti +bKric (a -1)
MT1--_+ (b+1)"Tic(3.27)
Mni PTiC PTi PTiC
iv) Metal L lean case (a < 1), dilution with product
CTio
CTiao =
a
aMTi MTiC
PTi PTiC
a-l+A3
[a-1+113]
MT1+ [b+1-A3]MTiC
PTi PTiC
=0
(3.28)
For this case, we can determine the final dimensionless
diameter of the non-melting carbon particle as:
A3= 1 -a (3.29)
3.7.4 Steady Diffusion of Melted Ti Across the Complex.
With the assumption that the concentration of the
melting titanium at the surface of the carbon particle is
zero(due to a fast local reaction), and with the aid of
Figure 3.3, we can solve for the concentration profile of
titanium across the layer of intermediate product.The
differential equation that describes this concentration
change is:1d 2dCTi
(r )
r2 dr dr
with conditions:
= 0
78
(3.30)
(i) at r=
dP
C= 0 (fast surface reaction)
Ti (3.31)
(ii) at r =
2
Cri CTim
where b is the thickness of the intermediate product andCTirn
represents the concentration of titanium in the melt. The
second condition assumes that the titanium remains uniform
at all times in the melt. The solution gives the rate of
diffusion of titanium across the intermediate complex, in
kmoles/s, as:
4rrr2 D
dC
TiudPCIP+ 26)DCTir,
dr
(3.32)
where D is the coefficient of diffusivity of Ti across the
intermediate product.The stoichiometry of the problem
indicates that the consumption rate of the non-melting
carbon reactantis equal to the diffusion rate of the
melting titanium reactant. This equality gives a relation
between the concentration of titanium in the melt and the
shrinkingof thecarbon particle.Thecarbon reactant
consumption rate, in kmol/sec, is:79
Mc
d n d3
(p __2)
Mc dt c 6
By equating this rate with the rate of diffusion of titanium
across the intermediate, we obtain:
nd3 d (d +25) 1d )= TT P P DCTiln
Mc dt c6
(3.33)
To simplify the writing,from here after,CTimwill be
written as Cm. As mentioned earlier, one of the assumptions
ofKanury'smodelisthatthethickness5ofthe
intermediateproductisdirectlyproportionaltothe
instantaneous diameter of the carbon particle dp. Thus, by
definition:
(3.34)
Introducing this definition as well as the definition for A,
Equation (3.33), and D=Do E/(RT),we obtain after algebraic
rearrangement:
E
d03= -6Mc(1+28) 1DoeRTCTiA
d2po
dt Pc
(3.35)80
This equation coupled with the equation for Cn, Equation
(3.24), will allow the determination of both A and Cn for
a given temperature. Once these values are calculated, the
rate of heat evolution per unit volume can be calculated as
shown in Section 3.8.
If we introduce the following definition:
=
CTi
(3.36)
Equations (3.24) and (3.35) can be reduced in a dimension-
less fashion to:
[(a -1)+00] 1
[(a-1)+W]]r1+[(b+1) -03]
MTiC
PTi PT1C
cno (3.37)
E
McCTioDo ( 1 +213 ) RTA
8 dt
dbe
= - 6
Pcd2
Po
(3.38)
This last two equations can be solved for the two
unknown variables 4) and the dimensionless volume ratio of
the carbon particle A as a function of time. The consumption
rates and hence the rate of energy generation(see next
section) can be determined once the time variation of A and
0 is known.81
The range for the variables 0 and A is between 0 and 1.
Just before the reaction,CT!=CTiothen 0 = 1 and A = 1. At
the other end of the range, we have two different situations
when the reaction is to be considered as finished. If we
have a lean metal case (a < 0) then the reaction will cease
when the concentration of Ti has been deplenished (0=0), but
the value of A will not reach the zero value since there
will still be some non-melting carbon reactant left. The
other situation is when we have a rich melting titanium case
(a>0); in this case, there will be still some Ti reactant (0
is not zero) while the non melting carbon has already been
deplenished and A is 0.
3.8 Determination of the Mass Consumption Rate.
The mass consumption rate of a carbon particle in a
unit volume, is given by:
d
dt
(Ir_d3
P 6rC
(3.39)
If we multiply by Npc,the total number of particles of
carbon, and divide by the volume of the mixture, the result
isthe volumetric massconsumptionrateofcarbonin
kg/(m3s):
*HI dTT d3 NpC
Pc dt6PcVraix
(3.40)82
The number of carbon particles present is simply equal to
the mass of carbon in the mixture divided by the mass per
particle of carbon. The Vrni, is calculated as the total mass
of the mixture divided by its density. If use is made of the
A definition, the above equation can be reduced to:
mc
Pmix (-at;)
mmix dt
(3.41)
This expression multiplied by hcc, the enthalpy of combustion
per kg of carbon, yields the rate of energy evolution per
unit volume needed in the energy equation (described in
Chapter 4):
mC dA3) S///= hcc Pmix
rn dt mrnix
3.9 Closing Comments.
(3.42)
In this chapter the current status in the kinetic
modeling of the SHS reactions is presented. Several kinetics
models are described as well the new kinetic model developed
by Kanury[28]. This model will be incorporated in this
study to mathematically study the propagation process of the83
reactionwave.Kanury'smodel,basedonexperimental
results, develops two coupled equations for determining the
instantaneousdiameter of thecarbon particleand the
concentration of titanium as functions of time. A reaction
rate can be then determined as dependent on temperature,
particle size, reactant proportions, and inert product.84
CHAP TER 4
MODEL FORMULATION
4.1 Introduction.
In this chapter, we present the mathematical model. The
energyequationiscoupledtothekineticsequations
described in Chapter 3 to portray the exothermic reaction of
the type: solid + solid --> solid, for a mixture of titanium
and carbon powders. First the equations and their boundary
conditions are developed for a 2-dimensional system. Then
the impact of radial effects on the speed of propagation of
the reaction wave is examined to suggest the reduction of
the analysis to a 1-dimensional form. The problem is then
nondimensionalized so as to generalize the model and its
analysis.
4.2 Governing Equations.
Consider two sets of Ti and C powders. The powders are
thoroughly mixed and compacted into a cylindrical shape as
shown in Figure 1.=
Ti + C
85
Figure 4.1 Powders are Compacted into a Cylindrical Shape.
The sample is then positioned vertically in a reaction
chamber in a quiescent atmosphere of an inert gas. The top
surface of the sample is heated by an external source to a
sufficiently high temperature to induce the conditions to
reach ignition. By furnishing this energy we provide the
means for reaction to start on the layer adjacent to the
externalsource.Ignition willoccur whenthislayer
achieves a temperature at which the rate of heat generation
exceeds the energy transfer by conduction to the next layer
and the heat losses to the surroundings. The excess heat
increases the temperature of the layer, which in turn leads
to a higher reaction rate, until a high heat evolution rate
is attained and ignition is then said to have occurred.
The energy that is released in the reaction of the
first layer will be transferred by conduction to the next
adjacent layer so that it will also start reacting and86
consequently a self-propagating process is under way along
the extent of the sample.
The phenomenonis expected to be governed by the
following fundamental processes:
(i) Thermal inertia.
(ii) Thermal conduction in both radial and axial directions.
(iii) Energy release due to reaction.
(iv) Peripheral surface losses to the surrounding gas.
The presence of a gas in the reaction environment is
inconsequential in terms of the kinetics as long as no solid
species react with the gas. An inert atmosphere (such as
argon)is assumed to surround the system. When carbon is
involved as a reactant, oxygen-bearing gas environments may
be undesirable.
The following assumptions are made to develop the
model:
(a) Temperature variations in the circumferential direction
are absent. The external source is applieduniformly all
around the top surface,therefore the assumption of no
changes in the circumferential direction is reasonable.
(b) All physical properties are function of temperature and
composition.
(c) The kinetics model of Kanury [28] discussed in Section
3.7 applies.
(d)The conditions at the end of the sample, far ahead of87
the reaction wave, are not crucial. This assumption applies
if the length of the sample under scrutiny is long enough
such that whatever conditions imposed on this boundary do
not play a role in the propagation rate. Thus the length of
the sample can be treated like that of a "semi-infinite"
body.
T
Ignitor Coil
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the Coordinates of the Compact.
With these assumptions, the energy equation for the
cylindrical sample can be written as follows, see Figure
4.2:88
aT a aT 1a aT .",
C = (K + (Kmix r__) + S(4.1) mix at ax ax r ar ar
where x and r are the axial and radial coordinates along the
sample, t is time, and T is temperature. Kmix,Cpmixand pmix
are respectively the thermal conductivity, specific heat and
density of the compact. The term on the left hand side
represents the transient heating; the first two terms of the
right hand side represent the conduction transfer in the
axial and radial coordinates, respectively. The last term in
the right hand side represent the rate of energy evolution
per unit volume due to the reaction.
This rate of energy evolution per unit volume is given
by:
citi3 Mc ti"=hcc Pmix dt
)
nix
(4.2)
wherehccis the enthalpy of combustion per kg of carbon, me
is the mass of carbon in the mixture, mmix is the total mass
of the compact and A, defined in Chapter 3, is the ratio of
the instantaneous diameter to the initial diameter of the
carbon particle. The factor in parenthesis is given by Kanu-
ry's kinetic model, presented in detail in Section 3.7, as:ciA3 mccTioDo 1 1-5+2
-6
( )e "A
dt PCd
2 8
pep
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(4.3)
where Mcis the molecular weight of carbon, CTic,is the
initial concentration of titanium in the mixture, dp, is the
initial carbon particle diameter, 13is a constant for a
given reaction,Eis the activation energy,R is the
universalgasconstantand0istheratioofthe
instantaneous to the initial concentration of titanium in
the mixture. Equation(4.3)shows the connection of the
three variables of the problem, T, A and 0. The equation for
4) is
=
[(a-1)-1-A3] 1
Mil
[ (a-1)+A3] +[(b+1)A3]
MT1CCTio
PTi PTiC
(4.4)
as derived in Chapter 3. Thus, clearly, thevariables of the
problem are functions of position (x,r) and time t.
The combined energy-kinetic rate equations, Equations
(4.1),(4.3) and (4.4), define the governing equations of
the model. The energy equation is coupled to the kinetics of
reaction via the source term. For a given temperature field,
the source term can be found by solving the two kinetic
equations (i.e.(4.3) and (4.4)) for the variables A and 0.90
These kinetics variables vary between 1and 0;the
upper value meaning no reaction hastaken effect and the
lower value indicating full consumption of reactants(in
fact, A=0 indicates that the particle of carbon has been
deplenished whereas 4)=0 indicates full consumption of the
titanium melt).
As the reaction progresses through the sample wefind
four different zones: a first zone wherereaction already
ceased (i.e. the concentration of Ti is already zero orthe
non-melting carbon particles are all consumed),a second
region where there are steep gradients of temperature and
concentration(wherethereactionisconsidered to be
sitting upon), a third warm-up zone where thermal effects
start being felt and slow reactions aretaking place, and a
fourth zone where no heating effect has been feltand the
temperature remains unaltered with respect to theinitial
condition. See Figure 4.3.
If the speed of propagation is fast then the propaga-
tion front will be thinner yielding a steeper temperature
gradient. The model should be able to show that for afaster
propagation the "thermal thickness" will decrease. The con-
ditions for a reaction wave to propagate faster are thatthe
compact be one of high conductivity,high energy release,
and low volumetric specific heat. A highinitial temperature
of the compact should also yield anexponentially higher91
energy release, and thus a faster propagation speed.
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Figure 4.3Characteristic Regions in the Compact
with Corresponding Temperature and Species Profiles.
4.2.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions.
To solve the set of governing equations, initial and
boundary conditions that properly describe the physics of
the problem are required. Advancing in time, once a solution
for the temperature field is known, we should be able to
determine the values for A and 0.
The initial conditions at tO, are that the temperature
distribution is uniform and constant throughout the sample92
and that no reaction has developed:
T(x,r,O)= To (4.5)
A(x,r,O)=1 (4.6)
4(x,r,O)=1 (4.7)
In order to produce ignition, an external energy source
is imposed to maintain the top layer at a prescribedsurface
temperature. Thus,
T(0,r,t) =Thot fa constant (4.8)
As mentioned previously, for modeling purposesit is
assumed that the far end of the sample is of norelevance;
hence we could model it as being insulated, at aconstant
temperature, or simply model it as asemi-infinite length
sample. Taking this last condition:
T (x-003, r, t )= To,a constant (4.9)
The condition of symmetry at the x-axisdictates that
aT(x, r, t)
ar
Ir.:0 = 0 (4.10)93
On the periphery of the sample,there is heat loss to
the surroundings by convection andradiation; accordingly,
A
a T (
ax,r
r)
Ir.R= hA (x, R) + AaEF[T(x,R)4-111]
(4.11)
where A is the surface area, h is theconvective coef-
ficient,ais the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Eis the
emissivity and F is the radiative view factor.
4.3 Reduction to One-dimensional Model.
The foregoing governing equationswith their initial
and boundary conditions complete themodeling of the problem
in a 2-d format. Our experience inpreliminary numerical
analyses, as well as the investigationsreported by other
researchers [4, 7, 22, 67, 70], suggestthat radial effects
produce a negligible impact on thepropagation wave. Radial
effects have been found to occuronly at diameters which are
impractically small [22]. The time forpropagation of the
reaction wave is generally much shorter thanthe time needed
to propagate radial heat losseffects. Therefore, for our
modeling purposes the 2-d model givenabove can be reduced
to a 1-dimension model byreplacing the conductive radial
term in the energy equation withthe energy loss terms given
in Equation (4.11).
An energy analysis of one sectionof the compact (the94
control volume in Figure 4.4) yields,
losses
Figure 4.4 Control Volume for a 1-d Propagation.
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This energy analysis translates into:
pC mixpmix
aTa aT 4 4
TE- (Knu-x-E)
+S ('T -T.) --daEF (T4 4-T.)
(4.12)
This equation shows that the reduction of the model
from a 2-d format to a 1-d format makes the condition at the
boundary r=R,as defined in Equation (4.11), to be now a95
part of the energy equation. The kinetics equations (i.e.
Equations (4.3) and (4.4)) still apply, but the variables A
and 0 are now dependents only on the axial position x and
time t.The initial condition as wellas the boundary
conditions at the top and bottom of the compact remain the
same,but dependent only on the axial position x.The
initial conditions for T, A and 0, at tO, are:
T(x,0) = Touniform throughout the sample (4.13)
0(x, 0)= 1
0(x,0) = 1
(4.14)
(4.15)
and the boundary conditions at the top layer and at the far
end of the sample are:
T(0,t)=Thot (4.16)
T(x-.040,t)= Toa constant (4.17)
4.4 Nondimensionalization.
The introduction of suitable definitions will render
the model in a dimensionless fashion. By doing so,the96
analysis of the model will center ininvestigating the
combined effects of the parameters evolved.The set of
dimensionless variables to use in this model is:
e =E(T-Tr)
R T2
r
Y=Lr
T = t
L2r/a,
Cpmix
p
Pr
=
Pmix
K
Pr
Kmix
Kr
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
In these dimensionlessdefinitions, the subscript r
alludes to reference values forphysical properties p,Cp.97
and K, and for temperature and length. Thereference values
are discussed in next chapter.
When these definitions are installed in the energy
equation the following parameters, known as theZeldovich
and Stefan numbers, appear quite naturally:
Z =E
RTr
H =
h
cc
Cpr Tr
Thus, the energy equation gets transformed to:
aeaae zL2.
p = 7c7(RT7) +Trisw01-02
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
where parenthesis 1, the convective loss term,is written
as:
KL
-a 0
hL,
1= 4 g(e-e.)
KgTr
(4.27)
K
g
is the thermal conductivity of the surroundinginert
gas and d is the diameterof the sample. Parenthesis 2, the
radiation loss term, is:4EaFL,T
3K Lr
0 Z3 Kg 2 = rK
gd(e+Z)4- (0.+Z)4)
98
(4.28)
Substituting the heat evolution rate, Equation (4.2)
(in dimensionless timeformat),and the definition for
thermal diffusivity, the energy equation becomes
as4-, ae Nixme a AO 0 C = + H Z 0 1 OT Oy cry Pr mini. 0 T
2
(4.29)
Thisequationaswritten,representsthegeneral
dimensionless energy equation for the self-propagating high-
temperature of solids + solids -> solids. In this general
equation,variationsinthephysicalpropertiesofa
particular mixture can be taken into account as well as
losses by convection and radiation.
Now we apply the dimensionless definitions to the
kinetics equations. Equation (4.3) transforms to:
ze
d03=
Doe-zL:6NI,CTio 1+2Bei-47,0 A (4.30)
ard% dT Pc
The equationfor the variable 4),Equation(4.4),
remains unaltered but being now a function of dimensionless
position y and time T.
Equations(4.29),(4.30)and(4.4)constitute the99
governing equations of the 1-d model. One could go ahead and
solve thesystemasgiven up to this point withits
corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions (provided in
following section).However,some moreinsightcan be
obtained if me make the introduction of thefollowing
definition, known as the Damkohler number, a ratio of the
characteristic chemical rate to the characteristic physical
rate of the process:
p
m
ixmeDoe' 2
Da =
Li.6McCTio1+213
Prmmix ard20 Pc
(4.31)
This definition of the Damkohler number encircles the
effects of thermal propertiesp,K and Cp,composition,
carbon particle size, process constant 13,a "compression
effect"andthediffusionoftitaniumthroughthe
intermediate complex (as described in Chapter 3).
The composition effect is brought in by the factors
me /mmix and CTio, which contain the molar coefficients a and
b;the "compression" effect is that given by the ratio
Prnlx/ Pr
Incorporating this Damkohler number definition to the
energy and kinetics equations, we can now fully write the
governing equations in their final form as:100
za
0 OTr.rae.a (kiae)+ H Z Dae0+z 4)A010(4.32)
4) =
a
dA3
= Da e
+azA
NixMC
Pr Minix
dT
[ (a -1) +03] 1
MTi MT1CCTio [ (a-1)+A3]+[(b+1) ti3 ]
PTi PTiC
(4.33)
(4.34)
Herewecanclearlyseetheinteractionofthe
variables 0, A and 0, and also of the parameters affecting
theprocess.Thisinteractioncanbeexpressedina
functional form as:
hL
,A,4) = f(a,b,Da,H,Z,r'
Kg, Lr, EGFL T3
13 r
KgKrd Kg
(4.35)
This functional relation lists 9 different parameters.
The boundary conditions are not listed since for a long
sample after ignition occurs, whatever conditions used for
the top and bottom boundaries will be of no relevance in the
propagation process.
Having thus determined the governing equations of the101
1-dimensional model, equations (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34), we
can now proceed to determinehow the nondimensionalization
procedure affects the boundary conditions.
4.4.1 Dimensionless Conditions.
Theinitialcondition,whentransferredtothe
dimensionless time T becomes
0(y,0) = O.,a constant (4.36)
A(y,0) = 1
0 (y, 0) = 1
(4.37)
(4.38)
The boundary conditions at the top andfar end of the
compact transform respectively to
and
e (0, T) = eh., (4.39)
0(4-00,T) = 00 (4.40)
As we advance in time for aparticular temperature
distribution through the sample we are able todetermine the
value of A, the ratio of theinstantaneous to the initial102
diameterof thecarbon particles,since this variable
depends on the temperature. Determining this value of A
enables us to use Equation (4.34) to calculate 0, the ratio
of the instantaneous concentration to the initial concen-
tration of titanium. Therefore the solution of the set of
governing equations has to be done simultaneously for each
time step.
The range for both variables, 0 and A, is between 0 and
1. Just before reaction, CTi CTiO faccordingly 0=1 and A=1.
At the other end of the range we have two different situa-
tions for the reaction to be considered finished. If we have
a lean titanium case (a<1) then the reaction will cease when
the concentration of Ti has been deplenished (0=0), but the
value of A will not reach the zero value since there will
still be some carbon left. The other situation arises when
we have a rich titanium case (a>1). In this case, there will
still be some Ti reactant left(0 is not zero) while the
particle of carbon has already been deplenished and A is 0.
These two conditions will therefore determine the very
existence of the source term in the energy equation, since
when either A or 0 become zero no more heat generation is
possible.
4.5 Governing Equations for this Study.
Equation (4.35) clearly states the overall functiona-103
lity of the problem. However, based on the experimental
results obtained in this study and in previous analysis
found in the literature,the heat losses terms can be
considered of small or no influence in the propagation of
the reacting front. While solving the whole problem embedded
in the functionality given in Equation (4.35) represents a
great challenge,the most important characteristics and
effects of the dimensionless parameters of the problem can
be studied without considering the heat losses terms of
Equations (4.27) and (4.28).
Additionally, it was mentioned in Section 4.1 that the
thermalpropertiesareafunctionoftemperatureand
composition. However, the thermal conductivity is expected
to depend on the density of the compact as well. Given the
present state of knowledge on this dependency K-p, and given
that our objective in this study is to gain an understanding
of the characteristics of the SHS problem while testing
Kanury'snewkineticmodel,thevaluesforthermal
conductivityand densitywillbeconsideredconstants
throughout this study. Not having a relation K-p for the
powdery mixture Ti + C the "compaction" effect becomes of no
relevance since it will only make the value of volumetric
heat capacity vary while not affecting the value of thermal
conductivity.
With thesefurthersimplifications,thegoverning104
equations under scrutiny in this study will be as follows:
to:
Ze
C- =e26 Z Da e e+z4) A
Ze
dA3 Da 0,1
= e 4)A
aT
Mmix
[(a -1) +A3] 1
`Ti Mnc Cno
[ (a-1) +A3J +[ (b+1) -A3]
PTi PTic
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
Thus, the functionality of Equation (4.35) gets reduced
= f(a,b,Da,H,Z) (4.44)
With the Damkohler number being the essential parameter
since it encircles the majority of effects that could of
someimpactintheSHSprocess:thermalproperties,
composition, particle size, process constant and diffusion
of titanium through the intermediate complex formed. The
boundary conditions will not change from those given in
Section 4.4.1.105
4.6 The Ignition Problem.
The governing equations, Equations (4.41),(4.42) and
(4.43), will also allow the study of the ignition problem.
Ignition is a transition from a nonreactive to a reactive
state in which external stimuli lead to a thermochemical
runaway followed by a rapid transition to self-sustained
combustion of the sample. Here we will investigate the
ignitability of the stoichiometric powder compact under the
influence of a constant-temperature source for different
physical and chemical parameters (i.e. those that combine to
form the Damkohler number) at adiabatic conditions.
In general, ignition of a solid compact is a complex
phenomenon which involves many physicochemical processes.
Whenthenetheatevolvedfromtheinitialchemical
reactions overcomes heatlosses,sustained ignitionis
achieved.Itisgenerally understood thatignitionis
incomplete if steady-state combustion does not follow the
ignition event after the removal of the external energy
source [81]. The time period from the start of the external
stimulus to the instant of sustained ignition, called the
ignition delay, is one of the most important parameters in
the study of ignition.
Selectionofaproperignitioncriteriaisa
controversial issue in ignition studies. Many different106
criteria are proposed in theoretical models as well as in
experimental studies. This is due to the fact that each
criterion is employed according to the characteristics of
the model/experiment.
Some of the ignition criteria for theoretical studies
are [821:
- when the surface temperature exceeds a critical value
- when the rate of rise of the surface temperature
exceeds a critical value
when there is a point of inflection in the surface-
temperature-time trace
when the subsurface value at a given distance exceeds
a critical value
when the light emitted by the sample exceeds a
critical intensity
when the heat generation is balanced with the heat
losses, etc.,
and some of the ignition criteria used in experimental
studies are:
first appearance of flame recorded in high-speed
motion pictures
onset of light emission detected by a photocell
attainment of a certain light intensity detected by
a photodiode
- abrupt rise in a thermocouple output107
abrupt change in voltage-current characteristics of
an electrically heated wire
onset of signal from an ionization pin which is
submerged immediately below the upper surface in
contact with the igniting source, etc.,
The experimental study of ignition is just as complex
as the theory [83]. The time period of the entireignition
event is very short and the region of major activity is
extremely small.Becauseitisdifficult to probe and
observe theignitionregion,no experimentaldata was
obtained in our experiments to correlate with analytical
analysis.
It is expected that the ignition delay will be larger
if the igniting source temperature is decreased,if the
reactants are not at stoichiometric composition and if the
thermal conductivity of the compact is large.
For this study, the criteria to use will follow the
established fact (see Kanury [84]) that there is always some
temperature of the reacting mixture at which the rate of
heat generation exceeds the loss rate. Since we will be
modeling the SHS problem in a semi-infinite cylinder at
adiabatic conditions, the heat loss implies the loss of
energy by conduction to the semi-infinitecylinder. This
condition is reached when:TRa
T
1= o0
or in dimensionless format:
ae 1 . 0
"Ci
108
(4.45)
(4.46)
For stoichiometric conditions(i.e.a=1,b=0),the
functionality of Equation (4.44) reduces to being a function
of only H,Z, and Da. For constant values of H and Z(see
next chapter)our only independent parameter is the Da
number. Hence our study of the ignition problem for the SHS
reaction of Ti + C compacts will be to find, for a given Da
number, the minimum constant temperature of the igniting
source under which the system will always be ensured to
attain propagation.Below thisminimum temperatureno
ignition/propagation will occur. Reducing the temperature
increases the time to attain ignition conditions. For some
temperatures the time of ignition becomes so large that the
reactants deplenish and any attainment of the gradient given
in Equation (4.46) will only mean that conduction from the
hot igniting source to the adjacent layer has taken place.
Here is where the Da number becomes an essential parameter
since it is the ratio of the characteristic reaction rate to
the characteristic conduction rate. Thus, large Da numbers
will clearly lead to very small times to reach ignition109
conditions while low Da numbers will take extremely large
times to reach ignition conditions.
Two different outcomes are expected from this analysis:
(i) a plot of temperature of the hot source versus the time
to reach the ignition conditions (i.e. Equation (4.46)) for
a broad range of Da numbers (determined in Chapter 5), and
(ii) a chart of Da number versus the minimum temperature of
the igniting source. This chart must present a curve above
which we will encounter the zone where any combination Da-
temperature will always produce ignition and below the curve
the zone where no combination will be able to ignite the
compact. This second plot is obtained by determining from
(i) what are the asymptotic points of minimum temperature
for a given Da number. The plot obtained in(i)is typical
of data obtained in experiments [85].
The ignition analysis carries a heavier burden than the
propagation analysis since the computational times become
very large due to the fact that we will be working at or
near the conditions that will need simulation of longer
"semi-infinite" bodies (i.e. an increasingly larger number
of nodes is required).110
CHAP TER 5
NUMERICAL FORMULATION
5.1 Introduction.
In this chapter we present the approach taken to solve
the system of governing equations presented in Chapter 4.
These governing equations are in the form of a nonlinear
partial differential equation coupled withanonlinear
differential equation and with an explicit equation for the
(0variable.Due to these nonlinearities,an analytical
solution is not feasible and the problem has to be solved
numerically. Furthermore, the exponentiality of the source
term makesthe numericalsolution difficultsince the
temperature and concentration profilesare expected to
change rapidly in the region where the reaction front is
passing.
A finite-difference approach is used. The equations are
discretized so that the variables are considered to exist
only at discrete points. Derivatives are approximated by
differences resulting in algebraic representations of the
partial differential equations.
To ensure that the solutions do not pose stability111
problems an implicit method is implemented. Enough number of
nodesareusedtoguaranteethesemi-infinitelength
condition of the far end of the sample.The problem of
selection of time increments is solved by investigating the
behavior of the solution as the time step is varied. The
optimum value of time increment is determined by checking on
theconvergenceof the time needed toreach ignition
conditionsusingsmallerandsmallervaluesoftime
increment.Itis important to comply with a small time
incrementsoastoinsurethattheapproximationof
continuous time evolution is valid, but at the same time a
large step size is needed to avoid enormous computer running
times.
The values of the input parameters to use in this study
are also determined in this chapter.
5.2 Finite-Difference Discretization.
5.2.1 Explicit Scheme.
The first step in establishing a finite-difference
procedure is to replace the continuous problem domain by a
finite difference approximation of the derivatives appearing
in the governing equations. Details of the finite-difference
schemes applied to heat transfer are well known and can be
found in the literature [86].
Using a forward-difference representation for the time112
derivatives and a central-difference formula for the second
derivatives, we can approximate the governing equations by:
Cp
0. -0 0 -20+0 Zei 3+1
.j 1+1, j 1, j1-1, j+ H Z Da exp() 0Ai
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(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
where the subindex i indicates the i-th nodal position and
subindex j indicates the time level.
The initial conditions, Equations (4.36) to (4.38), are
written in a discretized manner as:
1,0 =eo (5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
While the boundary conditions,Equations(4.39)to
(4.40), are written as:00,1 = °hot
0NJ = 00 (5.8)
ThevalueofNischosenlargeenoughsothat
conditions at the far node end do not affect the reaction
process.
This discretization clearly leads to an explicit form
of solution. An explicit scheme is one for which only one
unknown appears in the difference equation in a manner which
permits evaluation in terms of known quantities. This form
of solution is easy to understand and program. This method
was programmed and tested for several runs. However, these
tests showed that in order to have consistent solutions both
the time step and the spacing between nodes had to be
reduced. The tests used time increments of 1x102, 5x10-3,
1x10-3,5x10-4,and 1x10-4, while the space sizings tested
were 1.2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05. The results
indicated that the time increments had to be reduced by
several orders of magnitude (in the range 1x10-4 and 5x10-5)
to have dependable solutions. Out of concern for stability
it was decided that an implicit scheme was to be used
instead of the above explicit scheme. Thus, round-off or
truncation errors are not permitted to grow in the sequence114
of numerical procedures as the calculation proceeds from one
step to the next. Rounding-off errors were also minimized by
using double precision numerical schemes.
5.2.2 Implicit Scheme.
If the second derivative term in the energy equation is
approximated by O's at the j+1 time level, three unknowns
would appear in the difference scheme and the procedure can
be modified to an implicit solution. This indicates that the
algebraic formulation would now require the simultaneous
solution of several equations involving the unknowns.
The fully implicit approximation produces the following
finite-difference energy equation:
ei+1,i+1-213i,J+143i-1.J.4
AT Aye
,,
ft% + H Z Da exp( "
) A
r7Z
(5.9)
The finite difference equations, Equations (5.2) and (5.3),
remain unaltered. The 0 field can be determined from the
aboveequationbysolvingatridiagonalsystemof
simultaneous equations,which can be accomplished quite
efficiently.Tridiagonalsystemscommonlyoccurin
connection with the use of implicit difference schemes for
second order partial differential equations.
If all the terms at the j+1 time level are moved to the115
left hand side, one obtains:
-A
101-1,j44+ (1+2A1) 0 i J4.1Al =
+ B1 H Z DA exp(
A(5010)
Z+1,1
where the constants Al and B1 are defined as:
AT
1 Op Ay2
B =AT 1O
(5.11)
(5.12)
The boundary conditions can now be applied to Equation
(5.10). The condition at the node i=1, next to the ignitor,
will transform Equation (5.10) to:
(1+2A1)01,j+1 Al 02,
j= Al°hot + 01,
Z 0 A I Li + B1 H Z Da exp(.776'411j
A(5.13)
Li Lj
And the condition of semi-infinite body is implemented as:
-A1°N-2, (1+2A1) 0N-1, = eN, 0N-1,j
+ B1 H Z Da exp (
Z ON_Lj)
(1)n-1,JN-1,
(5.14)
Equations (5.10),(5.13) and (5.14) when put together116
for the range i=1 to i=N-1 form a system of equations which
can be represented in a matrixform as shown in Figure 5.1.
This system of equations is solved for the variable 0
at the same time step as Equations (5.2) and (5.3) for the
variables A and 0 respectively. The system is initialized
using the initial conditions as given in Equations (5.4),
(5.5)and(5.6).Appendix2providesa listing of the
numerical FORTRAN code used to analyze the problem.
5.3 Input Values for Parameters of the Problem.
No matter how muchanumerical method simulation
program is tested and verified, itis an inescapable reality
that the simulated results depend directly on theinput
parameters. For this simulation input values arerequired
such as specific heat, thermal conductivity, enthalpy of
reaction, density, molecular weights, etc., to determine the
value of the dimensionless parameters. Table 5.1 provides
values for some of the parameters of the reaction.
The specific heat of the mixture can be calculated from
the mass weighted average of the individual components
(Cp=1Yi Cpi), and will be different for different values of
the stoichiometry parameters a and b. The value forthermal
conductivity of the mixed titanium and carbon powder compact
is about 1.67 W/(mK).117
Table 5.1 Some Properties of the Reaction.
Molecular weight of C 12
Molecular weight of Ti 47.9
Molecular weight of TiC 59.9
Density of carbon graphite pc, in g/cm3 2.2
Density of titanium pm, in g/cm3 4.54
Density of titanium carbide pne ing/cm3 4.95
Activation energy E, in J/mole 137,940
Diffusion coefficient Do,in m2/5 2.04x10-7
Enthalpy of reaction hcc, in J/kg of C 1.525x107
Enthalpy of reaction hcmc, in J/kg of TiC 3.0514x106
5.3.1 Reference Parameters.
Inthe definitionsof Equations(4.18)to(4.23)
reference values for physical properties p, CI),and K and
for temperature and length were introduced. To avoid giving
trivial values to these parameters it is of more interest,
when possible, to choose values that reflect the properties
of the problem on hand. The value for pr, reference density,
is thus chosen to be the value for the density of carbon118
(see Table 5.1). Cpr
,reference specific heat, is chosenas
that of a mixture in stoichiometric proportionswithout
productdilution.Themostcompleteinformationof
individualspecificheatvaluesforcarbongraphite,
titanium and titanium carbide is foundin the TPRC Data
Series [87]. For a stoichiometric mixturewithout product
dilution C=950 J/ (kg K). The referencethermal conductivity
will be the same as that of the mixture,making the ratio
K/Kr equal to 1.
Thereferencetemperaturewillbetakenasthe
adiabatic temperature for a stoichiometric mixturewithout
product dilution. Assuming complete conversionof C and Ti
to TiC, the adiabatic reaction temperaturecan be obtained
from the first law of thermodynamicsas:
Tad = +
Tad= T. +
(a-1 )CpTi+( 1 +b)CpTic
a h.
(1-a) Cpc + (a +b) CpTic
Thus, for our reference temperature:
if a?.1 (5.15)
if al (5.16)
6 Tr= 300 +3.
= 3512 K 0514x10
950
(5.17)119
Mixtures with a *1and b*0 obviously lead to lower
reaction temperatures.
Ideally the reference length would beequal to the
measured "thermal thickness" ofa reaction obtained under
adiabatic stoichiometric undiluted conditions;however, this
experimental information is not available.Nevertheless,
from the theory of flame propagation it isknown that this
thickness is of the order of a/u [84].Thus, our reference
length will be of the order of ar/u,ar being the reference
thermal diffusivity {ar =Kr/ (prCpr) }and u being a typical
measured value from our experiments.For stoichiometric
undiluted conditions u is of the order of1 cm/s.
5.3.2 Range for the Values of IndependentParameters.
The functionality given in Equation(4.44) gives a, b,
Da, H, and Z as the independent parametersof the problem.
As defined in Equation (4.25), the Stefannumber H directly
involves the enthalpy of the reaction,an intrinsic constant
value of the Ti + C reaction. Accordinglythe Stefan number
becomes an intrinsic constant parameterof the problem. In
the same way the Zeldovich number,as defined in Equation
(4.24), relates directly to the activationenergy E, also a
constant of the reaction. This relationship ofH and Z to
constants of the reaction makes themconstants of the
dimensionless problem. Thus, the only threeparameters to120
vary in the analysis are a, b and Da. Thevalues for H and
Z are determined as:
Z=E/(RT,)=138000/(8.314 x 3512)= 4.72
li=hcc/ (CpTr) =1.5257x107/(950 x 3512) = 4.57
From our experiments, which will bedescribed in the
next two chapters,it has been found that thereaction
quenches for mole fractions (ratio ofmoles of titanium per
mole of carbon in the initial mixture)larger than 1.6 and
less than about 0.6. We selecttherefore a range fora as
0.5 < a < 1.6.
In the same way the quenching of thereaction occurs
for dilution of the initial mixturewith TiC exceeding 27.5
weight %. This weight % is translatedto the b moles used in
the analysis by the following relation:
weight % of TiC =
b M.Tic
Mc+ aMT, + bMTic
(5.18)
The 27.5 weight % is equal to b=0.333.Hence, the range for
b in this study will be 0 b 1/3
To determine the upper and lower valuesof the Da
number range to be covered in this studyone must ascertain
what are the upper and lower values ofeach factor forming
the Da number (even thoughsome of these factors will remain
constant in this study). These factorsare pmix/pr,mcimmix,
Do/ar,e-z,Lr2/ dp.21mc/p,
"-TioTheir ranges are determined121
next:
pmix/p, = 1700/2200 = 0.777
= 2700/2200 = 1.22
where the values 1700 and 2200 kg/m3represent the lower and
upper values of density to which the samples were compressed
in the experiments. Accordingly, the selectedrange for this
factor is: 1/2< pmix/p, < 3/2
MCillimi.x:=12/(12+48a+60b)=0.294if a=0.6, b=0
= 2 if a=1,b=0
=0.15 if a=1,b=1/3
=0.1351 if a=1.6, b=0
Accordingly the range here is selectedas: 0.1< mc/mmi, <0.2
Do/a, = 2.04x10-7/(1.67/2200/950)=0.2553.
The order of magnitude yields,
Now, for the exponential factor,
0.1< D
r,/a < 1
r
Ze-ge e-5 ,since Z=4.7
Lr2/ d
Po
2 (01111.) 2 /(40X10-6)2 ce(7.99x10-7/.01)/(40x10-6)2
4
Here a representative size of 40 microns for thecarbon
particle is used. Due to its order of magnitude theselected
range becomes: 0.1 < Lr2/ dp02 < 10.122
Mc/pc = 12 /2.2
C,. = a/tam,/pTi+bmTicipTiC 0.0945 for all a, b=0
= 0.0684for a=1,b=1/3
These last two factors combine to forma factor (Mc/pc) (CTth)
of the order of 1. Finally,(1+28)/B ,w 400.
Accordingly, the lower values for theDa range will be
determined by using the lower value of therange (calculated
above) of each of the factors formingthe Da number:
Da > (1/2) (0.1) (0.1)e-5(0.1) (6) (1) (400)= 0.8
and the upper value of Da will be determinedby using the
upper value of the range of each of its formingfactors:
Da < (3/2) (0.2) (1)e-5(10) (6) (1) (400)= 48.5
From these values, and in order to havea symmetric
range for Da, the selected range of Da to be covered inthis
study is:
10-2 < Da < 102
Thus embodying most of the possible Davalues that could
arise for different conditions found inexperiments.
5.3.3 Values for Boundary and Initial Conditions.
Equation(4.36)givestheinitialconditionfor
temperature as 00. While this is a dimensionlessquantity,
itshould stillreflectaninitialconditioninreal
temperature. Room temperature is selectedto reflect the123
conditions under which the experimentswere performed.
However,it is feasible that higher initial temperatures
could be imposed on the model if the sample had beenpre-
heated. From the dimensionless temperature definitionand
the values given in previous sections we determine 00=-4.32.
This value holds also for the far end of thesample.
The upper end of the surface condition establishes el=
asthe temperature of the source next toit.For the
propagation study this value will be hold simplyat the
adiabatic temperature. Thus, from the 0 definition,ehot=°
For the ignition study the value of 0,,, canvary between the
6 range:-4.32 < fitDt < 0,depending on the Da number used.
5.4 Time and Space Increments.
As mentioned before, the steep gradients thatappear
around the region where the reaction frontislocated
produce abrupt changes in the profiles of the variables.Two
ways were implemented to overcome these abrupt changes. The
first forced the convergence of the 0 temperatureto within
1% betweenacomputationatthe time-level jand the
computation at the time-level j+1 (decreasing the time step
until convergence is achieved). The second approachwas to
simply decrease the time step to a value that didnot
produce essentially any difference in the solution and that
did not produce high overshooting (see Figure 5.2).Both124
approaches gave identical results.
Overshooting was always observed if timeincrements
were large. Figure 5.2 shows such a case. Large timesteps
indirectly produce sharp temperature variationsdue to the
exponential source term.
Very small time increments and smallnodal distances
are preferredforthesakeof moreaccurateresults,
however, in order to keep computer timesto a minimum, it is
necessary to determine the largest possible valuesfor time
and space increments. The cases thatare expected to cause
the most problems with stability andaccuracy are those of
a fast moving reaction wave since they have theshortest
reactionzones/thermalthicknessesandthereforethe
steepest gradients. A fast moving reactionwave is expected
to be one with ahigh Da number and in stoichiometric
proportions. Thus, the determination of theoptimum AT and
Ay to be used has to be basedon these conditions: the upper
value of the Da range (Da=100) and stoichiometricconditions
with no dilution(a=1,b=0).For conditions other than
these, the gradients of temperature andcomposition are not
as steep and therefore even larger time incrementsor larger
nodal distances may not cause instabilities.
To determine the optimum values of AT and Ay,several
combinations were tested. Table 5.2 shows howthese combina-
tions affect the determination of the propagationspeed.125
Table 5.2 Calculated Dimensionless Speedsfor Different
Combinations of AT and Ay.
Ay AT=1x10-3 AT=1x10-4 AT=5x105
.05 overshooting 9.6 9.3
.1 overshooting 9.5 9.1
.2 overshooting 7.2 7
.5 overshooting 4.05 4.3
1.0 overshooting 2.46 2.41
TimeincrementssmallerthanAT=5x10-5donot
significantly change the propagation speeds obtainedwith
this AT. Therefore, this is the optimum timeincrement to
use. At this order of magnitude, a smaller AT will heavily
increase computational running times. However,from Table
5.2, one may observe that values of AT=1x10-4are reasonably
accurate as those given by AT=5x10-5.
The effect of the nodal distance nodal Ayon the
determinationoftheignitionconditionswasalso
investigated. For this effect,in order to keep running
times low, AT was chosen to be 1x10-4 and thesame conditions
as before were kept; that is, the Damkohler number equalto
100 and a=1, b=0. The same FORTRAN code givenin Appendix 2126
with small variations was used to record the timesto reach
ignition conditions for the nodes i=1 and i=2. Figures5.3
and 5.4 show this times versus nodal distance.
In these figures,several values of°hotare shown.
Since different values for the temperatureat the top
surface are used in the ignition conditions calculations,it
is necessary to check if areduced value ofShotwill
influence significantly the behavior of the plot.
In thefigures,the upper lines are lines of low
dimensionless temperature(inthe8scale,8=-4.32is
equivalent to room temperature) and the lowerones are lines
of hotter temperature, closer to the adiabatic dimensionless
temperature (i.e. 8=0).
It is clear from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that for smaller
values of the top surface temperature it is possibleto use
larger values for Ay while for values close to the adiabatic
temperature the best values to use are either Ay=0.1or
Ay=0.05.
To verify the effect of nodal distance Ay,a check of
the times to reach ignition conditions at the top surface is
made with Da=1. Only two values of Ay are used for this
check, Ay=0.2 and Ay=0.1 and the time increment is kept
constant at AT=5x10-5. The results are shown in Table 5.3.127
Table 5.3 Effect of Nodal Increment on the Timeto Reach
Ignition Conditions at the Top Surface.
Ay °hot--0.94 shot= -1.41 ehot=-1.89
0.1 4.85 7.28 15.7
0.2 4.857 7.33 15.85
Again it is observed that a value of Ay=0.1seems to be
a reasonable value to use in the calculations. From the
results in this table itis verified that larger nodal
increments can be accommodated without loosingaccuracy in
the result. Hence, it could be feasible to makearrangements
to use different time and nodal incrementsas Da number
varies. However in numerical analyses, it isnecessary to
maintainsomeconsistencyintheproceduretoensure
reliable results.Thus,based on these analyses,itis
established that the optimum values touse in calculations
are AT=5x10' and Ay=0.1.
5.5 Number of Nodes.
The two boundary conditions imposed on the systemcan
have an affect, within some distance, on the propagation
speed results. Propagation speeds have to be determined far
enough away from the hot upper surface but also ata
distance far enough away from the bottom "semi-infinite" far128
end.Given the multiple number of cases that willbe
analyzed, a fix pre-established number of nodes haveto be
consistently used. To maintain the condition thatat the far
end of the sample the mixture still remainsat the initial
conditions requires the use of a fairly largenumber of
nodes(to simulate semi-infinite lengths); this leadsto
very long computer run times.
Based on an extensive number of test performed itwas
found that, while for fast propagating reactionsa smaller
number of nodes is required, for somecases a relatively
high number of nodes is needed to simulatethe conditions of
a semi-infinite length. This is specially true forcases
when it take long time to start reacting andwhen the
reaction front moves very slowly. For thesecases there will
be enough time for thermal heating effects to spreadfarther
towards the far end of the sample; under these conditions,
this "semi-infinite" end will actas a thermal sink.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show typical temperature profiles
along the length of the sample. We see in Figure 5.5that a
"safe region" can be found in which the effects ofthe "hot"
and "cold" boundaries do not affect the propagationof the
reacting wavefront.In this region a value for the
propagation speed can be determine without regardsto the
effects of boundary conditions. In both figures 400nodes
are used. For most of the cases tested, the "safe region"129
extended from about the node 100 to the node 300. Actually,
for high Da numbers(asin Figure 5.5)this region was
broader (say between the node 60 to node 340), butfor low
Da numbers the length of 400 nodes became too smallto fully
simulate a semi-infinite length. Forvery low Da numbers
(<1)the nodal distance was increased to 600or more. In
Figure 5.5 the profile plotted was recorded ata very late
stage in the propagation (near to where the effect of the
"cold" boundary may be felt). At this time the effectof the
top surface had enough time to propagate downstream; butas
the figure shows, its effect has noteven reached the node
100. For all propagation runs, a Shot value of 0 istaken as
the temperature of the igniting source; however, forthis
figure, a smaller value of °hot was takenso to check on the
effect that it could have on the propagation front.With
ehot= 0and stoichiometric cases the top boundary will be
clearly of no effect, since the maximum reactiontemperature
is equal to the top boundary; however, for nonstoichiometric
cases the maximum reaction temperature is lower than the top
surface temperature and it is where theupper boundary could
have some effect, specially for slow reacting mixtures.
In Figure 5.6 the temperature profilewas recorded
when the propagation was at an early stage (near thenode
150). One can see that the modeling of semi-infinite body is
fully accomplish since far ahead of the propagationfront130
the sample is still at the initial conditions. The effect of
the upper surface is not fell either as indicated by the
horizontal profile upstream of the reaction front.
5.6 Concluding Remarks.
This chapter has presented the numerical approach taken
to analyze the problem. Both explicit and implicit finite
difference techniques are discussed and examinedso as to
determine which one can provide a more appropriate method
for thestudy.Several tests,using both methods,are
performed to check on the consistency of solution. It is
foundthattheimplicitfinite-differencingtechnique
provides a more suitable method for the analysis.
After several runs the values for nodal space and time
steps are determined "sufficiently" small ("sufficiently"
is a quantity always hard to estimate) to ensure continuity
of the solution and at the same time large enough to avoid
huge computational times.These values are respectively
Ay=0.1 and AT=5x10-5.Overshooting is found to occur at
larger values of either Ay or AT.
An optimum value of 400 nodes for "medium" to "large"
Damkohler numbers (n) and 600 nodes for smaller Da numbers
is found sufficient to overcome possible boundary effects.
The results of the numerical runs will be shown and discus-
sed in Chapters 8 and 9.(1+2 A1)
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME
6.1 Introduction.
In this chapter the experimental apparatus used to
performtheexperimentsisexplainedaswellasthe
description of how the experiments were accomplished.
The main object of the experimental investigation was
to determine the effects of several sample variables in the
speed of propagation of the combustive synthesis of titanium
carbide and when some of those conditions are sufficient to
quench the propagation.The sample parameters included:
sample diameters,reactant mole ratios,density of the
sample and dilution of the initial stoichiometric mixture
with inert product. Whereas the samples to be combusted had
different sizes or compositions, the overall experimental
setup did not changed much with the exception of minor
details in the methodology of preparing the samples. Some of
these details are also explained in this chapter.
6.2 Experimental Setup.
The experimental setup was devised to satisfy the138
following requirements:
1) To have a central apparatus that could beassembled
and dismantled easily and efficientlyso many experiments
could be performed without the need of major changes.
2)To have a proper data acquisition deviceand a
computerized technique for collecting and storingdata from
each experiment.
3) To prepare the samples witha proper heat treatment
in vacuum before the combustive synthesis.
The main ensemble consisted of a reactionchamber
connected to a computerized data acquisition device.The
reaction chamber had many entry-ports through whichit could
be attached to any other devices if needed. Threeof those
ports were used to connect the main chamber toa supply of
argon gas, to a power supply and to a vacuum pump and its
vacuum gauge system. See Figure 6.1.
Some auxiliary systems used to prepare the samples
were: a vacuum furnace to heat-treat the samples, scales to
measure the powders and compacts of Ti and C,a hydraulic
press dies-and-plungers system to compact the powders anda
capacitive discharge thermocouple welder.
6.3 Main Components of the ExperimentalApparatus.
6.3.1 Reaction Chamber.
The reaction chamber consisted of a circular stainless139
steel base on top of which a glass bell ispositioned. The
metal base is equipped with electricalconnections through
which power can be supplied to the interior.
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The main chamber is also equipped with eight entry-
ports on the sides and two on the bottom. Some of these
portswereusedtoconnectthechambertothedata
acquisition device,to a vacuum pump,to a thermocouple
vacuum gage and to an argon cylinder; the rest of the ports
were epoxy-sealed. Both the diameter of the steel base and
the height of the 5 mm thick bell are 61 cm.
6.3.2 Data Acquisition System.
The temperature measurements were accomplished by using
data acquisition boards from Data Translation, Inc., PCLab
software and a IBM personal computer, as shown in Figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Temperature Monitoring System.141
The hardware and software were calibrated and adjusted
according to the specifications in their manuals [88, 89].
The thermocouple leads were connected to a DT707-Tscrew
terminal with a cold junction compensation circuit board and
a frequency range of 25-13000 Hz. When the voltages across
the thermocouples were sensed by the DT707-T, the signals
were fed into DT2085 analog-to-digital cards. These cards
were installed inside the IBM personal computer.
A computer program, as shown in Appendix 3, was written
to employ the PCLab subroutines. This program converts the
digital voltage output from the DT2085 cards into degrees
Kelvin.
Once the data is translated,it can be send to the
screen, to memory or to the printer.
From the wide range of thermocouples available none can
standashighatemperatureasthetungsten-rhenium
thermocouple. This type of thermocouple is normally used at
high temperature in reducing or vacuum environments, but
neverinanoxidizing atmosphere becauseofthe high
oxidation rates. Pure tungsten becomes very brittle when
heated above its recrystallization temperature. To make the
wire easier to handle,rhenium alloys are used in both
thermocouple legs. The selected thermocouple used in the
experiments was a .01 inch., type C. which consisted of one
wire of tungsten-5% rhenium and one wire of tungsten-26%142
rhenium, and had an upper range around 2800 °C. The standard
error rating given by the OMEGA ENGINEERING company is of
±4.4 °C between 0 and 427 °C and ±1% between 427 and 2316 °C.
The thermocouples were connected to the data acquisition
board via extension grade wires. A DCC Corporation"Hot
Spot"thermocouplewelderwasusedtopreparethe
thermocouple beads [90].
6.3.3 Vacuum Pump System.
The main chamber was equipped with a .33 hp CENCO HYVAC
7 vacuum pump with a rated speed of 525 RPM. Thispump has
a pumping capacity of 35 1/min at1mTorr.The vacuum
created in the main chamber was monitored witha CENCO
thermocouple vacuum gauge with a measuring range of 1-1000
mtorr.
6.3.4 Vacuum Furnace for Heat Treatment.
Due to the high cost of vacuum furnaces a simple device
was developed to provide heat treatment to the titanium and
carbon samples. It consists of a simple furnace inside which
a vacuum chamber is inserted. This vacuum chamber embodies
a half nipple with a fixed flange on one end and closed at
the other end with a circular stainless steel plate. The
open end of the half nippleisclosed by means ofa
nonrotatable-tapped mini flange through which a port is143
drilled to connect the chamber to the vacuum pump and vacuum
gage system. The vacuum chamber was made leak-proof by using
a high-temperature cooper gasket ring between the fixed
flange and the tapped flange. The furnace was equipped with
a temperature control panel. See Figure 6.3
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The specifications of the furnaceare:
-type: Thermolyne 150 model F-D1525M.
-interior dimensions: 4.5 inch. X 4.5 inch.X 9 inch.
-temperature range: continuous heatingup to 1200 °C.
The specifications of the half nipple andflanges are:
material: stainless steel type 304,
half-nipple dimensions: 3 inch. o.d./10 inch.length
-flanges: 4.62 inch. o.d.,1 fixed to nipple.
The half-nipple with fixed flange, the nonrotatable-
tapped mini flange, and the cooper gasketswere acquired
from the MDC Vacuum Products Corporation.
6.3.5 Power Supply.
The energy needed for the samples to start reactingwas
supplied by means of a 1/25 inch tungsten coil.Due to the
different sizes of samples tested in the experiments,coils
of either 1/4 inch or 7/8 inch were used. The wirediameter
of these coils is rated by the manufacturer, R.D. Mathis
Co., as capable of reaching up to 2700 °C ifa current of 65
amps at 24 volts is supplied. The coils were connected to
thepowersourcethrough electrodesinstalledinthe
combustion chamber base. The current provided to thecoils
could be controlled in the AC/DC 25 volts SureweldChemetron
Corporation (model 5409794) power supply connectedto the
reaction chamber.145
6.3.6 Secondary Equipment.
The thermocouples were prepared using a DCC Corporation
"Hot Spot" capacitive discharge welder, which generatesan
electric arc for fusing standard couple elements and/or
welding them to any thickness metal. The specifications of
the welder are:
-store weld energy: 5 to 50 Watt seconds.
-wire gauge: welds all standard wire between 16 to 30
gauge.
-cycle time: can perform 5 to 10 welds per minute.
-power: either 120 VAC 60 Hz lines or self-charging
battery.
Another secondary equipment used was a common precision
analytical scale(AB-4 model A14118) manufactured by the
Torsion Balance Company. The scale could reada minimum of
0.1 mg.This precision was more than adequate forour
purposes of measuring the powders to specific mixtures
ratiosandfor weighing thesamples beforeand after
reaction.
The powders were compacted by means of a 20-tonsper
square inch coaxial-load hydraulic press. As different sizes
of samples were required, stainless steel cylinder andrams
were manufactured between 8 and 20 mm (I.D. of cylinder). A
floating-cylinder method was implemented to reduce stress146
concentrationsonthesampleends.Themethodcanbe
explained with the following steps andthe help of Figure
6.4:
Hydraulic
Compression
Floating Stop
Figure 6.4The Floating-Cylinder Method.
-The cylinder is initially mountedon a foundation which
allows for the central part of the cylinderto move freely147
up and down. A small ram is positioned inside the cylinder
and let fall to hit the bottom surface; thiswill act as a
floating stop later on in the compressionprocess.
-The powders are then poured inside thecylinder.
-the other ram (top) is inserted andsome initial pressure
is applied after which the foundationon which the cylinder
was resting is removed.
-The pressing continues; sincenow the cylinder can move,
the stresses generated on the lower end ofthe compacted
powders are lessened.
-After the compaction process is finished thesample has to
be removed ina way that does not produce additional
stresses and that at the same time does not break thesample
(some of which will have relatively small compaction).This
is done by resting the rams-cylinder pieceson a hollow
cylinder and slowly applying smallpressure to the top ram
until the bottom stop and the sampleare ejected.
Some other secondary devices included photographic
equipment as well as a video-recordingcamera. The videos
were tested to verify the feasibility of determiningthe
propagation speeds from the recorded reactions.It became
clear that this could be possible only ifa high-speed
camcorder was available.148
6.4 Experimental Methodology.
The aim of each experimental run was to determinethe
velocity at which the reaction front willpropagate along
the sample. In order to accomplish this, itwas needed to
establish a temperature history of the sampleto be tested.
Thus,itwasdecided that two thermocouples would be
positioned inside the sample at two known positionsparallel
to the axial axis.The velocity of propagation can be
determinedbydividingthisknowndistancebetween
thermocouples by the time that it takes the reaction front
to reach the thermocouples.
6.4.1 Step-by-step Procedure.
Due to the many different combinations ofparameters
tested in the experiments,the investigative runs were
scheduled so the same type of parameterwas varied at a
time. In this way only powders ofone combination had to be
prepared,or the same diameter of samples,or the same
density,etc.Thefollowingstepsexemplifyhowthe
experiments were performed.
Step 1:calculation of how much reactantwas needed to
adjust to a typical 20 mm height cylindricalcompact. This
step was no longer needed after experiencewas gained in
earlier runs.
Step 2:measurement of the reactant powders to conforma149
specific mixture composition.
Step 3: mixing of the reactants until no more coarse parts
were observed. This was accomplished by mixing with a mortar
and pestle and then by shaking the powders insidea glass
container for about 20-30 minutes.
Step 4: compaction of the powders in the hydraulicpress.
Step 5: measurement of height and weight of the sample.
Step6:drilling of holesforlater insertion of the
thermocouples. This was a very delicate step since the holes
had to be drilled very carefully, specially in thecases of
relatively low density of the sample. The two holeswere
drilled longitudinally at the same radial distance from the
center in a diametrically opposite manner.
Step 7: measurement of weight of sample.
Step 8: heat treatment of sample in the vacuum furnace. This
step was generally performed overnight since the samples
required at least five hours of treatment at above 500 °C to
ensure that most of the volatile impurities were removed.
Step 9: thermocouple insertion and placement of the sample
in the center of the combustion chamber.
Step10:placementof the heating coil.Thecoil was
positioned generally at a distance of about 3-5 mm above the
sample to accommodate the possibility of expansion of the
specimen and avoid breaking the hot sensitive coil. This was
a tricky trade off since placing the coil closer to the150
sample will permit a prompt start of reaction, butthe cost
of coils remained a constraint.
Step 11: mounting of the bell glasson the steel base. To
assure that the chamber had no leaks a rubber gasketwas
attached to the glass and the steel basewas coated with
high vacuum grease.
Step 12: activation of the main chambervacuum system. This
step lapsed in about 30-40 minutes or whena vacuum of about
200 mTorr was achieved (1 atm=760 Torr).
Step 13: filling of main chamber withargon up to atmos-
pheric pressure.
Step 14: adjustment of DC power supply to 24 Voltsat 65 A.
Step 15: set up the data acquisition system (frequencyand
maximum recording time).
Step 16: preparation of photographicor video recording
equipment (in some cases).
Step 17: the power source and the data acquisitionsystem
start concurrently (this is the nucleus of the experiment).
Step 18: cooling of the reaction chamber andsubsequent
dismantling of the setup to prepare for anotherexperiment.
6.4.2 Data Collection.
After each experiment the data collectedwas stored in
the hard disk unitforalater analysis.Due to the
uncertainty of the time that would take for thetop layer of151
the sample to start reacting, the data taken could bevery
large if the chosen maximum recording timewas too large
comparedto the time taken for the whole sample to be
consumed. Therefore, the whole data taken had to be reduced
toonly the data taken while the ignition-propagation
process was under way. This uncertainty became less of a
problemastheexperimentsprogressed.Tolessenthe
problem,the computer program for data acquisitionwas
modified to write only a given range of data for storage.
Several frequencies were used so the data storing (a
very time consuming process) could be minimized since the
numberof experiments wereontheorderof hundreds.
Ultimately the frequency used for all experimentswas 400 Hz
and data taken for about 60 seconds (which means 24000 data
values to store per experiment!). While some experiments
would take only a few seconds some will takea time larger
than the maximum recording time.
6.4.3 Sample Length and Thermocouple Settings.
The length of the compressed sample, of course, depends
on the amount of powder mixture loaded into the cylinder and
the final achieved density. Typically, the 20 mm diameter
sample lengths ranged between 22 and 26 mm; 16 mm diameter
samples, between 17 and 28 mm;12 mm diameter samples,
between 18 and 26 mm; and 8 mm diameter samples between 18152
and 25 mm.
Three considerations went into the determination of the
minimumacceptablelengthbetweentheuppersurface,
thermocouples and bottom surface of the sample. First, there
must be sufficient distance between the top surface (where
ignition is done) and the upper thermocouple toensure that
it is below the zone of initial, ignition-related, transient
behavior of the propagation front. Estimates leadus to
surmise that 7-8 mm is the minimum required length between
the top surface and the upper thermocouple bean (Boddington
[7] claims from his numerical results that 0.2 mm from the
hot surface is all that is required to attain steady state
combustion). Second, a gap between the two thermocouples of
about 7 to 10 mm is found to give a reasonable resolution in
temperature measurement to obtain the propagation speed.
Finally,thebottom thermocouplemustbesufficiently
upstreamsoasnottobeinfluenced bythe boundary
condition at the bottom end of the sample. Typically, the
temperature profile ahead of the SHS wave decays within a
distance of 3-7 mm. The faster the wave, the shorter this
decay distance.
6.4.4 Heat Treatment.
As mentioned previously, the green compacts need to be
subjected to heat-treatment in vacuum to remove volatile153
impurities.These impurities cause a disturbance of the
propagation frontor avoid itsinitiation.Experiments
performed without heat-treating the sample gave frustrating
results. In some cases, the compact would "crack" and halt
the propagation, while in some others the readings given by
the thermocouples were erratic. In some other cases there
simply was not an ignition of the compact. According to
Shkiro et. al[40] the purity of the starting components
played an important role in the pop-corning effect of the
powders in their investigation of the system Ta2C and TaC.
The samples were baked in the heat-treatment setup
shown in Figure 6.3 for more than five hours at above 500
°C. Kecskes and Niiler [10] experimentally found that the
samplesneeded tobevacuum-treatedatatemperature
exceeding 500 °C in order to remove most of the H2, water
vapor, and a variety of hydrocarbons. Holt and Munir [38]
also identified the evolved gases to contain CO, N2, and CH4.
In our experiments we found that heat-treatment at about 350
°C is inadequate (just as if no heat-treatment occurred).
6.4.5 Additional Comments on Experimental Approach.
Drillingofthetwoholesinwhichthetwo
thermocouples were to be inserted resulted in a very time
consuming process since there was a high percent of breaking
of the samples, specially in low density samples. In short,154
the limit of the low density range was set by whether a
sample could endure the drilling of two holes at very close
locations without breaking the sample. Breaking of samples
caused a very tedious problem since additional samples had
to be prepared when this occurred.
While in some cases researchers have determined the
propagation speeds by means of video recording equipment it
was found in our experiments that this approach was not very
reliable due to the gases that evolved during the process
which obscure any recording. A high-speed video cameras
would be also needed with a very dependable ratio of frame
by frame timing as compare with real time. Photographic
equipment has the very important barrier of not knowing
ahead of time at what moment the propagation would start to
triggertheshutter.Someofourexperimentswere
photographed while the propagation was going, but it became
clear that additional equipment was needed to overcome the
brightness radiating from the sample.
Experiments carry out in an evacuated chamber show that
the compact literally blows apart following ignition, an
effect also reported in[10].The effect was even more
violent in unbaked samples.
The mixing and shaking process takes anywhere from 30
minutes to over an hour. The time of mixing could possibly
be a parameter of the SHS problem since too short a mixing155
process may fail to ensure mixture uniformity whiletoo long
a mixing would allow oxidation of the reactants (becausethe
mixing bottle contains air). Maslov [91]uses a mixing time
of 6-8 hours in a porcelain drum. Ideally,if we were to do
it again with appropriateresources, we will choose a ball-
mill with an inert atmosphere.
6.5 Concluding Remarks.
This chapter has presented the methodologyused in the
experimental part of this thesis. A step-by-stepapproach is
used to explain the method andsome insights in particular
problems encountered in thosestepsare provided.The
instrumentation used is describedas well as some other
devices employed to perform the experiments.156
CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Introduction.
This chapter describes the results of the measurements
ofthepropagationofthereactionfrontusingthe
experimental setup described in Chapter 6.These results
show the dependency of the steady propagation speed on:(i)
supply mixture composition,(ii) dilution of the reactant
mixture with the inert product TiC,(iii) the diameter of
the reactant compact, and (iv) the density of the compact.
The effects of these parameters on the density of the final
product are also presented. Conditions at which the reaction
wave ceases to propagate in a self-supporting manner are
also identified.
7.2 Procedure.
The basic step-by-step methodology to carry out the
experiments was fully explained in Chapter 6. This section
now describes the conditions under which the experiments
were divided to scrutinize separately the effect of each of
the parameters listed in Section 7.1157
Toestablishtheconditionsforconductingthe
experiments, we define a set of standardconditions as shown
in Table 7.1. In the entirety ofexperiments performed, all
conditions other than the propertyunder examination were
kept constant at the standard values.
Table 7.1. Numerical Values ofthe Parameters
at "Standard" Conditions.
Parameter Numerical Value
Sample diameter 1.6 cm
Sample density 2.5 g/cm3
Initial temperature 300 K
Mixture ratio Stoichiometric
Product dilution None
Sample length 1.22-2.5 times sample
diameter (see Chap. 6)
While the diameter, initial temperature,mixture ratio
and product dilution are parametersthat can be totally
controllable, the density and sample lengthare parameters
that arefully dependenton the manufacturing-pressing
processes.However,after many experimental trials-and-
errors, both parameters were set to fit withina reasonable158
deviation from the corresponding "standard" condition value
listed in Table 7.1
7.3 Temperature Histories Readings from Data Acquisition.
Thetemperaturereadings oftheimpregnated
thermocouples were recorded with a data acquisitionsystem
which was turned on concurrently with the ignitionpower
source. Figure 7.1 shows the temperature histories at two
locations as given by the two thermocouples ina typical
experiment. This figure shows that the reaction front is
quite abrupt. The rapid increase in temperatureindicates
the arrival of the reaction front at both locations.
Fromthetemperaturehistories ofthetwo
thermocouples,thedifferenceintimeatwhichthe
temperature reaches some established values is determined.
Time differences are taken within the range of 1,500to
3,000°Cand speeds are measured by dividing the known
distance between the two thermocouple locations by this time
difference. An average of these values is taken as the
observed speed of the reaction wave. Repeated experiments
under nominally similar conditions yielded consistent speeds
indicating an achievement of steady propagation by the time
the top thermocouple is encountered by the wave.
The low temperature portions of Figure 7.1 are shown
with broken lines due to limitations in the data acquisition159
process.[Both the thermocouples show constant readings
after reaching about 3,500 K, an unfortunateconsequence of
theupperlimitofthetemperaturerangeofthe
thermocouples.]
The positioning of the hot igniting coilon top of the
sample presented always a slight difficulty sinceit could
not be fixed at a definite distance in all experiments.
After the first or second experiment, the coils wouldbecome
partially twisted (but still in workable conditions).To
compensate this twisting, the distance to the sample hadto
be varied. The distance was also varied sincenot all the
samples were of the same length. These experimental details
coupled with the variation in the physical propertiesand
kinetics make the reading times different for eachcase.
Figure7.2showsanothertemperaturereadoutforan
experiment having the same conditionsas those of Figure
7.1; however, it is very likely that in the experimentshown
in Figure 7.2 the igniting coil was much closerto the top
surface of the sample than for the case of Figure 7.1.Cases
for which long ignition times (more than 60 seconds)are
needed were not taken into consideration since,in these
cases, the sample reacts literally in a volumetric manner.
7.4 Effect of Supply Mixture Composition.
The effect of the reactant mixture compositionon the160
propagation speed is presented in Figure 7.3. At every mole
ratio, a number of experiments were performed in order to
see the reproducibility of the results. At each point, some
scatter in the data is observed. This scatter is believed to
be mainly due to the unavoidable nonuniformity in the mixing
of the reactant powders. The line shown in Figure 7.3 is the
best fit curve passing through the data points. This is
explained in Section 7.10.
When the sample involves stoichiometric proportions,
all the reactants are converted into the product upon
reactionundertheconstraintonlyofthermochemical
equilibrium. If either of the reactants is in excess in the
initial mixture, that excess amount is not converted into
product. While not contributing to energy release,the
excess reactant absorbs some of the released energy of
reaction to reduce the maximum attained temperature. This,
in turn, reduces the speed at which the reaction propagates.
For stoichiometric conditions the measured speed is
around 1 cm/sec at a nominal density of 2.5 g/cm3. Hardt and
Holsinger[37]report measurements of 1.2 to 1.6 cm/sec.
Considering the complexity of the propagation process, the
agreement is deemed reasonable. Especially so,for there
exist differences betwen these two investigations in such
experimental parametersasthe reactant particlesize,
composition of the carbon constituent and compact density.161
Hardt and Holsinger report a speed of 1.5cm/sec when the
carbon reactant is a mix of 2/3 graphite and 1/3lampblack.
When100%lampblackcarbonisused,but with various
reactant particle sizes, they report speeds in therange 1.2
to 1.6 cm/sec. In our experiments only graphitewas used.
Scatterof measureddataisunavoidableevenin
experiments conducted by the same investigatordue to the
lackof perfect uniformityof mixture composition and
compaction density in the sample. Datascatter, as evident
in Figures 7.3 to 7.6, is quite typical.
At sufficiently large departure from stoichiometry,the
reactionceasestopropagatealtogether.Thisisthe
quenching condition. Experimentallydetermined quenching
conditions for reactants compositionare more than 1.6 moles
of titanium per mole of carbon and lessthan 0.6 moles of
titanium per mole of carbon. These resultsare in agreement
with Holt [34].
7.5 Effect of Dilution with the InertProduct.
Figure 7.4 shows the measured propagationspeed as
dependent on the degree of dilution with theproduct (i.e.,
TiC)which is presumed inert. Dilution ispresented as
percentageof weightof thereactant mixture[wt.of
TiC/wts.of(C+Ti+TiC)].(Theline passing through the
scattered data points again represents the bestfit curve of162
the data.)The diluent not only acts as a heat sink but
also reduces the total energy releasedper unit mass of the
initial mixture. Thus, dilution reduces the maximumattained
temperature.AdditionofinertTiCthusleadstoa
progressive reduction in the reactionwave propagation speed
and an eventual failure of the combustion.Experimentally,
failure is observed if the percent by weightof TiC exceeds
27.5. The samples with 27.5 percent of TiCcan be ignited
but the reaction becomes quenched partway through the
samples.
7.6 Effect of Diameter.
The ratio of the surface area to the volumedecreases
as the sample diameter increases; accordingly the lateral
heat loss becomes progressively less significantcompared to
volumetric heat generation. The effect of lateralheat loss
is expected to reduce the propagation speedbelow that
encounteredunderadiabaticconditions.Ultimatelyan
asymptotic value[21]for the sample diameter will be
reached above which there is no noticeable effectof lateral
heatlossonthepropagationspeed.Thisasymptotic
propagation speed is analogous to the adiabaticflame speed.
On the other hand, a gradual decrease in the diameterwill
lead to a smaller value of the propagationspeed because of
a progressively increasing heat loss; ultimatelya critical163
diameter is reached below which thewave ceases to propagate
altogether.
The effect of diameter on propagation speed isshown in
Figure 7.5. It is evident from this figurethat the effect
of heat loss on propagation speed is insignificantfor all
sample diameters above 8 mm. A sample diameterless than 8
mm was not investigated in our experiments due toproblems
in preparing these samples and in makingholes in them for
the thermocouples.
Of peripheral concern is the effect of the insertionof
the high-thermal-conductivity thermocouplewires on the
propagation speed. Let K and A, respectively,be thermal
conductivity and cross sectionalarea. The product (KA) is
proportional to the heat conduction rate. The ratioof (KA)
of the two thermocouple-leads to the (KA) ofthe sample is
estimated to be 0.012 under the worst operatingconditions.
The thermocouple wires are thus expectedto increase the
propagation speed by no more than 0.6%. This smallerror can
be ignored in the light of various other uncertainties
involved in the experiment.
7.7 Effect of Initial Density of theCompact.
The effect of sample initial densityon propagation
speedisshownin Figure7.6. (Thescattered points
represent the data while the line representsa least square164
curve fit of the data.)Samples with initial densities
ranging from 1.59 to 2.75 g/cm3were tested. The limits of
this density range correspondrespectively to about 42 to
73% of the maximum possible densityof 3.75 g/cm3 to which
an initial sample can be compressed. Resultsshow that the
propagation speed attains a maximum valueat a density near
2.1 g/cm3; this corresponds to about56% of the theoretical
density. At low densities, the speed isfound to increase as
density of the sample increases.At high densities, the
speed is found to decreaseas density increases. This trend
is attributed to the two opposingeffects of density:(1)
increased density increases thethermal conductivity which
in turn increases the speed;and(2)increased density
increases the volumetric heat capacitywhich in turn reduces
the speed. Within the tested densityrange, the results are
in excellent qualitativeagreement with those reported by
Rice, et al.[60], who establishthat the propagation speed
of a titanium and carbon system,with 10 weight % excess
titanium, attains a maximum valueat approximately 60% of
theoretical density. Our results,however, contradict the
observations of Kottke and Niiler [19]who showed that the
speed of propagation continuouslyincreases as the density
increases. Eslamloo-Grami and Munir[92] in their work with
titanium nitride showed that thecombustion wave velocity
decreases as the density increasesfrom 45 to 70% relative165
density of titanium nitride. Since this system involvesa
gas,the observation isa consequence of not only the
increased heat capacity but also the decrement inporosity
which makes gas diffusion difficult.
It was observed in the experiments that samples with
initial density lower than 2.0 g/cm3 givea product broken
up into layers as shown clearly in the photograph(a)in
Figure 7.7. On the other hand, samples with densityhigher
than2.0g/cm3produceanintegralproductcylinder
(although slightly expanded) as shown in photograph(b)in
Figure 7.7.
7.8 Swelling of the Product:
During the synthesis process, swelling of the samples
was observed in every experiment. Solidification of molten
product and release of trapped gases are thought to bethe
causes of this swelling. After each experiment, the volume
and the final density pf of the TiC productwas determined
by measuring the length, diameter and mass of the product.
Measurements showed nosignificantchangeindiameter,
contrary to the reports of Holt [34]; the sampleswere found
to measurably expand only in the longitudinal direction.
The final density pf is presented in Figures 7.8, 7.9,
7.10 and 7.11 as a fraction of the theoretical finaldensity
pth(= 4.95 g/cm3).Since the final product structure is166
expected to depend on a complex combinationof factors
involving thermal expansion, outgassing,volume changes due
to phase changes, etc., the followingexplanations of the
observed trendsofFigures7.8to7.11areatbest
qualitative and at worst speculative.A density higher than
about45%ofthetheoreticalfinaldensitywasnot
obtainable in these experiments. This issomewhat lower than
the density reported by Holt [34].
Figure 7.8 shows that the final densityincreases from
about 35 to 40% of theoretical final densityin response to
an increase in the initial density from 2.25to 2.75 g/cm3;
this corresponds to 60 to 75% ofthe maximum initial density
of the mixture. This nonproportionalincrease is expected
since a sample with higher initial densitywill have less
trapped gases to be released during combustion.Figure 7.9
gives the measured final density for variousmole ratios of
the initial mixture. The percent theoreticaldensity is
found to be higher for both titanium-richand carbon-rich
cases than for the stoichiometric case. Acompact pressed
out of a stoichiometric reactant mixture obviouslyresults
in a reaction temperature and net reactionrate near their
highest possible values. Outgassingas well as expansion
effects are then expected to bemore intense thanin
nonstoichiometric mixtures and to yieldcorrespondingly a
productof lowest density.The effectof diluting the167
initial mixture with the inert producton the final density
is shown in Figure 7.10. The final density increasesfrom
about 36 to 46% of theoretical final density inresponse to
diluting the mixture from 0 to 25% by weight with TiC.This
againis thought to bea consequence of the reaction
temperature and rate which were both lowered withthe
addition of the diluent, thus reducing outgassingas well as
allowing phase transitions conducive to the formationof a
dense product. The density of the final product isalso
found to increase as the sample diameter decreasesas shown
in Figure 7.11. This is attributed to the smallerquantity
of trapped gases in a smaller diameter sample andthe ease
with which they can elude from the thinner solid.
7.9 Purity of the Product.
In order to confirm the product of reaction,an x-ray
diffraction analysis was performedon various samples. Table
7.2 (from Powder Diffraction Files [93]) gives forcalibra-
tion the largest interplanar spacing for titanium,carbon
(graphite) and titanium carbide.
The results of the x-ray diffraction analysisare
presented in terms of two-theta spacing. Figure 7.12 gives
theanalysisforaproductmadefromasamplein
stoichiometric proportions. The two strong linesare found
at two-theta equal to 36.0 and 41.8, corresponding to168
d-spacings of 2.5 and 2.16. In Table 7.2these are the two
strongest lines for TiC, thus confirming theproduct to be
TiC.
Table 7.2Largest Interplanar spacing for Ti, C andTiC.
Specimen Interplanar spacing
Ti 2.24,2.56,2.34
C 3.36,1.68,2.03
TiC 2.16,2.5,1.53
7.10 Curve Fitting of the ExperimentalData.
In Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.6 the best fitcurves for
the experimental data are provided. Statisticalliterature
[94,95] suggest that the best fitting methodfor scat-
tered and replicated dataover a field of inputs is that
given by the weighted leastsquares polynomial.
Figure 7.3 shows that at both sides fromthe middle
point (i.e. a=1) sharp gradientsoccur. Hence, two
different correlations for each side (a>1and a<1) will
provide better fitting of the data. Thecorrelation for
the rich titanium case side (a>1) is givenas:
u = 0.41518 a21.6563 a + 2.1854 (7.1)169
with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.834.
Here, u is the propagation speed in cm/sec and a is number
of moles of titanium per mole of carbon in the initial
mixture. The correlation for the leaner-titanium side
(a<1) is given as:
u = -0.8829 a2 + 2.6205 a - 0.80016 (7.2)
with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.914.
In Figure 7.4 the regression that fits the data speed
versus product dilution is given as:
u = -0.00034175 b% - 0.018545 b% + 0.96745 (7.3)
In this equation b% represents the percent in weight of
product present in the reacting mixture. For this least
square correlation the adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation is 0.835.
In Figure 7.6 the regression for speed versus initial
sample density is:
u = -1.0623 p2i + 4.56 pi3.8165 (7.4)
with the initial density pi in g/cm3. This correlation has
a .741 coefficient of determination. See Appendix 1 for an
analysis of the experimental error.4000
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CHAPTER 8
RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE IGNITION PROCESS
8.1 Introduction.
In Chapter 4,Section 4.6, the ignition problem has
been discussed. This chapter presents the results of the
numerical study of the conditions that will assure that
ignition,andsubsequentpropagation,willoccur.The
analysis is only for the stoichiometric adiabatic condition,
but the same conclusions drawn for this case can apply for
non-stoichiometric conditions or for a mixture diluted with
TiC product(with a possible shift of curves position).
Based on the functionality for the SHS problem described in
Chapter 4, the main parameter to vary in the analysis is the
Da number. Thus, the main outcome of this ignition analysis
is the determination, for a given Da number, of the minimum
temperatures of the igniting source needed to ensure that
ignition will occur. Below those critical temperatures the
mixture will never ignite and above them ignition is always
ensured. This determination of critical minimum temperatures
permits the delineation of a "range of ignition" plot that183
shows,for the whole range of Da number covered in this
study, a no-ignition zone and a ignition zone.
8.2Ignition Study Procedure.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the ignition criteria to use
follows the fact that there is always some temperature at
which the rate of heat generation exceeds the loss rate
[84]. For modeling our semi-infinite, adiabatic cylinder
this heat loss rate implies the conduction of energy from
the igniting area to the rest of the cylinder.
In terms of the dimensionless variables defined in
Chapter 4, this ignition condition is reached when:
ao
yi= o (8.1)
Based Based on this condition, the computer FORTRAN program
listed in appendix 2 was slightly modified to record the
time thatit will take for the layers adjacent to the
igniting source to reach this condition. The long computa-
tional runs were done using 5 different computers:
-a VAX 780,
-a Digital Microvax II (VAX Station 5xx Direct Access
Memory),
a SUN Sparc Station 1-Plus (in UNIX system),
the Mainframe Floating Point System at OSU, a VAX 780184
with a FPS-264 attach processor, and
-a 386-20 MHz PC, with floating point math coprocessor.
By far the most time-intensive tasks were accomplished using
the mainframe and the SUN Sparc station, while the interme-
diate and less time-intensive runs were accomplished on the
other three computers.
It is expected that the ignition delay will be large if
the igniting source temperature is low. Low values of the Da
imply that the rate of reaction rate is much smaller than
the heat conduction rate. Thus, combining a sample with a
small Da number and alow temperature of the igniting
source,SnotIa very large ignition delay will be expected
or perhaps no ignition will at all occur. A high thermal
conductivity of the sample will cause a large time-of-
ignition delay as well.
Ignition processes are characterized byagradual
increase of temperature that is then followed by a rapid
increase over a very short time period. Using the criteria
for ignition as given in Equation (8.1),it was observed
that for T < Tignthe gradual temperature increase took a
much larger period than the time to get from the temperature
attheignitionconditiontothemaximum temperature
attainable (in this analysis, the adiabatic temperature is
0=0). During most of the time that T <Tign ,the mixture185
compact experiences only inert heat conduction because the
heat-release term is exponentially small. The chemistry of
the reaction will remain insignificant everywhere until the
temperature reaches somewhere near the ignition condition
(this area could be called a transition stage); thereafter,
due to the exponential factor in the source term,the
chemistry will become dominant and causea very rapid
temperature increase.
Figure 8.1 shows a characteristic temperature behavior
near the igniting source as obtained from our numerical
calculations.Before the beginning of the process,the
mixture compact is everywhere at room temperature. At the
start of the process there is an initial stage of inert heat
conduction followed by theattainmentof theignition
condition.At thiscondition,the temperature increase
occursquiterapidlyuntiltheadiabaticreaction
temperature is reached and the reaction wave begins to
propagate in a self-supporting manner much as a flame will
propagate in a mixture of fuel + oxidant gases.
Once the reacting waveis propagating,it becomes
independent of the nature and continued presence of the
ignition source.
The ignition study calculations will consist of the
following steps:
(1)- select a Da number,186
(2)- impose a value for the constant temperature eh, of
the igniting source,
(3)- determine if there is attaintment of the ignition
condition given by Equation (8.1)
(4)- if ignition is attained, decrease the value of 'IL
until the time delays are suspected to have reached
some asymptotic value.
It is important to note that when temperatures of the
ignitingsourcebecometoosmall,the"semi-infinite"
numerical model has to be lengthen by adding more number of
nodes. Thus, when the values for shot are near the asymptotic
minimum values, the computational runs become quite lengthy.
This is even more dramatic when the values of Damkohler
number are of small magnitude (that is, when the chemical
reaction rates are small as compared to the heat conduction
rate).
8.3Results.
Figure 8.2 shows the results for the time to reach the
ignition condition for the Da number range under investi-
gation.From the figure one can see that the large Da
numbers, as expected, need very short times to reach the
conditionofignition.From the numericalrunsitis
observed that once thecondition of ignition was achieved,187
there was always propagation of the reacting wave. From
Figure 8.2 it is also observed that with large Da numbers
ignition occurs even at very low values of temperature of
the igniting source. For values of Da number between 100 and
10, the ()hot range above the minimum temperature threshold
will produce a relatively fast attaintment of the ignition
conditions as compared to the lower range of Da numbers. In
Figure 8.2 a spline fitting routine is used so that the
curve are shown without the typical sharp straight peaks
that mark the numerical values obtained. For values of Da
number below 0.1 no attaintment of ignition conditions was
obtained, and the number of nodes to simulate the "semi-
infinite" length body became too large as did the compu-
tational times.The computational times, with the given
numericalparametersdescribedinChapter5,became
extremely high above values of T of 40-60.
Figure 8.3 show exactly the same curves as Figure 8.2,
but asymptotic lines have been added (to guide the eye) to
determine the asymptotic minimum values of the temperature
of the igniting source ()hot. These asymptotic values are then
plotted in Figure 8.4 in a log-Da vs. linear -()hot fashion;
this is very convenient,showing the broad range of Da
numbers that are covered. Here the two zones "ignition" and
"no ignition" can be separated. To make this separation more
clear, Figure 8.5 shows a continuous fitted critical curve.188
It is an estimated curve, since only Figure 8.4 shows the
values obtained from the asymptotic values found in Figure
8.3.
Thus,for a given value of Da number there exists a
critical value of the igniting source above which ignition
willalwaysoccur.Thelarger thatShotisabove this
critical temperature the easier the mixture compact will
ignite. For temperatures lower than the critical value no
ignition will occur no matter how long the igniting source
is imposed.
Looking again at the plots of°hotversusT,Figures 8.2
and 8.3, it is observed that the curves resemble an exponen-
tial behavior. The theory of spontaneous ignition delay (see
Kanury [84]) predicts this type of exponential behavior.
The major advantage of that theory is its ability to predict
the following dependencies of the ignition delay: ignition
delay is short if the mixture has,(1) a low volumetric heat
capacity,(2)a high temperature dependence of the rate of
reaction,(3)a high heat of combustion, and(4)a high
initial reaction rate. In our solid-solid reaction, all of
theseconditionsaremet,withthehightemperature
dependence clearly substantiating the exponential dependency
observed in Figures 8.2 and 8.3.
Theactualignitionprocessofthesolid-solid
reactions is, in general, too complex to be described by the189
simple gas-phase theory.This comment is further corro-
borated by an exponential fitting of each of the curves
shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3. The individual exponential
fittings are plotted in Figures 8.6 to 8.9. Here it is
observed that there are discrepancies between the calculated
values and the exponential curve. These discrepancies are
thoughttobeduetothe physicalintrusionsof the
different parameters that describe the particular kinetics
of the solid-solid reactions(also,in the spontaneous
ignition theory the reactions are assumed to follow a simple
thermal Arrhenius dependency). It is important to mention
that the sponta-neous ignition theory neglects the pre-
ignition reactant consumption. However, in the solid-solid
model there is a depletion of reactants during the ignition
period. Nevertheless,the exponential dependency can be
considered to be present in our solution of the time delay
for ignition; this is better observed in Figure 8.10.
The exponential curve fittings plotted in Figures 8.6
to 8.9 are given by the following correlations:
Da =100, T=9.673x10-4 exp(-3.119 ()hot),r=0.96
Da =10, T=3.386x10-2 exp(-2.369 °hot),r=0.957
Da =1, T=6.337x10-1 exp(-1.88 °hot), r=0.954
Da =0.1, T=1.729x10-1 exp(-1.136 ()hod,r=0.974
where r is the correlation coefficient.190
8.4Closing Comments.
This chapter presented the results of the numerical
study of the ignition processfor the SHS solid-solid
reaction of the mixture titanium-carbon.The numerical
calculations of the onset of ignition showed that the time
before the ignition condition is reached is much larger than
the time difference between the attainment of the ignition
conditionandthereachingofthemaximumadiabatic
temperature.This is clearly the effect of the initial
dominance of the conduction rate over the initial slow
chemical reaction rate;once the ignition condition is
reached, the contrary dominance takes over.
It was observed that reactions with a high Da number
need a relatively low time to reach ignition conditions,
whileforlowDanumberstheignitiontimesbecome
increasingly high. This infers that samples with very high
thermalconductivitywilltakealongtimetoreach
ignition. For low values of the temperature of the igniting
source the times to reach ignition become extremely high.
From the numerical results it is possible to determine a
limiting°hot vs. Da curve above which ignition will always
occur and below which ignition does not occur.
The exponential effect predicted by the theory of
spontaneous ignition is only partially observed in the
ignition of the solid-solid reaction. However, in an overall191
perspective the concepts of spontaneous ignition delay can
be extended to the SHS process and probably many of the
physical observations for these processes can be quantified
on the basis of ignition theory to an extent yet to be
determined(while the spontaneous ignition delay theory
correlates well with some experimental results of gas-phase
reactions, the experimental study of the ignition of SHS
processes will be just as complex as the theory.).CD
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CHAPTER 9
NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS FOR PROPAGATION
9.1 Introduction.
Having determined the ignition limits of a stoichio-
metric SHS titanium-carbon reaction, we will present in this
chapter the results of our investigation of the propagation
of the reacting wave through the semi-infinite cylindrical
body of the mixture. This propagation study is divided in
three parts. In the first part, the dimensionless propa-
gation velocity U is determined for different mole ratios of
the reactant mixture and for a mixture in stoichiometric
proportionsdilutedwithtitaniumcarbideproduct.A
redefined Da numberisshown to reduce the calculated
propagation speed curves into a single curve that is good
for any value of the originally defined Damkohler number. In
the second part a comparison is made between the calculated
analytical values for dimensionless propagation speed U and
the experimental propagation speed u results presented in
Chapter 7. The third part presents the results obtained for
the characterization of the preheated thickness. Again, by
redefining the original Da number, the calculated curves for203
this thickness (for all the range of Da numbers covered) are
reduced to one single curve that is good for any value of
the Damkohler number.
9.2NumericalSimulation Resultsfor the Dimensionless
Propagation Speed U.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, in order to avoid any effect
of the boundary conditions, the numerical determination of
the propagation speed was done at sufficiently far distances
from both ends (the "safe region", as defined in Chapter 5).
For slow propagating fronts (small Da numbers) as many as
800nodes were used to overcome any possible boundary
effect.
A calculated typical temperature history for various
dimensionless positions along the sample is shown in Figure
9.1. For this figure as well for the next two figures, no
value of Da number is shown since these plots represent
"typical" curves.Figure 9.1 shows the expected behavior as
predicted from combustion knowledge; that is,after the
initial sudden temperature rise from the starting room
temperature condition (initial condition) the acceleration
of the curve begins to diminish near the adiabatic tempe-
rature as a consequence of the depletion of reactants. From
the numerical results, it is observed that this deceleration
effect is more marked when the Da numbers are small.204
After many numericalrunsitwasfound thatany
temperature "peak"(thatis no deceleration atall,or
overshooting)is only a consequence of inadequate nodal
spacing or time increments. Fast-reacting large Da number
reactionsareagood example when overshooting may be
encountered. In order to avoid any sudden increase (peaks
above the maximum adiabatic temperature)in these fast
reactions, the AT or Ay used in the numerical solution must
be reduced to the minimum size allowed by the computing
equipmentavailable.Figures9.2and9.3show typical
calculated profiles for dimensionless temperature 0 and
dimensionless titanium concentration 0,respectively, for
differentdimensionlesspositionsalongthesampleat
different timesT.For this case the value ofShot was
purposely taken to be small enough (but above the minimum
threshold determined in the previous chapter) in order to
see if there were any boundary effects on the temperature
profile for the chosen times.
Figure 9.4 shows the numerical results obtained for
stoichiometric(a=1)and lean-titanium cases(a<l).The
mixtures contain only titanium plus carbon;no product
dilution is considered. As expected, stoichiometric cases
have faster propagation of the reacting front than non-
stoichiometric cases.This figure also shows that large
valuesof the Da number will yield faster propagation205
speeds.Thisisduetothefactthatthespeedof
propagation is directly related to how fast the heat is
conducted throughout the sample(the larger the thermal
conductivity the larger the speed of propagation). Similar
numerical results for the rich titanium case are shown in
Figure9.5.Again,the more the mixture departsfrom
stoichiometry ,the smaller the propagation speed. In both
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 quenching seem to be approached at the
lower end of the Da number range.
The results previously shown in Figures 9.4 and 9.5 are
combined in Figure 9.6 to present the variation of dimen-
sionless propagation speed for all the range of mole ratios
covered in this study. In this case, the parameter for each
curveistheDa number.Thisfigureclearlyshowsa
variation in the order of magnitude by which the propaga-
tion speed changes as the Da number changes. To show an even
better perspective of this order of magnitude, Figure 9.7 is
presented in a semi-log plot. For all Da numbers a monoto-
nical decrease in the magnitude of the dimensionless propa-
gation speed occurs at both the low and upper values of the
mole ratio a. Perhaps near these values the reaction fails
to propagate, or maybe it will not even ignite. Further
investigation is needed to verify this phenomenon. From the
ignition study of Chapter8,it was found that for Da
numbers below 0.1 ignition was not possible. This result is206
now easier to understand after viewing Figures 9.6 and 9.7;
it is observed that for Da=0.1 thecurve for propagation
speed is very near to the zero value.
The numerical results for the cases where the initial
stoichiometric mixture is diluted with product TiCare
presented in Figures 9.8, 9.9 and 9.10. For thesecases the
mixture is considered stoichiometric(a=1),and only b
varies. Again, these results confirm the expected trend that
any inert in the reacting mixture will produce a reduction
intheattainedpropagationspeedascomparedtoa
stoichiometric mixture with no inerts. Large Da numbers
produce faster propagation speeds. This can beseen clearly
in Figure 9.9. For values of Da number below 0.1, the trend
isequivalenttothetrendfoundforundiluted
nonstoichiometric cases; as before, when the Da number is
below 0.1 there is probably no ignition of the reactant
mixture. A sharper resolution of the results of Figure 9.9
are presented in a semi-log plot in Figure 9.10.
The propagation results have been presented showing the
propagation speed dependency on the Da number. A major out-
come from this study is found by reviewing the predictions
of the theory of flame propagation (see Kanury [84]).In
flame propagation theory, the fundamental flame speed is
defined as the speed at which the flame front travels ina
direction normal to itself and with respect to the fresh207
reactant mixture. The fundamental flame speed is a thermo-
chemical property of the mixture.The thickness of the
adiabatic flame front, being inversely proportional to the
flamespeed,becomesalsoanintrinsic thermochemical
property of the mixture. If the flame is not adiabatic, then
the larger the heat loss, the thicker, cooler and slower the
flame front. A high thermal conductivity of the reactant
mixture and a high heat of combustion per unit mass of the
mixture result in a thinner and faster propagating flame.
These effects are better understood with the following
equation:
U =
1 1K t'"
p, Cps\ A (Tf -TS)
(9.1)
where ps,Cpsand Ts are values of density, specific heat and
temperature evaluated at the supply reactants state; Tf is
the flame temperature and A is the flame speed eigenvalue.
Arranging this equation we obtain
2 1a,tin
u p, CPS(Tf-TS)
(9.2)
Multiplying both sides by Lr2/as2 and rearranging, we obtain:,
L2U2 1 L2r
.I.J r =
2as
ps Cps as(Tf -TS)
208
(9.3)
Using the dimensionless definitions introduced in Chapter 4,
the term located on the left hand side can be easily identi-
fied as the square of the dimensionless propagation speed U.
Further rearrangement gives:
i Lz. t"/
U2 =
AK (Tf-Ts) /Lr
(9.4)
The ratio on the right hand side of this equation gives a
typicalratioofthechemicalreactionratetothe
conductionrate;thisistheverydefinitionofthe
Damkohler number. Accordingly,
2 1Da U, - (9.5)
If the Da number is redefined in such a way that the effects
of the reactants composition (i.e. a and b)are separated
from it, we obtain a new Da', as given by:
Da/ = Da
mc
Clio
(9.6)209
where the factors in the denominator are the factors of the
Da number thatintroducethedependencyonaandb.
Combining Equations (9.5) and (9.6), we obtain
U
(Day)
= f(a,b)only
(9.7)
i.e. U/Da'1/2 is a function of a and b only. This functiona-
lity enables us to consolidate all the results presentedso
far in one single plot which is valid for any Da number.
Figures 9.11 and 9.12 present the results of dividing all of
the propagation speeds calculated by the square root of
their corresponding Da'. Both general cases are considered,
one for the variation with mole ratio a with no product
dilution (a varies, b=0) and one for stoichiometric mixture
with product dilution(a=1, b varies). The small discre-
pancies shown in the curves are of such numerically small
values that these discrepancies can be considered neglect-
able.Thisnewfunctionalitycanbeconsideredvery
relevant, since any possible case (and Da number) can be
determined simply from this curve. The kinetic model of
Kanury apparently leads to the sought unified model for
simulating the SHS process (see the Closing Comments section
in Chapter 2).210
9.3Comparison of the Numerically Evaluated Propagation
Speed U with Experimental Results.
Fromthedimensionlessdefinitionsintroducedin
Chapter 4, it is easy to show that the relation between the
dimensionlesspropagationspeedUandthemeasured
propagation speed u is:
L
U = -I u
ar
(9.8)
where ar is the reference thermal diffusivity and I.',is a
reference length. From the numerical evaluation of para-
meters(Chapter 5),the value for the reference thermal
diffusivity was evaluated from the values of pr,Cpr and Kr
of the mixture. However a value for Lr has not been really
defined. It is thought that the best choice would be a non
trivial reference length related to the process under study,
such as is the preheated length. Due to the obvious physical
limitations to measure such a length experimentally, we made
use of the theory of flame propagation that shows that
a
fu
(9.9)
in the evaluation of parameters in Chapter 5. By making an
analogy of the flame thickness Of to the preheated length Lr
intheSHSprocesswemaybeabletodeterminean211
approximatevalueoftheratioLr/ar.Thepropagation
velocity u chosen for the evaluationis that obtained
experimentally for stoichiometric conditions with no product
dilution (a=1, b=0); thus,
Lr 1 1
a,u 0.94
(9.10)
Based on this ratio and Equation (9.8), the numerical
resultsfor propagation velocity U are transformed to
propagation velocity u(in cm/sec). Figures 9.13 and 9.14
show the results of this comparison, the first for the cases
of variation of the mole ratio a and the second for the
cases that there is titanium carbide product diluted with
the stoichiometric titanium plus carbon mixture. The nume-
rical data is in good agreement with the experimentally
measured data. The assumptions made in developing the model
could account for the slight differences observed in the
comparison.
9.4Numerical Determination of the Preheated Length.
Whilethemeasurementofthepreheatedlength
experimentally is a very difficult task, it is possible to
obtain an estimate of this distance by a numerical analysis.
The preheated length is not always a constant value but it
is different from one given condition to another. To help212
visualize this fact, Figure 9.15 shows how the dimensionless
temperature profile changes as the Da number changes. Fast-
propagating high Da number cases show a very sharp profile
decrease near the reaction zone, while slow-propagating low
Da number cases show a more gradual decrease of temperature.
The estimation of the value of the preheated length can
become ambiguous if an arbitrary criteria is selected. One
could choose,for example,the distance from where the
temperature starts to decrease to where the temperature
reachestheinitialroomtemperaturecondition.This
selection will give very large preheated lengths. Another
selection could be the distance from where the temperature
starts to decrease to where the temperature is within a
certain percent of the initial temperature condition. This
selection for evaluating the preheated length would be
really ambiguous. To avoid the selection of such criteria,
we again make use of the existing combustion knowledge. The
theory of flame propagation (see Kanury [84]) defines the
flamefrontthickness6astheratioof the maximum
temperature difference(Tf-Ts)to the maximum temperature
gradient dT/dx which occurs at the point of inflexion of the
profile, that is:
=
Tf - Ts
dT
dx
Imax
(9.11)213
where Tf is the flame temperature and Ts is the temperature
of the supply reactants. Borrowing this concept from the
theory of flame propagation and taking the likeness of this
flame thickness to the preheated thermal length of our
problem, we can adjust Equation(9.11)in terms of the
dimensionless variables used in this study, to obtain:
ead-00
4^,Yph = (9.12)
dy
I
where Ayph represents the preheated length, and as before,
(ladisthe adiabatic temperature and 0,is the initial
temperature. Figure 9.16 presents this equation in a graphic
form.This sketch shows how the dimensionless preheated
length can be measured graphically. All the calculated
numerical profiles of temperature were plotted and, by using
this graphical technique, the preheated length was measured
for each case. To make better use of the determination of
this preheated length, we recall from the dimensionless
definition of time that Lr2 -r= a t. Thus, we are making a
resemblance of the analogy between the measured preheated
length and the calculated preheated length and by plotting
the square of the calculated preheated length, we will be
showing a proportionality to the reaction times. The larger
the value of Lr the slower the propagation; thus when L ->00214
the propagation speed goes to zero(quenching occurs).
Figures9.17to9.21show theresultsof determining
graphically the length of the preheated length(and its
square)asafunction of mole ratiofor different Da
numbers. These figures show that near the limits of the mole
ratio covered in this study, the values of the square of the
preheated length are close to reaching asymptotic values.
This may be an indication that these values of mole ratio
are close to the quenching conditions. Figure 9.22 shows the
combination of the results of Figures 9.17 and 9.17 in a
semi-log plot to observe the different orders of magnitude
that are covered by the square of the preheated length. As
expected, a fast moving reaction front, which is due to a
high Da number reaction, has a thin preheated length, while
theslowpace,lowDanumbersreactions,havelarge
preheated lengths. The smallest preheated length, of course,
results for the stoichiometric case. Figure 9.23 to 9.25
show the results of the graphical determination of the
preheated length(and its square)as a function of the
product dilution for different Da numbers. As in Figure
9.22, Figure 9.26 combines these results into a single graph
to show the orders of magnitude covered by the preheated
length. An asymptotic behavior near the edge of the range
studied for the moles of product dilution b is not observed,
as it was for the case of variation of the mole ratio a.215
The geometrically calculated resultsfor preheated
length have been presented in these figures as dependent on
the Da number. As previously done for the results of propa-
gation speed, it is desirable to obtain a single plot that
will provide the preheated length without the Da number as
a parameter. This way all the curves presented in Figures
9.17 to 9.21 for various mole ratios will collapse into a
single representative curve for all of those cases. The same
result will occur to the curves of Figure 9.23 to 9.25 for
the cases of dilution with product. This is accomplished by
again making use of the theory of flame propagation that
estimates the flame thickness as the ratio of a/u. Using
this concept and the relationship between the dimensionless
velocity of propagation U and the measured speed u,we
obtain:
This reduces to:
L,
U
6
oca
ow
u U
1 L. A
YphU
(9.13)
(9.14)
Here, Ayph is the preheated length. If we multiply both sides
by Da" {Da' was defined in Equation (9.6) }, we obtain:216
ayphTa7 ;;7
(9.15)
U
where the right hand side was previously determined to be
only a function of a and b. Thus,
ayphj:;7= f(a,b)only (9.16)
Figure 9.27 shows the results of multiplying by all the
results presented in Figures 9.17 to 9.21 by Da'. Clearly
thedifferencesobtained are nothing butasignalof
graphical errors made while geometrically determining the
thickness of the preheated length. To present the results of
the reduction into a single curve, the curves in Figure 9.27
are averaged and presented in Figure 9.28.
Figure 9.29 presents the curves that result from multi-
plying the dimensionless preheated length by Dav1 /2as a
function of the dilution with product. Again, differences
are observed due to errors incurred while geometrically
determining the preheat length AyPh.The average of these
curves is presented in a single curve in Figure 9.30.
9.5 Concluding Remarks.
In this chapter the results of the numerical study of
the propagation speed for the SHS solid-solid reaction of
titanium-carbon have been presented. The calculations verify217
that large Da numbers reactions are equivalent to fastpro-
pagations. As expected, nonstoichiometric cases show smaller
propagation speeds as compared to the stoichiometriccase.
The farther the mole ratio is from stoichiometric condi-
tions, the smaller the propagation speed. For values ofDa
number less than 0.1, no propagation could be determined.
Low values of Da number are synonym of long computational
times and large number of nodes to simulatea semi-infinite
length.
The theory of flame propagation proves very valuable in
reducing the propagation speed results toa single curve
that is useful for any value of the Da number. This result
can be considered very relevant and perhaps substantiates
that the Kanury kinetic model could be the unified model
sought for simulating the SHS process. Again, by invoking
combustion knowledge results, the numerical data obtained
for dimensionless propagation speed has been compared to the
experimental values. The comparison can be considered to be
inverygoodagreementifitisobservedthatsome
assumptions of the model(like the constant properties
assumption)might producea considerable effect on the
calculated values.The combustion concept of flame thickness
also proves very useful to determine a parametric curve for
the dimensionless preheated length that does not dependon
the Da number, but only on the stoichiometry of the problem.CD
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
10.1 Conclusions.
In this thesis, we have presented an experimental and
numerical(dimensionless)evaluation of the propagation
velocity for the SHS solid-solid reaction of titanium and
carbon, as well as a study of the ignition process for the
reaction. The thesis includes an introduction and literature
of the SHS problem, a review of the current kinetic models
used to study the process and mainly a description of the
kinetic model for solid-solid reactions developed by Kanury.
This kinetic model is implemented in the governing equations
to analytically describe the process. The introduction of
somesuitabledimensionlessvariablespermitsthe
generalization of the analysis and permits the main factors
affecting the process to be embedded inasingle key
parameter,the Danumber.This parameter includes the
overall effects of thermal properties (density p, thermal
conductivity K, and specific heat Cp), stoichiometry of the
reaction,carbon particle size ,a process constant,a
compression effect and the diffusion of titanium through an249
intermediate complex.Thissection summarizes the main
resultsobtainedinbothanalyticalandexperimental
studies.
The experimental results included the propagation speed
variations for the following cases: (i) differentmole ratio
of the reactants with no dilution with product,(ii) stoi-
chiometric mixtures with some % product dilution,(iii)
density changes, and (iv) change in diameter of the mixture
compact. For the first case, it was found that the reaction
quenches for mole ratios smaller than 0.6 and larger than
1.6.For thesecond case,the quenching occurredfor
mixturescontaining morethan27.5weight%ofinert
titanium carbide.For the third case,theresultsof
propagation speed included a density range from 1.59to 2.75
glcm3, which were the densities at which itwas possible to
practically compress the mixtures. The fourthcase showed
that for diameters above 8 mm (our practical limit) there
are no perceivable speed of propagation differences between
compacts of different diameter. The propagation range varied
from about 0.94 cm/sec at stoichiometric conditionsto about
0.25 cm/sec near the quenching conditions.
The synthesis samples are found to expand mainly in the
longitudinal direction producinga highly porousfinal
product.Thisporosity varied withthealterationof
different system parameters, but the final densitywas never250
found to exceed 50% of the theoretical final density of
titanium carbide. A x-ray diffraction analysis enabled the
confirmation of the purity of the products.
Initial mixture compacts were required to bevacuum-
heat-treated at above 500 °C in order to volatilize impuri-
ties embedded in the mixture. Without the heat-treatment the
reaction wave did not propagate or once the sample started
reacting, the sample would break apart due to the sudden
evolution of the impurities.
Theanalyticalstudyincludedanexaminationof
ignition and the determination of the propagation velocity
and of the dimensionless preheated length.The ignition
study examined the effect of Da number and of the constant-
temperature igniter on the times to reach ignition. Only the
stoichiometriccase with nodilution wasanalyzed for
ignition.Acriterionwasselectedtodeterminethe
attainment of the ignition. From the numerical runs, itwas
observed that every time the ignition condition was reached,
a propagation would always occur, thus confirming that the
selection of the ignition condition was correct.Large
values of Da numbers produced a relatively fast ignition
while cases where Da<0.1 did not show the attainment of
ignition and needed very long "semi-infinite" sizes (i.e.a
large number of nodes). By estimating asymptotical values
for the minimum temperatures of the igniting source that251
would ignite a compact of a given Da number, it was possible
to define two zones in a plot of temperature of the igniter
versus Da number.The upper zoneisazone where any
combination of oh and Da number willalwayslead to
ignition and the lower one is a zone where no ignition is
possible. All the known characteristics of ignitionare
observed in the numerical simulation, such as large pre-
ignition times and very short(especially for large Da
numbers) times between the attainment of ignition condition
and the attainment of the maximum reaction temperature.
The numerical results for propagation speed showed that
mixtures with large Da numbers will have fast reactions. Low
Da numbers, as in ignition, need large lengths to ensure that
no end-effects influence the calculated value of propagation
speed. As in any numerical treatment, long samples and low
time increments combined for very time consuming computa-
tional tasks.
Asexpected,the farther awayfrom stoichiometric
conditions, the slower the propagation speeds. This was also
observed for the cases where the product was diluted in the
original stoichiometric mixture. By invoking the theory of
flame propagation and by separating the composition effects
(i.e. a and b) from the originally defined Da number, itwas
possible to reduce all the calculated results for propa-
gation speed into a single curve. This curve is independent252
of the Da number and depends only on the stoichiometry of
the reaction. This result is relevant since a mixture with
its particular Da number could be correlated bymeans of
this single curve,an extended and powerful result. This
proves how appropriate the kinetic model of Kanury can be to
analyze the SHS processes.
The numerical results for propagation speed Uare
compared against the experimentally measured speedsof
propagation u by using a relation drawn from the theory of
flamepropagation.Theresultsareingoodagreement
realizing thatin the numericalsimulation there were
assumptions that could influence the calculated results.
For the final part of the numerical analysis,the
preheated length is measured graphically(from recorded
temperature profiles)for all the cases covered in the
propagation study. Fast moving reaction fronts show to be
reactions of very thin preheated lengths, as expected from
basic combustion knowledge. The concept of flame thickness
proves very useful to determine a parametric curve for the
dimensionless preheated length that does not depend on the
Da number, but only on the stoichiometry of the problem.
Thisisagainanimportantconclusionresultingfrom
combining combustion concepts to the SHS analysis.253
10.2 Recommendations for Future Work.
There are several tasks that should be improved both
experimentally and analytically to fully cover the study the
SHS solid-solid reaction between titanium and carbon.
First, experimentally, the temperature measuring tech-
nique should use an alternate method that avoids the needto
drill the samples for inserting thermocouples. The technique
used in the present experiments has many drawbacks to be
recommended. First, the method is extremely time-consuming
especially if the sample breaks during the drilling and the
preparation of the sample has to start over. Secondly, the
positioning of thermocouples is dependent on the length of
samples fabricated. For every experiment, distances between
thermocouples and the distance the thermocouplesare from
the ends of the sample have to be adjusted accordingly.
Thirdly, in every experiment the thermocouples melt since
the temperatures of reaction were generally over the limit
of the tungsten-rhenium thermocouples. Accordingly,the
maximum reaction temperatures were not recorded. Optical
techniques might be used,but they will have the dis-
advantage that gases evolving from the reacting sample could
"obscure" the true temperature readouts.
If drilling for thermocouples can be avoided, then it
is probable that smaller density ranges could be testedto
reach the point of quenching. Good quality cylinder-ramsets254
are needed to allow for higher compression. The quality of
the sets used in this experiment were not necessarily the
bestoption,butwerewithinthelow-budgetofthe
experiments.
The experimental setup could be improved to allow the
determination of propagation speeds for different initial
temperature conditions. This could include an on-site heat
treatment of the samples, so that they do not have to be
exposed to the oxygen-bearing atmosphere before reaction.
Perhaps a better option to ignite the compact could be
some sort of centered radiant flux(like a laser) which
could reveal experimental ignition times and minimum energy
inputs. In these experiments the igniting coil had to bere-
positioned in every single experiment due to twisting of the
coil or to allow for the expansion of the sample; this
technique did not allow a controlled method for deriving
ignition times.
The effect of particle size needs to be investigatedas
well. However, due to the melting of the titanium particle,
onlythecarbonparticlevariationmayneedtobe
investigated.
The mixing of the reactants definitely needs impro-
vement. The low budget of the present experiments did not
allow for a better method as the one described in Chapter 6.
If additional experiments are to be tried, a ball-mill with255
an inert atmosphere should be the best option.
Analytically, the model can be improved to account for
the melting of the titanium and for elongation of the sample
as the reaction progresses. Appropriate values for physical
properties of the porous mixture are necessary in order to
obtain reliable analytical results. These properties need to
be known for the different cases under investigation,that
is, for stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric mixtures, for
different densities, etc. The effect that larger compaction
(i.e. larger pmix) has on the thermal conductivity needs to
be clearly determined to appropriately model the reaction.
This will permit the analytical verification of the behavior
of propagation speed versus density, shown in Figure 7.6.
Most importantly, the determination of the variation of this
physical properties with temperature will yield an important
contribution to the analysis of SHS processes, given the
high range of reaction temperatures reached.
This study used constant values for the Zeldovich and
Stefan numbers; it needs to be verified if changes in the
stoichiometry of the reaction produce a different value of
these parameters and how drastic are those changes to
require further propagation calculations.
With respect to the ignition problem studied here, it
is important to note that this examination was performed for
a stoichiometric mixture with a prescribed surface tempera-256
ture boundary condition. Further calculations forconditions
other than the stoichiometric (and with productdilution)
are required,as well as a prescribed surface heat flux
boundary condition.
The implementation of the Kanury kineticmodel has
proved to be a powerful tool in studying theSHS solid-solid
reaction of titanium and carbon, hence it willbe advisable
to extend his model to other SHS reactions thatfollow the
same mechanism of reaction as the titanium andcarbon
mixtures.257
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APPENDIX 1
EXPERIMENTAL ERROR ANALYSIS
From mathematical analysis,for the case when the
dependent variable Y is a given function of independent
variables X1,X2, WYis the uncertainty interval
for the quantity Y, and W1, W2, W2,...,W, are the uncertainty
intervals for the independent variables, WY is given as:
2 ,aY (aY) 2 + wy = ,75r 75c
, 2 (A.1) -07nrd
if the uncertainties in the independent variables are all
given with the same odds. In Equation (A.1), Y = f(Xl,X2,
Xn)and the independent variables X1,X2,..., Xnare
measured quantities.If Yis comprised of products and
quotients of the measured variables, then the following
equation can be obtained from equation (A.1):
,...,2 ,...,2 ,...,2
W2 IN VV
X1
VV
X2
Int
Xn = + + 4-
y2 X2 X2
2 X
2
n 1
(A.2)
In our experiments the speed of propagation,u, was268
determined simply by dividing the distance by the time. The
distance, x, was the gap between the thermocouples beads,
typically 7 mm, and the time, t, was measured as the time
difference for the thermocouples on each side of the gap to
reach some established temperatures. The time differences
were typically from about 0.5 to 0.8 seconds. The smallest
distance that could be read from the scale used to measure
the gap between thermocouples was1 mm and the voltage
readouts from the thermocouples were taken every 1/400 sec.
Thus,if we apply Equation(A.2)to the definition of
velocity u=x/t, we obtain the square of the relative error
in the speed measurement:
VVr,2
W2
r,2
X
VVt u22 t2
(A.3)
For the typical values used in the experiments, we obtain:
W2 (1 nun)2 (1/400 N2 (A.4)
u
2 7 mm .5 ---.8
w2
2=(.1428)2 + (.005---.003)2 (A.5)
u2
From the relative values of each term in this equation, we
see that by far the single most important factor that will269
affectthespeedmeasurementisthegapbetween
thermocouples. The second term can be considered negligible
as compared to the first term.
There is not too much that can be done about reducing
this relative error, since the dimensions of the samplesare
a constrain in the size of the gap between thermocouples
(see Chapters 6 and 7). Only when the samples were much
larger than the typical 20-23 mm lengths used,could a
larger gap be set, thus reducing the relative error in the
measurement.
The results from our experiments depend on various
other factors that could be of larger impact than the one
given by the relative error in the gap measurement. For
instance, the mixing process described in Chapter 6, could
possibly be a parameter of the SHS problem, since too short
of a mixing process may fail to ensure uniformity in the
mixturewhiletoolongamixing processwouldallow
oxidation of the reactants. The process of thermal treatment
also affects the experimental output. When no heat-treatment
was performed, there was not a propagation of the reacting
wave and for low range heat-treatment (around 350 °C) there
was a mixed set of results, some samples would react while
someother samples would only partiallyreact.Errors
introduced by the experimenter could also be of some effect,
some probably unidentified .270
The important task of measuring significant errors
(independently of any assumed curve fit of the data), was
approached by performing a number of experiments at every
condition(moleratio,diameter,dilution,etc.)to
determine the replicability of the output data. Some scatter
in the data is observed (see Chapter 7). Previous investi-
gations have noted that even in experiments conducted by the
same investigator, scatter of data is unavoidable [94, 95].
In our experiments, this scatter is believed to be mainly
due to the unavoidable nonuniformity in the mixing of the
reactant powders and in the compaction density.
From the experimental replications it is possible to
determinethebestvaluesofthespeed,withinsome
confidence intervals,for each point. By using this best
values a curve fit can be found (given in Chapter 7).
Benedict[95] establishes that "the best estimate of the
value of the population mean at a given input is the average
of the available measurements." Thus,we are left with
determining the confidence intervals of the replications,
which in our case, will be considered as a "small size"
data.For small number of replications N,the standard
deviation a is given by:
N
N114s
N--- (xi_R)2] 1/2
i=i
(A. 6)271
where X, is the value of the i-th observation and X is the
mean value of the observation. By using this standard
deviation for small number of replications N, an estimate of
the true value X' of X can be found from:
V =R +tN -1 ,pa
15
(A.7)
wherethe±quantityindicates the desired confidence
interval. This quantity can be determined form tabulated
data found in any statistical text [94, 95], under the name
Student t-distribution. With a90% confidence interval,
TableA.1providesthebestestimatesof propagation
velocityfrom the experimentaldata.These valuesare
plotted in an error-bar fashion in Figures Al, A2 and A3.
Based on these best estimates, the data is curve fitted and
the corresponding equations are provided in Chapter 7.272
Table A.1 Estimation of the Best Propagation Speed Value
Using a 90% Confidence Interval.
Sample Diameter (cm)
0.84
1.28
1.60
2.08
Propagation Speed (cm/sec)
0.87 ± 0.06
0.84 ± 0.08
0.94 ± 0.05
0.87 ± 0.08
Mole Ratio a
0.6 0.47± 0.06
0.7 0.57± 0.08
0.8 0.75± 0.07
0.9 0.84± 0.09
1.0 0.94± 0.05
1.2 0.82± 0.08
1.4 0.65± 0.05
1.6 0.61± 0.07
%of Dilution with Product
0 0.94± 0.05
5 0.86± 0.09
10 0.77± 0.08
15 0.53± 0.08
20 0.38± 0.04
25 0.27± 0.101.2
to
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.4
I
0.6
I
0.8
I
tO
Mol
I
12
Ratio a
1
14
Figure A.1Best Estimate of the Propagation Velocity
as a Function of Mole Ratio.
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APPENDIX 2
FORTRAN CODE USED IN THE STUDY
C SELF-PROPAGATING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS
C THIS CODE IS WRITTEN FOR A DIMENSIONLESS
C MODEL IN A 1-D FORMAT
C THE PROGRAM WILL DETERMINE THE CONDITIONS UNDER
C WHICH IGNITION WILL OCCUR AND IT WILL ALSO
C CALCULATE THE SPEED OF PROPAGATION OF A SHS
C REACTION WAVE ALONG A VERTICAL CYLINDRICAL
C REACTANT COMPACT MIXTURE OF TITANIUM AND CARBON
C THE CHEMICAL REACTION IS OF THE KIND:
C
C C + a Ti + b TiC-->
C
C WHERE a INDICATES IF THE REACTION IS RICH-Ti OR
C LEAN-Ti CASE. a=1 INDICATES A STOICHIOMETRIC
C REACTION, a>1 IS RICH-Ti AND A<1 IS LEAN-Ti.
C INDICATES DILUTION OF THE INITIAL MIXTURE WITH
C PRODUCT TiC
C
C DESCRIPTION OF THE NAMES USED IN THIS CODE
C N=NUMBER OF AXIAL NODES
C THETANEW(I)=MOST CURRENT VALUE OF THETA
C THETAOLD(I)=OLD VALUE OF THETA
C THETAIT(I)="DUMMY" OR THETA OF ITERATION
C THE SAME APPLIES TO THE VARIABLES FOR PHI AND
C DELTA
C UPPER(I), XLOWER(I), ALPHA(I), GAMMA(I), Z(I)
C AND DIAG(I) ARE VARIABLES USED IN THE SOLUTION
C OF THE TRIDIAGONAL ROUTINES
C ZETA= ZELDOVICH NUMBER
C H= STEFAN NUMBER
C THETAO=INITIAL (OR ROOM) TEMPERATURE
C TR=REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
C TADIAB=ADIABATIC TEMPERATURE
C THOT=TEMPERATURE AT THE TOP SURFACE
C THETAHOT=DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURE AT TOP SURFACE
C THETAO=DIMENSIONLESS INITIAL TEMPERATURE
C CTIO=INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF TITANIUM
C ALPHAR=REFERENCE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY277
C POWER, HZDA, DASTAR, Cl, C2, Al, AMINUS1,BPLUS1
C XMRHOTI, XMROTIC, SOURCE,DELTA3, ETC. ARE
C VARIABLES USED TO MAKE THE PROGRAM MORE EFFICIENT
C SO REPETITIVE CALCULATIONS ARE DONE ONLY ONCE
C SOME OTHER VARIABLES ARE STRAIGHT FORWARD TO
C UNDERSTAND FROM THE ANALYSIS
C IMPRIMIR=SETS THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS OF DELTA
C TIME THAT WILL PASS BEFORE DATA IS SENT
C TO FILE IN UNIT 2 (USUALLY NAMED *1 .PRN)
C ICOUNTER= COUNTER FOR VARIABLE IMPRIMIR
C IFILE2= SETS THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS OF DELTA TIME
C THAT WILL PASS BEFORE DATA IS SENT TO
C FILE IN UNIT 6 (USUALLY NAMED *2.PRN)
C ICUENTA=COUNTER FOR VARIABLES IFILE2 AND DE2A3
C DE2A3= SETS THE MAXIMUM TIME TAU THAT WILL BE
C STORED IN UNIT 6. AFTER THIS TIME DATA WILL
C BE SENT TO UNIT 7(NAMED USUALLY *3.PRN.
C THIS ALLEVIATES THE DATA LOAD FOR *2.PRN.
C UNIT 11 IS LEFT READY IN CASE SOME MORE DATA IS
C NEEDED
C TAUMAX=SETS AN UPPER LIMIT TO CALCULATIONS.
C HOWEVER THE MAIN CRITERION USED TO STOP THE RUN IS
C WHEN A GIVEN NODE HAS FULLY BURNED (I.E. PHI OR
C DELTA ARE 0)
C DY=DIMENSIONLESS NODAL DISTANCE
C DYN="SEMI-INFINITE" TOTAL DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE
C DTIME=DIMENSIONLESS TIME STEP
C TIEMPO=CURRENT TOTAL TIME TAU
C PERCENT=PERCENT FROM THE SCALE THETA() TO THETADIAB
C THAT WILL BE APLIED TO THE UPPER SURFACE
C RHS(I)=RIGHT HAND SIDE OF EQUATION I
C ICHECK= VARIABLE USED TO CHECK IF CONVERGENCE IN
C THE MOST CURRENT ITERATION HAS BEEN ACHIEVED
C
PROGRAM SHS
C *****************************************************
PARAMETER (N=600)
REAL*8 THETANEW(N+1),THETAOLD(N+1), THETAIT(N+1),
& PHINEW(N)
REAL*8 PHIOLD(N+1),DELTANEW(N+1),DELTAOLD(N+1),
& DIAG(N)
REAL*8 UPPER(N), XLOWER(N), ALPHA(N), GAMMA(N),
& Z(N),RHS(N)
REAL*8 ZETA,POWER, THETAHOT, THETAO, SOURCE, TR
& TADIABAT, CTIO, HZDA
REAL*8 ALPHAR, RHOMIX, CPMIX, XKMIX, TROT, XMCMMIX,
& H, RHOHAT, DASTAR
REAL*8 Cl, C2, Al, AMINUS1, BPLUS1, XMRHOTI, XMROTIC,
& DYN, XALPHAR
REAL*8 TIEMPO, DELTA3, A, B, DA, PERCENT, CPHAT,C
& TEMPAD, DE2A3
OPEN (UNIT =2
OPEN (UNIT =6
OPEN(UNIT=7
WRITE (2,*)
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (7,*)
,FILE='91.prn
,FILE='92.prn
,FILE='93.prn
15e5dy11
'5e5dy11
'5e5dy11
1,STATUS=tunknown')
',STATUS='unknown')
',STATUS='unknown')
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C
C OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE=1a14d100.prn',STATUS=tunknown')
C WRITE (11,*)'sal4d100'
C *****************************************************
C SPECIFIC DATA FOR THIS RUN
C INDICATE IF THERE IS LACK OR EXCESS OF Ti
A=1.D0
C INDICATE IF THERE IS PRODUCT DILUTION IN INITIAL
C MIXTURE
B=0.D0
C ENTER THE DAMKOHLER NUMBER
DA=.1D0
C ENTER THE PERCENT OF TADIABAT TO BE APPLIED TO THE
C TOP SURFACE
PERCENT=1.0D0
C
C ****************************************************
C NOW WE SET THE PRINTING PARAMETERS. IMPRIMIR SETS
C
C
C
C
C
IMPRIMIR=100
IFILE2=20000
TAUMAX=250.D0
DY=.1D0
DTIME=.00005D0
DE2A3=150.D0
****************************************************
CONSTANTS
FIRST THE MOLECULAR WEIGHTS
XMCARBON=12.D0
XMTI=48.D0
XMTIC=60.D0
C THEN DENSITIES
DTI=4.54D0
DTIC=4.95D0
C GAS CONSTANT IN cal/(mol K)
RGASES=1.987D0
C BOTZMANN CONSTANT IN W/(m2 K4)
C SIGMAR=5.676D-08
C THE RELATIVE VALUES FOR DENSITY, CP AND K
RHOR=2200.D0
CPR=950.D0279
XKR=1.67D0
ALPHAR =XKR/ (RHOR *CPR)
C NOW THE MIXTURE DENSITY, CP AND K
C HOWEVER, THE VALUES FOR CP ARE FUNCTIONS OF a AND b
C THUS, TO EVALUATE CPMIX WE NEED TO ENTER THE VALUES
C FOR CPc,CPti AND CPtic EVALUATED AT 1400 K.
RHOMIX=RHOR
XKMIX=XKR
C NOW THE CP'S IN J/kg K
CPC=1964.D0
CPTI=698.D0
CPTIC=890.D0
C
CPMIX=(12.*CPC+48.*A*CPTI+60.*B*CPTIC)/ (12.+
48.*A+ 60.*B)
C NOW THE REST OF PARAMETERS USED IN ENERGY EQUATION
C ENTHALPY OF COMBUSTION IN J/(kg OF C)
HC=1.5257D+07
C NOW IN J/(kg OF TiC)
HCTIC=3051400.D0
C ACTIVATION ENERGY
E=33000.D0
C EMMISIVITY OF THE MIXTURE
C EPSILON=.8D0
C INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF SAMPLE AND SURROUNDINGS
To=300.D0
C
C *****************************************************
C REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TEMP TOP SURFACE
C
TADIABAT= To + HCTIC / CPR
TR = TADIABAT
TROT= TADIABAT * PERCENT
C
C THE ADIABATIC TEMPERATURE IF NONSTOICHIOMETRIC IS
IF (A.GT.1.) THEN
TEMPAD=To + HcTICMA-1)*CPTI +(1 +B) *CPTIC)
ELSE
TEMPAD=To + A*HCTIC/((l-A)*CPC +(A+B)*CPTIC)
ENDIF
C
C *****************************************************
C DETERMINE VALUE OF PARAMETERS
C
XMCMMIX=XMCARBON/ (XMCARBON + XMTI*A + XMTIC*B)
C
CTIO = A/(A*XMTI/DTI + B*XMTIC/DTIC)
H=HC/(CPR*TR)
ZETA=E/(RGASES*TR)280
RHOHAT=RHOMIX / RHOR
CPHAT=CPMIX/CPR
IF (A.EQ.1.D0 .AND. B.EQ.0.D0) THEN
CPHAT=1.D0
ENDIF
C WRITE (*,*) CPMIX,CPR,CPHAT
C STOP
C
C NEXT FACTORS WILL APPEAR IN THE NUMERICAL ITERATIONS
C THEY ARE CALCULATED HERE FOR EFFICIENCY
C
HZDA=H*ZETA*DA
DASTAR=DA/(RHOHAT*XMCMMIX)
C1=DTIME/RHOHAT/CPHAT
C2=Cl*HZDA
A1= DTIME/RHOHAT/CPHAT/DY**2.
AMINUS1=A-1.D0
BPLUS1=B+1.D0
XMRHOTI=XMTI/DTI
XMROTIC=XMTIC/DTIC
C
C ****************************************************
C THE DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURES ARE EVALUATED NOW
C
C TEMPERATURE AT THE TOP SURFACE
THETAHOT=ZETA*(THOT/TR-1.D0)
C TEMPERATURE EVERYWHERE AT TAU<0
THETA0=ZETA*(To/TR-1.D0)
C TEMPERATURE OF SURROUNDINGS
C TETAINF=ZETA*(300./TR-1.D0)
C *****************************************************
C NOW LOTS OF WRITING TO FILES
C
C
C
C
C
C
WRITE(2,700) A,B,DA
700 FORMAT(F7.2,F7.2,F7.2)
WRITE(2,710) THOT,PERCENT,TADIABAT
710 FORMAT(F10.4,F10.4,F8.2)
WRITE (2, 720) THETAO, THETAHOT
720 FORMAT(F10.6,F10.6)
WRITE(2,730) N
730 FORMAT(I3)
WRITE(2,740) CTIO,XMCMMIX
740 FORMAT(F10.6,F8.4)
WRITE (2, 750) RHOR,RHOMIX,RHOHAT
750 FORMAT(F10.3,F10.3,F7.3)C
C
WRITE (2, 760) XKR,XKMIX,CPR,CPMIX
760 FORMAT(F10.4,F10.4,F10.3,F10.3)
XALPHAR=ALPHAR*1E7
WRITE(2,770) XALPHAR
770FORMAT(F12.7)
C
C WRITE (2, 780)
C 780 FORMAT(/,'DIMENSIONLESS')
C
DYN=DY*N
WRITE(2,790) DY,DYN
790 FORMAT(F8.4,F8.3)
C
800
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
WRITE(2,800) DTIME,TAUMAX
FORMAT(F10.6,F8.2)
WRITE(2,810) H, ZETA
810 FORMAT(F10.5,F10.5)
WRITE (2,815) HZDA
815 FORMAT(F8.2)
WRITE(2,820) Cl, C2
820 FORMAT(F10.6,F10.6)
WRITE (2,821) TEMPAD
821 FORMAT(F8.2)
20
C
C
C
281
*****************************************************
INITIALIZE THE THETA, DELTA AND PHI FIELDS
THETANEW(0
THETAOLD(0
DO 20 I=1,N
THETANEW(
THETAOLD(
THETAIT(
PHINEW
PHIOLD
DELTANEW(
DELTAOLD(
CONTINUE
= THETAHOT
)=THETAHOT
I)=THETA0
I)=THETA0
I)=THETAOLD(I)
I)=1.D0
I)=1.D0
I) =1.D0
I) =1.D0
WRITE THIS INITIAL PROFILE IN FILES
WRITE (6,*) THETAHOT
DO 30, 1=1,10
WRITE (6, 31) I,THETANEW(I),DELTANEW(I),PHINEW(I)
30 CONTINUE
31 FORMAT(I3,F10.5,F10.5,F10.5)C
WRITE(2,*) 'TIME',1,10,100,150,200
C
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WRITE (2,32) TIEMPO, THETANEW(1), THETANEW(10),
& THETANEW(100), THETANEW(150),THETANEW(200)
32 FORMAT(F8.2,F8.4,F8.4,F8.4,F8.4,F8.4)
C STOP
C ****************************************************
C
C
C
500
C
C
NOW WE SET UP THE LHS MATRIX AND FACTORIZE IT
DIAG(1)=1.D0+2.D0 *A1
UPPER (1) = -A1
XLOWER(N-1)=-Al
DIAG(N-1)=1.D0+2.DO*A1
DO 500 1=2, N-2
XLOWER(I)=-Al
DIAG(I)=1.D0+2.DO*A1
UPPER(I)=-Al
CONTINUE
ALPHA(1)=DIAG(1)
GAMMA(1)=UPPER(1)/ALPHA(1)
DO 520 J=2, N-2
ALPHA(J)=DIAG(J)-XLOWER(J)*GAMMA(J-1)
GAMMA (J) =UPPER (J) /ALPHA (J)
520 CONTINUE
ALPHA(N-1)=DIAG(N-1)-XLOWER(N-1)*GAMMA(N-2)
C *****************************************************
WRITE (*,*)'PROGRAM IS RUNNING'
C 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,11111111
C NOW COMPUTATIONS START
C
100 TIEMPO=TIEMPO+DTIME
C
C NEXT COUNTER KEEPS TRACK OF PRINTING
ICOUNTER=ICOUNTER+1
ICUENTA=ICUENTA+1
C
C MATRIX SOLUTION STARTS HERE. WE FIRST SET UP THE RHS
C FIRST NODE i=1
120 POWER=(ZETA* THETAIT(1))/(ZETA+THETAIT(1))
SOURCE=C2*PHIOLD(1)*DELTAOLD(1)*DEXP(POWER)
RHS(1)=A1 *THETAHOT + THETAOLD(1) + SOURCE
C
C THEN THE REST OF NODES UPTO N-2
DO 150 I=2,N-2
POWER=(ZETA*THETAIT(I))/(ZETA+THETAIT(I))
SOURCE=C2*PHIOLD(I)*DELTAOLD(I)*DEXP(POWER)RHS(I)=THETAOLD(I) + SOURCE
150CONTINUE
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C
C THEN LAST NODE i=N-1
POWER=(ZETA*THETAIT(N-1))/(ZETA +
THETAIT(N-1))
SOURCE=C2*PHIOLD(N-1)*DELTAOLD(N-1)
*DEXP (POWER)
RHS(N-1)=Al*THETAOLD(N)+THETAOLD(N-1)+SOURCE
C
C NOW WE SOLVE THE TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX
C FIRST FORWARD SOLUTION
Z(1)=RHS(1)/ALPHA(1)
DO 180 J=2,N-1
Z(J)=(RHS(J)-XLOWER(J)*Z(J-1))/ALPHA(J)
180CONTINUE
C THEN BACKWARD SOLUTION
THETANEW (N -1) =Z (N -1)
DO 200 J=N-2,1,-1
THETANEW(J)=Z(J)-GAMMA(J)*THETANEW(J+1)
200CONTINUE
C
C NOW WE CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF THETA SOLUTION
ICHECK=1
DO 250 I=1,N-1
IF (DABS (THETANEW(I) -THETAIT (I)) .GT. .01D0) THEN
ICHECK=0
ENDIF
250 CONTINUE
C
IF (ICHECK.EQ.0) THEN
DO 270 I=1,N-1
THETAIT(I)=THETANEW(I)
270 CONTINUE
GOTO 120
ENDIF
C
C NOW WE KNOW THE TEMPERATURE FIELD. DETERMINE PHIAND
C DELTA FOR EACH NODE
C
DO 320 I=1,N-1
IF (PHINEW(I).LT. .005D0 .OR. DELTANEW(I).LT.
.005D0) THEN
GOTO 320
ENDIF
C
POWER=(ZETA*THETAOLD(I))/(ZETA+THETAOLD(I))
SOURCE = PHIOLD (I) *DELTAOLD (I) *DEXP (POWER)
DELTA3=(DELTAOLD(I))**3. DTIME*DASTAR*SOURCE
C NOW WE AVOID TO RAISE A NEGATIVE NUMBER TO APOWER284
IF (DELTA3.LT. 0.D0) THEN
DELTA3=0.D0
ENDIF
DELTANEW(I)=DELTA3**(1./3.)
C
C WRITE(*,*) DELTA3,DELTANEW(I)
PHINEW(I)=(AMINUS1+(DELTAOLD(I))**3.)/((AMINUS1 +
&(DELTAOLD(I))**3.) *XMRHOTI + (BPLUS1- (DELTAOLD(I)
) **3.) *XMROTIC)
C
PHINEW(I)=PHINEW(I)/CTIO
C GOES TO ANOTHER NODE i+1 EVALUATION OF PHI ANDDELTA:
320 CONTINUE
C
C ***************************************************
C ANOTHER SCANNING OF THE SAMPLE IS FINISHED
C LETS CHECK IF IT IS TIME TO PRINT
IF (ICUENTA.EQ.IFILE2) THEN
C
C
C
C
C
IF (TIEMPO.LT.DE2A3) THEN
NUMBER=6
ELSE
NUMBER=7
ENDIF
WRITE (NUMBER,600) TIEMPO
600 FORMAT(F8.3)
DO 610 I=1,N
WRITE (NUMBER,620) I, THETANEW(I), DELTANEW(I),
PHINEW(I)
610 CONTINUE
620 FORMAT(I3,F10.5,F10.5,F10.5)
ICUENTA=0
ENDIF
IF (ICOUNTER.EQ.IMPRIMIR) THEN
WRITE(2,630)TIEMPO,THETANEW(1),THETANEW(10),
THETANEW(100),
& THETANEW (150), THETANEW (200)
630 FORMAT(F8.3,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5)
C
ICOUNTER=0
C
ENDIF
*****************************************************
C NOW WE UPDATE THE VARIABLES285
DO 350 J=1,N-1
THETAOLD(J)=THETANEW(J)
THETAIT(J)=THETANEW(J)
DELTAOLD (J) = DELTANEW (J)
PHIOLD (J) = PHINEW (J)
IF (PHINEW(J). LT. .005D0) THEN
PHINEW(J)=0.D0
PHIOLD(J)=0.D0
ENDIF
IF (DELTANEW(J) .LT. .005D0) THEN
DELTANEW(J)=0.D0
DELTAOLD(J)=0.D0
ENDIF
350 CONTINUE
C
C *****************************************************
C CRITERIA TO STOP
C NOW WE WILL CHECK IF THE LAST LAYER HAS ALREADY
C IGNITED
IF (PHINEW(210).LT. .005D0 .OR. DELTANEW(210).LT.
.005D0) THEN
GOTO 7000
ENDIF
C
C OR IF WE HAVE EXCEEDED THE MAXIMUM COMPUTING TIME
IF (TIEMPO.GT.TAUMAX .OR. DELTANEW(1).gt. 10.D0)
THEN
GOTO 7000
ENDIF
C
C IF NEITHER OF THESE CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN REACHED,
C THEN IT IS TIME TO STEP FORWARD IN TIME AND DO
C ANOTHER WHOLE SCANNING
C
GOTO 100
C *****************************************************
C END END END END END
C HERE WE WILL STORE THE LAST VALUES OF THETA, DELTA &
C PHI FIELDS
C
C 7000IF (TIEMPO.LT.DE2A3) THEN
C NUMBER=6
C ELSE
C NUMBER=7
C ENDIF
C
7000WRITE (NUMBER,7010) TIEMPO
7010FORMAT(F8.3)286
C
C write (number,*) 0,thetahot
DO 7020 I=1,N
WRITE(NUMBER,7025) I, THETANEW(I), DELTANEW(I),
& PHINEW(I)
7020CONTINUE
7025 FORMAT(13,F10.6,F10.6,F10.6)
C
WRITE (2, 7028) TIEMPO, THETANEW(1), THETANEW(10),
& THETANEW(100), THETANEW(150),THETANEW(200)
7028FORMAT(F8.3,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5,F9.5)
IF (PHINEW(N-1) .LT .001D0 .OR. DELTANEW(N-1).LT.
& .001D0) THEN
WRITE(11,*) 'sample burned all theway to n'
ENDIF
C 7030FORMAT(/,'SAMPLE BURNED ALL THE WAY TO N')
C
IF (TIEMPO.GT.TAUMAX) THEN
WRITE(11,*) 'TAUMAX IS SMALLER THAN TIMENEEDED TO
& BURN SAMPLE'
ENDIF
C
C TOTALCPU=CPU()
C TOTALCPU=TOTALCPU/3600.D0
C WRITE (2,7050) TOTALCPU
C 7050 FORMAT(/,'CPUTIME=',F10.6,'REAL COMPUTATIONTIME IN
C &HOURS')
C WRITE (2,*)'TIME IS',TIME$
C WRITE (2,*)'DATE IS',DATE$
C WRITE (2,*)ISTARTEDI,FECHAl$
C WRITE (2,*) ' AT',TIEMP01$
C
END1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
21
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
80
90
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APPENDIX 3
PC-LAB CODE FOR DATA ACQUISITION
THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO CONVERT THEVOLTAGES
OBTAINED THROUGH THE DATA ACQUISITION BOARDDIRECTLY
TO DEGREES KELVIN
WRITTEN BY:ABEL HERNANDEZ-GUERRERO JULY 1989
THE CONVERSION TABLES FOR THE PARTICULARTYPE OF
THERMOCOUPLES USED IN THE EXPERIMENT (FROMTHE OMEGA
COMPANY) HAVE BEEN FIT INTO CORRELATIONS,THEREFORE
THIS PROGRAM WILL NOT WORK WITH A DIFFERENTTYPE OF
THERMOCOUPLES
THE PROGRAM IS SET SO THAT IT WILL SCANBOTH
THERMOCOUPLES FOR THE WHOLE DURATION OF THEEXPERIMENT,
BUT IT WILL ASK THE OPERATOR HOW MANY SECONDSARE TO BE
STORED IN THE HARD DISK. IN THIS WAY, IFA EXPERIMENT
TOOK 25 SECONDS BUT IT WAS OBSERVED THAT THE
PROPAGATION FINISHED IN ONLY 18 SECONDS ALLTHE WAY
DOWN TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SAMPLE THEN ONLY 18SECONDS
NEED TO BE STORED. IF IT IS JUDGED THAT DATABELOW 1000
K ARE NOT NEEDED THEN THE OPERATOR CANINSTRUCT TO DO
SO. THE DATA WILL BE STORED IN TWO FILESNAMED "two"
AND "three"
PCLAB BASIC definition file (long names)
This file may be MERGEd witha user program
'to define routine offsets and establish thePCLAB
'segment.
ADC.VALUE=3
SETUP.ADC=9
BEGIN.ADC.DMA=15
WAIT.ADC.DMA=21
DAC.ON.TRIGGER=27
100 DAC.SERIES=33
110 TEST.DAC.DMA=39
120 SET.CLOCK.DIVIDER=45
130 SET.CLOCK.FREQUENCY=51
140 ENABLE.FOR.INPUT=57
150 INPUT.DIGITAL.VALUE=63
: ADC.ON.TRIGGER=6
: ADC.SERIES=12
:TEST.ADC.DMA=18
:DAC.VALUE=24
:SETUP.DAC=30
:BEGIN.DAC.DMA=36
: WAIT.DAC.DMA=42
:SET.SLOW.CLOCK=48
:SET. CLOCK. PERIOD =54
:ENABLE. FOR. OUTPUT =60
:OUTPUT.DIGITAL.VALUE=661 6 0INPUT.DIGITAL.
OUTPUT. DIGITAL. ON. TRIGGER =72
170 SET.ERROR.CONTROL.WORD=75
180 SELECT.BOARD=81
190 SET.DMA.CHANNEL=87
200 SET.ADC.CHANNELS=93
210 SET.LINE.FREQUENCY=99
220 SET.TIMEOUT=105
230 RESET.DT=111
240 CALL.WFC=117
250 CALL.WFI=123
260 STOP.DAC.DMA=129
270 CONTINUOUS.DAC.DMA=135
280 MEASURE. THERMOCOUPLE =141
290 ANALOG.TO.VOLTS=147
300 DEGREES.TO.VOLTS=153
310 STROBE=159
320 GENERATE.CLOCK=165
330 READ.EVENTS=171
340 STOP.CLOCK=177
350 TERMINATE=183
360 ISBX.WRITE=189
370 ENABLE. SYSTEM. CLOCK =195
380 '
288
ON.TRIGGER= 69
:GET.ERROR.CODE=78
:SET.BASE.ADDRESS=84
:SET.ADC.RANGE=90
:SET.DAC.RANGE=96
:SET.TOP.GAIN=102
:GET.DT.ERROR=108
:GET.DT.STATUS=114
:CALL.WF0=120
:STOP.ADC.DMA=126
:CONTINUOUS.ADC.DMA=132
: MEASURE.VOLTS=138
:MEASURE. COMPENSATION =144
: VOLTS.TO.DEGREES=150
:DELAY=156
: WAIT.ON.DELAY=162
:COUNT.EVENTS=168
:GET.FREQUENCY=174
:INITIALIZE=180
:ISBX.READ=186
:FIND.DMA.LENGTH=192
: DISABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK=198
390 DEF SEG = &H0 get the PCLAB segment
400 PCLSEG = PEEK (&H4FE )+ 256*PEEK (&H4FF )
410 DEF SEG=PCLSEG 'address the PCLAB segment
420
430 'Copyright(C)1983, 1987. Data Translation, Inc.
100LockeDrive,
440 'Marlboro Massachusetts 01752-1192.
450 '
460 'General permission to copy or modify, butnot for
461 'profit, is hereby granted,provided that theabove
462 'copyright notice is included and referencemade to the
463 'fact that reproduction privilegesweregranted by
464 'Data Translation, Inc.
500
510 PRINT " A/D CONVERSION SERIES"
520 PRINT
530 PRINT "This PCLAB program performsa series of A/D"
540 PRINT "conversions onan operator-specified channel
scan."
550 PRINT "This uses the Programmed I/O routine:ADC.SERIES"
560 PRINT
570 ' Tested: 28 Nov 83
580 ' Modified: 18 Jan 85 for PCLAB V2.0
590 ' Tested: 24 Nov 86 for PCLAB V3.0
600 '
610 ' All variables should be given initialvalues289
620 ' before being used in PCLAB calls.
630 '
640 INPUT " TOTAL NUMBER OF SCANS :", NUMBER.OF.VALUES%
650 DIM ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(NUMBER.OF.VALUES%)
660 ERROR.VALUE% = 0
670 '
680 CALL INITIALIZE
710 '
720 CALL SET.ERROR.CONTROL.WORD(ERROR.VALUE%)
730 '
740 HIGH.V! = .045 'Highest voltage in range
750 LOW.V! = -.045 'Lowest voltage in range
760 RANGE! = HIGH.V! LOW.V! 'Total voltage range.
770 '
780 NOC! = 4096!
790 '
800 LSB! = RANGE!/ NOC! 'Voltage of least Significant
Bit.
810 'The following section sets up the A/D.
820 '
830 TIMING.SOURCE% = 0 'Software trigger, internal
clock.
840 '
850 'Select the proper board here.
860 BOARD% = 3
870 CALL SELECT.BOARD(BOARD%)
880 'Define channel scan.
890 '
920 '
940INPUT "Enterthefirstchannelinthescan",
START.CHAN%
950 INPUT " Enter the last channel in thescan ", END.CHAN%
960 '
970 IF (START.CHAN% <= END.CHAN%) GOTO 1020
980 PRINT " The starting channel number";
990PRINT"cannotbegreater than theending channel
number."
1000 GOTO 940
1010 '
1020 SCAN.LENGTH% = (END.CHAN% + 1) START.CHAN%
1030 NUMBER.OF.SCANS% = (NUMBER.OF.VALUES% / SCAN.LENGTH%)
1
1040 PRINT"This will perform";NUMBER.OF.SCANS%; "
complete scans."
1050 '
1055 INPUT "MINIMUM TEMPERATURE TO WRITE";LIMIT
1060 INPUT " Enter the desired Gain (1,2,4,8)", GAIN%
1070 '
1080 CALL SETUP.ADC(TIMING.SOURCE%, START.CHAN%, END.CHAN%,
GAIN%)290
1090 CALL GET.ERROR.CODE(ERROR.VALUE%)
1091 PRINT "error= ";ERROR.VALUE%
1100 IF ERROR.VALUE% = 0 GOTO 1130
1110 PRINT "*** Illegal channelsor gain specified.": GOTO
940
1120
1130 'SCALED.LSB! = LSE! / GAIN% 'Calculate scaled
LSB
1140 'SCALED.LOW! = LOW.V! / GAIN% 'Calculate scaled
LOW voltage.
1145 '
1150 CJCHAN% = 0
1151 TYPE%=116
1153 'CALL MEASURE.VOLTS(CJCHAN%,VOLTS!)
1154 '
1155 PRINT "GAIN =";GAIN%,"VOLTS =";VOLTS!
1160 CALL ADC.VALUE(CJCHAN%, GAIN%, CJADATA%)
1170 CJTEMP = (((CJADATA% *.04)/ 4096) .02)* 2000
1171 CALL DEGREES.TO.VOLTS(TYPE%,CJTEMP,CJVOLTS)
1172 PRINT "CJVOLTS=";CJVOLTS
1175 PRINT "CJADATA =";CJADATA%,"CJTEMP=";CJTEMP
1180 'Next set up the internal clock.
1190 '
1200 INPUT"Enter the sampling frequency in Hz(13.
12000.) ",REQUESTED.FREQ
1210 CLOCK.DIVIDER% = (800000!/ REQUESTED.FREQ) .5
1220 ACTUAL.FREQ = 800000! / CLOCK.DIVIDER%
1230 PRINT "Actual frequency is ";ACTUAL.FREQ;"Hertz"
1240 PRINT "Please wait I'm working."
1250 'PRINT " Requested frequency is ";REQUESTED.FREQ;"
Hertz"
1260 'PRINT ""
1270 'PRINT " Please wait I'm working."
1280 '
1290 'CALL ADC.VALUE(CJCHAN%, GAIN%, CJADATA%)
1300 'CJTEMP = (((CJADATA% *.04)/ 4096) .02)* 2000
1310 'CALL SET.CLOCK.FREQUENCY(REQUESTED.FREQ)
1320 CALL SET.CLOCK.DIVIDER (CLOCK.DIVIDER%)
1330 '
1340 'This performs the actual data collection.
1350 '
1360 CALL DISABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK 'Turn off PC's time of
day clock.
1 3 7 0 CALLADC.SERIES(NUMBER.OF.VALUES%,
ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(1))
1380 CALL ENABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK 'Turn on PC's time of
day clock.
1390 CALL GET.ERROR.CODE(ERROR.VALUE%)
'Clear any error
status
1400IFERROR.VALUE%<> 0THENPRINT"Errorduring291
acquisition. ", ERROR.VALUE%
1410 '
1420 'Now ask for scan number to translate and display.
1430 '
1440 PRINT
1450'INPUT "Doyou want tosavethe dataonyour
diskette?(Y or N)"; ANS$
1455 ANS$="Y"
1460 IF ANS$ = "N" OR ANS$ = "n" THEN END
1470 'INPUT " TYPE THE FILE NAME: "; FL$
1475 FL$="Three"
1480 OPEN FL$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1: OPEN "two" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
:CHANNEL$="THREE":TIME=0
1490 PRINT "Wait... I'm writing."
1740 FOR SCAN% = 1 TO NUMBER.OF.SCANS%
1750 SP% = SCAN% * SCAN.LENGTH%
1760 FOR C.PNT% = 0 TO SCAN.LENGTH% 1
1770 CHANNEL% = C.PNT% + START.CHAN%
1780 '
1790 'Convert analog data value into a voltage involts
1800'CALL ANALOG.TO.VOLTS(ANALOG.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%),
GAIN%, VOLTAGE!)
1810 VOLTAGE!= (((ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%)
9.000001E-02) /4096) .045)
1 8 1 5 'LPRINT "scan%="; SCAN%, "analog. array%
=",ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%)
1820 'VOLTAGE! (ANALOG.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%)
SCALED.LSB!)+SCALED.LOW!
1825 TIME=TIME + 1/REQUESTED.FREQ
1829 GOSUB 2000
1830 IF CHANNEL$="THREE" AND TEMPERAT>LIMIT THEN BTIME=TIME
:PRINT #1, BTIME,TEMPERAT
1831 IF CHANNEL$="THREE" THEN CHANNEL$="TWO" :GOTO 1835
1832 IF CHANNEL$="TWO" AND TEMPERAT>LIMIT THENBTIME=TIME
:PRINT #2, BTIME,TEMPERAT
1833 IF CHANNEL$="TWO" THEN CHANNEL$="THREE"
1835'AVERAGE=AVERAGE+VOLTAGE:PRINTCHANNEL$,BTIME,TEMPERAT
1840 NEXT C.PNT%
1850 NEXT SCAN%
1855 AVERAGE=AVERAGE/(NUMBER.OF.SCANS%*2)
1870 'VOLT!=((( CJADATA% *.04) /4096) .02)
1880 'PRINT #1, "CJ VOLTAGE =",VOLT!
1885 'PRINT #1, "CJ TEMPERATURE =",CJTEMP
1886 SUM=VOLT!+VOLTAGE!
1887 'PRINT #1,"voltage!= ",VOLTAGE!
1888 'PRINT #1,"TOTAL VOLTS= ",SUM
1889 'PRINT #1,"AVERAGE = ",AVERAGE
1890 CLOSE #1 :CLOSE #2
1891 PRINT " End of A/D conversion" :SYSTEM END
1 9 9 9292
1***********************************************************
2000' subroutine to convert from volts totemperature 2005'correlations are only good for tungsten-rhenium
termocouples
2010IFVOLTAGE!<1.01/1000THENTEMPERAT=31 .8727+
128.4919 * VOLTAGE!*1000
2020 IF VOLTAGE! >=1.01/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<9.390001/1000THEN
TEMPERAT=155.0759* (VOLTAGE! *1000) A.8 2 7 9
2030 IF VOLTAGE! >=9.390001/1000 ANDVOLTAGE!<19.947/1000
THEN TEMPERAT=107. 6579+94 . 4076*VOLTAGE ! *1000
2040 IF VOLTAGE! >= 19.947/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<28.953/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=76. 3295* (VOLTAGE ! *1000) ^1 .0892
2050 IF VOLTAGE! >= 28.953/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<35.978/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=922.4559*EXP (.0407*VOLTAGE!*1000)
2 0 6 0IFVOLTAGE! > = 3 5.9 7 8 / 1 0 0 0 THEN
TEMPERAT=11.3566*(VOLTAGE!*1000) ^1.6366
2070'
2080'
2090 TEMPERAT= (TEMPERAT-32) *5/9+ 273 'CONVERTS TO
DEGREES KELVIN
2095 TEMPERAT=TEMPERAT+45 'calibrates for cold juntion temperature
2100 RETURN